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BENEFITS...
To PTÄ member states, the Clearing
House enables them to: save scarce for-

eign exchange, liberalise trade, generate
additional liquidity to finance regional
trade, give net debtors a minimum of 15
days and a maximum of 75 days interestfree credit and create employment in the
region as a result of increased trade.
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Angola

To businessmen, the Clearing House reduces foreign trade transaction costs, guar-

Zambia

for exports and
reduces the risk of non-payment for exporters and facilitates the obtaining of
import licences from licensing authorities
antees

JT'-

prompt payment

Zimbabwe»
Mauritius 4

Namibia

oftfiemember states. Businessmen should,

therefore, make use of this solution for
payments problems (PTA Clearing House)
now

to

Swazilai^'

enjoy the full benefits.

Lesotl^P

For any inquiries please contact
PTA Clearing House
101 Union Avenue
P.O. Box 2940
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EDITORIAL

I

MOZAMBIQUE: A NEW REALITY IS BORN

SAFES TRUST

AS the main feature article

on

Mozambique seeks to explain herein, the

process in that country is far from satisfactory. Some
observers have therefore caricatured the electoral process itself as more of
current

political

imposition by the international community than aconscious choice by the
people of Mozambique. That may well be so. But what might have been the
alternative in a country in which war and devastation had until recently
become the order of the day?
The Mozambican saga is best explained with respect to three inter-related
factors that characterise the social formation of that country. First, a
Portuguese colonialism which, backward and underdeveloped as it was, left
a legacy of unequal development within and across the breadth and length
of that large territory that is Mozambique. Accordingly, whatever
“development” that occurred in that country was confined largely to the
coastal areas of Lourengo-Marques and Beira, entréports that had more to
do with Europe, Rhodesia or South Africa than with the rest of Mozambique.
The second factor arose from this legacy of unequal, limited and skewed
development, namely, a class structure in which only a very small African
middle class had emerged by the time the Portuguese had to leave
Mozambique. As in Angola, Portuguese colonialism had exported to
Mozambique not only its own bourgeoisie and petit bourgeoisie but even the
working and peasant classes; and, therefore, further suppressed and
disorganised such emergent class forces as no doubt found embryonic form
among the colonised people. But, clearly, there did not develop in
Mozambique an African nationalist petit bourgeois class of the kind that
emerged in the neighbouring countries of Southern Africa and Africa in
general. Besides, the combined forces of the policy of assimilation and
the hegemony of a Portuguese leftist intelligentsia succeeded in
constraining the full expression of a (Mozambican) nationalism which,
an

as

in other African countries, became the mid-wife for the nation-in-the-

making.
Third, the Cold Wrrr which expressed itself in Southern Africa, in the form
of the close inter-play between Western imperialist policies and apartheid
South Africa, in their joint plan to forestall communism in the sub-region.
As

history would have it, Mozambique, and also Angola, had found
the end of the 1970’s at the forefrontof Socialist construction,
not only the models but also the rear bases of the liberation movements of
Zimbabwe, Namibia and South Africa. So it was that Mozambique became
the target for destabilisation and devastation; already weak from a colonial
past that left it so little upon which to build for the future. Mozambique had
nearly disintegrated by the time the Rome Accords were signed in October
1992. The end of the Cold War and the imminent demise of apartheid South
Africa appeared to have provided a new foundation for the Mozambican
nation-in-the-making. Of great significance in this regard were the new
possibilities for broader political mobilisation across the country on the part
of the various contenders in the new dispensation in Mozambique. Hitherto,
the Mozambican government had been largely southern-based; it was a
criticism on the basis of which RENAMO made much political capital. But
given both the colonial legacy and the nature of a civil war that began almost
as soon as the Portuguese left, what chance was there for FRELIMO, or any
other authority, to establish and develop a truly national foundation in
Mozambique?
So, imperfect as the current political process might be in Mozambique, it
does offer prospects for the establishment of a national framework of
political and social discourse in that country. Indeed, no matter how much
of an imposition, the elections have provoked the political consciousness of
the majority of the Mozambican electorate. Given this backdrop of conflict
and mayheim. it is understandable that the election results will reflect a
country divided by ethnic and parochial expressions. But carefully handled
hy those who are prepared to project a national outlook, all these could
constitute vital building blocks for the nation-in-the-making. So it is less
important who beats the drums after this electoral process; it is more crucial
that all those concerned understand the need to develop this late nationalism
into a real base (or nation-building in Mozambique. No doubt, anew reality
is born in Mozambique.Q
themselves hy
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Tal

como o artigo principal sobre Mozambique pretende explicar, o
pxocesso polftico naquele pais estä longe de ser satisfatdiio. Alguns
observadores caricaturam: o pröprio processo eleitoralébinp sendo mais

umaimposigSo por parte då cömunidade intemacional do ique umaescolha
consciente do povo mogambieåno. Tal poderä ser o caso. Mas qual seria a
alternativa num pafs onde a guerra e a devastagäo haviam se tornado até
muito recentemente na ordern do dia?
A saga mozambicanaé bem explanada por trés faetores quecaracterizam

fonnagäo social daquele pafs. Primeiro, um coloniaUsiiio portugués que,
atrasado e subdesen volvido que era, deixou um legado de desenvolvimento
a

desequilibrado

a

toda

a

largura

e

comprimento daquele vasto territörio.

Desse modo, qualquer “desenyolvimento” que tenha ocbrrido naquele pafs
foi coofiaado äs dreas costeiras de Loureii$o Marques e Beira» entiiepostos

mais tinham a ver com a Eiiröpa, Rodésia ou Africa db Sö, O segundo
faetörsurgiu deste legado dédesenvolvimento desequilibrådq, limitadoe
que

destorcido, nomeadamenté, tiinä estrutura de classes em que apenas urna
pequena classe média africana havia emergido por altura da partida dos
pottugueses. Tal como em Angola, o colon ialismo port ugués havia exportado
para Mogambique nao s6 a sua pröpria burguesia, mas mesmo as suas
classes trabalhadora e camponesa; desse modo suprimindo e desorganizando
ainda mais tais forgas de classes emergentes que iara encontrando forma

populagäo colonizada. Näo se desenvolveu em Mozambique urna
burguesia africana nacionalista do tipo daquelas que emergiram
nos pafses vizinhos e em
Äfriga no geral. Para além disso, as forgas
combinadas da polftica åernsiniila^åo e a hegemonia de umå inteligencia
entre a

pequena

esquerdistaportuguesaconsegUiramaindamaismprimiramMmaexpmssäo
de um nacionalismo (mo9ambiGäno)que, como nos outrOS pafses africanos,
tomou-se

no

Terceiro,

progenitor da tuigäo-em-construfåo.
Guerra Fria que teve a sua expressäo na Africa do Sul,

a

na

forma da estrita interaegäo entre as polfticas imperialistas ocidentais e a
Äfrieado Sul doö/mrrAefd. noseuplanoconjuntodeimpediroalastramento
do comunismo na sub-regiäo. Como a histöria o dirä, Mozambique, e
lambéra Angola, encontravam-se no fim dos anos 70 na vanguarda da

constru^äo socialista, näo apenas dos modelos, mas também as retaguardas
dos movimentosde libertagäodoämbabwe, Namibia e Africa do Sul. Foi
assim que Mogambique se tomou alvodadesestabilizagäqe dådevastagSo;

enfraquecido que jå estava de lith passado colonial

que deixou ao pafs täo
Ihe peimitisse construir o future, Mogambique havia quase se
desintegrado por altura da assinatura dos acordos de Roma em Outubro de
i 992.0 fim da Guerra Fria e a eminente derroeada do apartheid na Africa
do Sul parecem ter dado urna nova fundagäo para a nagäo mogambicana em
construgåo. De grande signifieado neste campo säo as novas ^ssibilidades
de urna mobilizagäo polftica mais ampla em todo o territörio por parte dos
vMos contendores no novo xadrez em Mogambique. Até aqui, o govemo
mogambicano havia sido predominantemente sulista; eraum criticismo na
base do qual a Renamo fez um grande capital polftico. Mas dado o legado
pouco que

colonial

como a natureza de urna guerra civil que teve o seu infeio
quase
logo a seguir-se å partida dos pottugueses, que condigöes havia para que

tanto a

Frelimo,

desenvolver

urna

ou qualquer outra autoridade, podesse estabslecer e
base verdadeiramente nacional em Mogambique?

Portanto, por mais imperfeito que seja o actual processo polftico em
Mogambique, ele abre perspectivas para o estabelccimento de urna
plataforma nacional de racioefnio polftico e social naquele pafs. Na
verdade, näo importa o quanto elas sejam de imposigäo, as eleigöes
provocaram a consciéncia poiftica da raaioria do eleitorado mogambicano.
Dado este cenärio de con flito e violéncia, écompreensfvelqueos resultados
eleitorais venham

a

reflectir

um

pafs dividido

por

expressöes étnicas

e

paroquiais. Mas cautelosamente tratadas por aqueles que estäo disfmstos a
projeetar urna imagem nacional, tudo p^erä vir a constttutir alicerces
vitais para a na(äo-em-constru(äo. É insignificante quem toca o batuque
depois das e!ei?oes; é mais crucial que todos aqueles que estäo envolvidos
compreendam a necessidade de desenvolver este naciomlismo retardado
numa verdadeira base
para a construgåo nacional em Mogambique. Sem
diivida,

uma nova

realidade

nasce em

Mogambique.Q
3

people — some of them in the
government of the "New South Africa" — as
illegal aliens. Many South Africans who went
into exile, fearing the uncertainties of an
unknown country, have chosen to remain in

these

LETTERS
like myself have felt forlorn at
witnessing the deafening silence from our
own key instrumental leaders whilst the
ownership and control of economic resources
many persons

remained and continued to be value ladden

against us.
Speaking for myself, I hope this is the
beginning of a coordinafed, systematic and
focused approach towards indigenisation,
utilising precision instruments than has been
the case hitherto. Thanks for breathing some
inspiring wind of change and making us feel
proud of ourselves.
P Mutasa
Harare

Zimbabwe

their host countries; should we

dispose them

of their belongings and throw them across
our borders back into ”their country"?
The people South Africa today claims are
"illegal immigrants" are no more than

individuals who, in the face of economic

respective countries,
glittering lights
of Johannesburg. The apartheid regime let
them stay as part of a policy designed to
show the world that the evil system" wasn' t at
all that bad", and was instead helping these
poor people who faced starvation in their
own countries. These are not spontaneous
refugees who will have fled to South Africa
after the attainment of ” Uhuru' in that country.
These are poor people who have been living
difficulties in their

ventured to find wealth in the

in South Africa, some of them for many years

ONCE BIHEN TWICE SHY
CONGRATULATIONS for putting such a good
issue

(Vol.7 No. 12). It was interesting to note

that Kaunda wants to come back or

that

a

THE UNIVERSITIES IN AFRICA

and who have even constifuted families,

AFRICA is experiencing decay in many ways,
but it appears that all analysts are

definition of

preoccupied with the state and very little has
been done in evaluating the performance of
Universities. I would like to challenge your
team to give this matter a serious thought,
because we are no doubt witnessing the
demise of all institutes of higher learning.

Turks, Africans and Asians in Germany, did

certain

Lecturers have become full-time consultants

ousted him

to the World

percentage of the electorate that
regret that they ever did. One
would have been very happy if Kaunda was
organising around a credible party. We
should not be hoodwinked into believing
that his personality would capture
everybody. Do not forget that this man was
there for 27 years. Is he not better advised to
groom people and a party committed to
liberation and the well-being of the peasants

languishing in the rural areas, than to
enter the ring again? Once beaten, twice
shy. He is still credible as a founding father of
he saw

the Zambian nation and the Frontline

Bank/IMF and other big

organisations. Students are
increasingly becoming indisciplined as
attested by the rise in alcoholism and sexual
harassment. Libraries do not have adequate
books, a situation that has led to the fast

international

depreciation of the few available materials
which survive numerous forms of vandalism.

Something has to be done before African
nations are thrown into a state of paralysis.
By Concerned Student
University of Zimbabwe

states.

What more does he want?
Clement Chumba

OPEN LEHER TO THE SOUTH

Livingstone. Zambia

AFRICAN GOVERNMENT
letter to the government of
citizen of
Soufhern Africa, I have received with

THIS IS

INDIGENISATION ARTICLE
I COULD not but only feel duty bound to
express my joy and pleasure at reading your
article on the subject of indigenisation
(SAPEM, Vol. 7 No. 11, August 1994). At least
many of us feel proud and inspired at seeing
our own business and opinion leadership
take such a clear and unequivocal position
on this fundamental national issue whose
solutions are long overdue. For a long time

an open

the "New South Africa". As a

indignation recent reports that the authorities
in that country are deporting scores of" illegal
immigrants' back to their countries of origin.
What "illegal immigrants"?
Our countries played host to thousands of
South African children, women and men who
could not live freely in their own country
because of apartheid. We never considered

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to:
Letters must include the

4

unrecognised under the western
marriage. Dispossessing them of
their belongings and simply throwing them
across the borders will simply create a situation
of families torn apart, and still not resolve the
issue of unemployment in South Africa. They
should learn that molesting and killing a few
albeit

nof creafe jobs for thousands of East Germans
who became

jobless when the Berlin wall

collapsed.
What the South African authorities, together

counterparts in the region shouid
steps that will ensure that people
find no need to go and look for better

with their

do is to take
will

standards elsewhere.

argument that these people come
people's jobs simply does not
work. Most of the people in question are
unskiiled, and consequently not competitive
on the job market. Those who are qualified
will always find a job somewhere.
It is also a fallacy to say that "illegal
The

and take other

immigrants" engage in criminal activities;
highly violenf
society, and if there is any one to complain,
it is the neighboring countries, who have
seen an upsurge of violence streaming into
South Africa has aiways been a

their borders from South Africa.

South Africans are better reminded that

thousands of

Maiawians, Mozambicans,

Africa
helping them to create the wealth that
today they are so eager to protect from the
Basofho and ofher citizens of Southern

died

"barbarians".
Charles Bwanali

Blantyre
Malawi

THE EDITOR, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE,
of clarity or space.
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MOZAMBIQUE: WHO WILL
BEAT THE DRUMS?
Fernando

Gonsalves

OR

F

others

Mozambique, October has in
years teen synonymous with
historic events. Some are good, and
recent

are

bad. On October 19, 1986, the

country’s first president, Samora Machel,
was killed in a mysterious plane crash in
South Africa, while returning home from a
Frontline summit in Zambia.

On October4,1992, Machel’s

successor,

Joaquim Chissano, sealed a peace deal with
his war-time rival, Renamo

leader Afonso

Dhlakama, paving the way for the country’s
first

multiparty elections, scheduled for 27-

28 this month.
The rains currently falling

in Mozambique

may have come as a blessing for the elections,
in a country still reeling from the combined
effects of the worst drought in

living memory

and 16 years
million dead,

of a war that left about a
displacing some 4,5 million
and sending 1,5 million others to refugee
camps in neighbouring countries.
The 6,4 million registered voters will be
asked to choose 250 members of the

Assembly of the Republic (Parliament) from
by the 12
political parties and two coalitions, as well
as a new president from
amongst the
registered 12 presidential candidates.
Although no credible opinion polls exist,
observers believe that the real challenge
will be between the governing Frelimo party
the lists of candidates fielded

and Renamo.
In the presidential elections, the test match

will be fought mainly between the incumbent

ALFREDOMUECHE/AIM/94

president Joaquim Chissano, and Renamo

The doves

of peace at independence plaza in Maputo

leader Afonso Dhlakama.
But if anything, these are the only possible

elections that

Mozambique can hold, and
in Mozambique agree
of an imposition than a
conscious choice by the people of
Mozambique.
many intellectuals
that they are more

Sapem October. 1994

“These elections represent a compromise

with the international

capital,” said one
University
in Maputo. “The masses are totally alienated
from the entire process. There is very little
academic

at

Eduardo Mondlane

mass

cultural activities in favour of the

elections, which highlights the fact that the
entire process is being mastemiinded by
interests outside

Mozambique,” he added.
this assertion, is

As if to bear testimony to

5

COVER STORY

the Mozambican

metallic

capital itself. Apart from a

structure

of

white

doves

(symbolising peace) in the middle of
Independence Square in downtown Maputo,
and a few other campaign activities, Maputo
resembles very little of a city gearing up for
an event that will greatly shape the future of

pre-requisites outlined in the Rome
agreements and designed to be implemented
before the elections have not yet been met.
In Rome, the parties agreed that the new
unified army would constitute 30 000
soldiers drawn

on a

the government

50-50 basis from both

and Renamo. By early

over 11 000 men had
recruited into the army, with 3 715

September, just

the nation.

Save for the two main contenders, the rest
of the

opposition candidates seem to have
gone into hibernation, restricted to issuing
press statements mainly based on attacks
against the ruling party, and promises of a
“better life” in the next republic. No
fundamental Issues

are

discussed and there

little likelihood that the situation will
improve.
This has given the ruling party the
initiative, a situation analysts say has sent
is very

some

which the government has
—

will be

adequate to deal with any internal threat
resulting from either of the parties rejecting
the election results.

One other aspect

that might impact

been
from

of the country

soldiers determined in Rome has however,
and western

—

reinforced in recent months

on the elections is Renamo’s
refusal to hand over to the government parts

Renamo and 8 688 from the government.
The inability to reach the number of
saved Renamo from

police force

embarrassment,

diplomats see nothing wrong

with it.
There had always been widespread
suspicion that the majority of Renamo

negatively

which the group controlled
This has raised suspicions
amoungst many, that Dhlakama could be
hiding in these areas a reserve force that
could be deployed in case things do not go
his way. In early September, Renamo had
failed to list 1 000 fighters — about five
percent of its war-time army — and there

during the

are

war.

fears that there could be

more.

In

addition,

into western embassies in

kids who could not
qualify to join the new army, and that the
insistence on a lower figure was an indication

Maputo, whose governments have been too

that the former rebels did not have the

equipment to the new national army. With
soldiers on standby and possessing
minimally efficient communications,
Renamo would be in a position to wage war
as a bargaining chip to force the new

shock

keen

waves

to

see

a

strong

opposition in

the opposition’s inability
diplomats in
Maputo are now pressuring Chissano to
make a pre-electoral commitment that he
will form a government of national unity,”
“In response to

take initiative, western

said another academic.
The

notion

were

young

sizable force that they

had always boasted

of.

Mozambique.
to

soldiers

that

the

elections

in

Mozambique may have come prematurely
is reinforced by the fact that some essential

Renamo had insisted,

during the Rome

negotiations that the new army should be
constituted of 15 000 men, and it seems to
have managed to almost secure that. Western

on the other hand, say that what
has been achieved so far in terms of the size

diplomats

is the ideal, given the fact
that there is no more external threat against
Mozambique’s sovereignty, and that the
of the

new

army

the electoral campaign got

as

underway, Renamo had not yet handed
over

its communications and other

government to accommodate
But that

Mozambique

it.

can at

all hold

elections within the established deadline is
in itself

a

remarkable development,

especially if considering that under such
difficult circumstances, which

included

Inadequate funding, the precarious state of
the roads and

a

devastated infrastructure

registration of voters was able to cover over
80 percent

of the estimated eligible

population.
As part of the peace process and in
preparation for the elections, Mozambique
was

F MOMAO/AIM

also able to,

in less than two years,

repatriate and re-settle more than 1,2 million
refugees, in what officials from the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees
(UNHCR) in Maputo describe as the biggest
repatriation exercise ever undertaken in
Africa. It has also been dubbed the biggest
operation undertaken worldwide in
peacetime.
And whether Mozambique is ready for
an election, there is a great feeling amoungst
many, that the exercise is essential, if the
country is to avoid the pitfalls of a long
transition, return to stability and embark on
the road to economic recovery and growth.

Only over II 000 soldiers have been integrated into the new army.
6
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The elections

country
on

the

also essential if the

are

is to return to stability and embark
road to economic recovery and

growth.
The past two years

have proven that with

peace and agood government, Mozambique
is capable of yielding positive economic
results. One year after
Rome accords, Gross

presidential candidate are

capabie of making considerable
gains in the two most important provinces of
Nampuia and Zambezia. Combined, they
have a total of 103 seats in parliament, with
2 632 017 voters, or 40 percent of the entire

Delgado, Raimundo Pachinuapa, and that
could be a trump card for the president.
The central provinces of Manica and
Sofala have always been perceived as
Renamo strongholds, but the influence of

electorate.

Frelimo’s second in command, Feliciano

said to be

the signing of the

Gundana, who is from Buzi district in Sofala,

Domestic Product

(GDP) grew by 5.6 percent, while food aid
requirements, which stood at 749 0(X) tonnes

during 1993-1994 dropped by more than
39 percent to 455 690 in 1994-1995 as a
result of both the prevalent peace and

improved weather conditions.
Due to the resumption of peasant
agricultural production it has been possible
for Mozambique to produce part of its own
food requirements in some cases allowing
aid agencies for the first time to procure
food internally in orderto assist the returning
refugees, the displaced people and the
demobili.sed soldiers.

Instability in the country has direct
negative economic effects. When in the
first days of the electoral campaign, the
Renamo leader threatened to “paralyse the
country in 24 hours” in response to attacks
on his helicopter, presumably by Frelimo

parity of the Metical in the
parallel market rose from 6 600 to 6 900 per
US Dollar, a drop of almost 4.5 percent

supporters, the

which reflected itself on the inflation rate.
A successful

Frelimo’s first provincial secretary in CaboRenamo and its

completion of the elections

is also necessary to allow for the departure
of the 6 000 strong United Nations

and
a

overwhelmingly to cast their vote in favour
of the ruling party. The three provinces of
the south
Maputo, Gaza and Inhambane
together with the city of Maputo account
for a total of 65 seats in parliament, with
more than 1,6 million registered voters.
If this becomes the pattern and Frelimo
wins all seats from the south, it will only
need to ensure at least 25 percent of the seats
in other provinces, giving it an additional 46
seats, which could come to a total of 111,
leaving the remaining 139 seats for the
opposition.
Renamo and its presidential candidate are
said to be capable of making considerable
gains in the two most important provinces
of Nampuia and Zambezia. Combined, they
have a total of 103 seats in parliament, with
2 632 017 voters, or 40 percent of the entire
—

—

electorate.
There are reports of a strong anti-Frelimo
sentiment in Zambezia, a reminiscent of the

of war, when the government air
in its fight against Renamo
infiltrations from Malawi, particularly from
16 years

force,

contingent monitoring the peace process
who, at New York salaries, have contributed
to higher prices and a rise in the rate of

1986, conducted indiscriminate aerial
bombings, killing many innocent civilians.
Zambezians also feel that they have been
denied access to top leadership positions

inflation.

both in the party

But this election

promises to be more
complex than it can be expected. The ethnic
and regional factors, which had remained
dormant for many years are now
and in a big way.

surfacing;

Most of the

opposition parties, including
Renamo, have based their campaign on
regional and ethnic premises, accusing
Frelimo of neglecting the development of
those provinces north of the Save river.
Observers in Maputo believe that if the
opposition continues to alienate
southerners, that may create a situation
where voters in the .south could decide
Sapem October. 1994

and in government, and
reinforcing Renamo and Dhlakama’s
chances of winning in Zambezia is the fact
that one third of the province was, during
the war, under

Renamo occupation.

But Renamo’s

expectations of high
performance in the centre and the north
cannot be totally guaranteed. Frelimo still
enjoys ample support in the northern
provinces of Cabo-Delgado and Niassa,
where most of its anti-colonial veterans
emanate from.

Chissano’s wife is a Makonde

Cabo-Delgado, just as is defence
Alberto Chipande, former
information minister Rafael Maguni and

from

minister

a

Ndau like Dhlakama, is

serious

likely to cause

split in the vote.

The election will

also

provide an
opportunity for the opposition to ascertain
their popularity and reason to remain viable.
Many believe that with the threshold rule,
which requires parties to get a minimum of
five percent ofthe vote before getting elected,
many of the smaller parties will not make it,
and will simply sink into oblivion.
Many of them depended on the charity of
the United Nations in order to enable them
to

campaign for the elections, and there is
little doubt of whether there will still be
sense of common purpose to keep them

very
a

alive.
In the

presidential elections, there is a
might be a second
round of voting, as the electoral law
stipulates that a candidate will need at least
51 percent of the votes to be declared a
winner. With 12 candidates conte.sting, there
will be too many votes “stolen” by the less
powerful candidates, a situation highly
undesirable particularly in the eyes of the
donors, who will be required to pump in an
additional US$5 million to make it happen.
The preparations for the elections have
already cost US$85 million.
A possible second round will be fought
strong belief that there

between the two most voted candidates, and

this may

work to Dhlakama’s advantage,
according to independent observers. This is
borne out of the belief that in the event of a

second round, the

opposition may urge their
for Chissano.
The opposition may feel that their interests

supporters not to vote
are

better served with Dhlakama in power

and not Chissano, who has

intermittently

refused to make a pre-electoral commitment
that he will form

a

government of

national

unity.
In resisting pressures from western powers
and
the opposition on a power-sharing
formula along the lines of the South African
option, Chissano has indicated that ifelected
7
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he would invite individuals from other

political parties to join his government in
their individual capacities and not as
formal representatives of any political
party.

However, Dhlakama may argue that he
a situation where positions

does not want

offered

are

on

the basis of charity from

Chissano, and would insist on a party-toparty deal. His reasons are not hard to find;
Hundreds of Renamo cadres would be left
out

in the cold without

a

sustainable

economic base if their leader were to lose
the elections,

and the insistence

on power-

sharing is designed to ensure that the state
foots the bill. An in this, he has the fullbacking of the western diplomatic
community in Maputo.
Speaking in Rome on two occasions, the
Italian ambassador to Mozambique,
Manfredo di Camerana, referred to Renamo

fighters”, and asked “what
would happen to them if the freedom they
fought for was not there to assist them”.
“freedom

as

A MUECHE/AIM

Rebuilding infrastructure like this bridge over the Zambezi
challenges to the new government.

river is one of the great

Frelimo itself is not unanimous on the

issue, and Chissano seems to have decided,

please that section of the party
which has always regarded him as a weak

this time, to

leader who has made too many
to

concessions

Renamo. But moderates caution that

the

be getting over confident and
may not do as well as it expects in the
election, and have thus urged the leadership
to accept some prior arrangements.
Western diplomats in Maputo, taking
advantage of the hostage situation in which
party

may

itself, have
quietly been preparing Chissano and
the present

government finds

his aides to understand that aid

will

only be forthcoming if a compromise is
reached.

diplomat told SAPEM ;
being arrogant. Donors can
also be arrogant.” It has become apparent to
many observers that western diplomats
One western

“Chissano is

favour Dhlakama and Renamo

in power,

fearing that a Frelimo victory may strengthen
the argument of the party hard-liners, who
have always regarded their opponents as

in recent years
seen as a

in Mozambique, which is

launching pad for a greater western

political
dispensation. And they will go to any length
to support their arguments. “Mozambique's
economic base is narrow, and there is only
one university in Mozambique; so you can
can

someone

go

Dennis

who loses the election that

and teach at the university,” said
Jet, the US ambassador in

Mozambique, who as a Charges d'Affairs
in Malawi, was described as one of US
unofficial advisers to Dhlakama.
Whatever will be the results

of the

elections, the real test for Mozambique is
whether it will manage to
to war.

avoid going back

If it succeeds, the elections will be

remembered in the country’s history as

the dividing line between

mercenaries

having been

international

years of destabilisation and destruction,

paid to carry out the agenda of
capitalism.
A Frelimo victory, western diplomats fear,
may radicalise its position towards the west,
thus eroding the influence that it had gained
8

the

country whose

less than US$2 billion.

him and Renamo in the new

he

a

victory, the west
changed its tactic, insisting that

should Chissano win, he must accommodate

tell

The economic costs of the

conservatively been estimated at

Gross National Product

and unable to guarantee a

not

have

fragile

But because Dhlakama appears

now

war

US$15 billion, in

influence in Southern Africa.

has

are enormous.

dawning of a

new era

and

of stability and

national reconstruction.
The tasks ahead of the new government

The

new

annual

(GNP) is said to be

government will also be faced

task of re-settling the
returning refugees and displaced people,
providing them with continued assistance
that will enable them to re-enter productive
with the

enormous

life. UNHCR officials estimate that

the

will go up to
total cost of US$203 million,

re-settlement programme
1996. at

a

and total rehabilitation

will require

rebuilding infrastructures such as
roads, schools, hospitals and public
buildings, as well as clearing the estimated
more than two million anti-personal
landmines that litter the Mozambican

countryside.
It will also need to cater for the

75 000

ensuring their
return to productive civilian life. Failure to
do so, can only mean that the former
soldiers resort to what they know best:
destabilising to earn a living; and in a
country where guns are not a rare
commodity, that is not too difficult.G
demobilised soldiers, by
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MOQAMBIQUE: QUEM VAI TOCAR O
BATUQUE?
Fernando Goncalves
ARA

P

MOZAMBIQUE,

Outubro tcm sido

nos

o mes

ultimos

de

anos

sinonimo de acontecimentos
historicos. Uns sao bons, outros niaus. A 19
de Oulubro de 1986, o primeiro
presidente
do

pat's, Samora Machel, morria

misterioso acidente aéreo

na

num

Africa do Sul,

quando regressava de uma cimeira da Linha
da Frente

na

Zambia.

A 4 de Outubro de 1992, o sucessor de

Machel,

Joaquim Chissano, selava

um

acordo de paz com o seu rival, o h'der da
Rename Afonso Dhlakama, abrindo
caminho para as

primeiras elei^öes

multipartidiirias a terem lugar nos dias 27 e
28 deste

mes.

As chuvas que tém vindo a cair nos ultimos

tempos em Mozambique poderäo ser uma

benzäo

elei^öes, num pais ainda a
recuperar dos efeitos devastadores da pior
para as

seca

de que se tern

uma

guerra que

de mortos,

memoria, e de 16 anos de

deixou cerca de um milhao
pondo 4,5 miihöes na condi^ao

de deslocados

e

enviando 1,5 miihöes de

outros para campos de

refugiados nos paises

vizinhos.
Os 6,4 miihöes de eleitores
terao

a

registados

oportunidade de escolher 250

membros da Assembleia da

Republica

(Parlamento) a partirde listas de candidatos
apresentadas por 12 parlidos politicos e
duas coligazöes, bem como um novo
presidente de entre os 12 candidatos as
presidenciais.
Embora nao haja sondagens que mere^am

credibilidade, observadores acreditam que
a
principal contenda sera entre o partido no
pcxler, a Frelimo, e a Renamo.
Nas presidenciais, a principal contenda
sera

entre o actual

Chissano,

e o

presidente Joaquim

li'der da Renamo, Afonso

Dhlakama.

mozambicano.
“Estas eleizoes

representam

um

compromisso com o capital intemacional,”
disse

um

academico da Universidade

Eduardo Mondlaneem Maputo. “ Asmassas
estao

totalmente alienadas de todo

o

processo. Hä muito poucas actividades
culturais das massas a favor das eleizöes, o

reforza a ideia de que todo o processo
teleguiado por interesses fora de
Mozambique,” acrescentou.

constituidas de 30 000 homens recrutados

Como que a testemunhar esta
esta

a

asserzäo,
propria capital mozambicana. Para

além de

uma estrutura

metalica composta

de pombos

brancos (simbolizandoa paz) no
meio da Praza da Independencia, na baixa
de Maputo, e algumas outras actividades de
campanha, Maputo tern muito pouco de
cidade que se prepara para um
acontecimento que irä em grande medida
del inear o futuro da nazao.
Salvo

os

dois

principals contendores,

o

dos candidatos da

resto

oposizao parecem
hibemazäo, confinados que

ter recorrido å
estao

ä emissäo de comunicados de

imprensa, principalmente baseados em
ataques contra o partido no poder, e
promessas

de

um

"futuro melhor”

na

proxima republica. Nao ha questöes
fundamentals

em

probabilidades de

discussao
que a

ha poucas

e

situaz'ao venha

a

melhorar.
Isto tern dado

a

iniciativa

ao

partido

no

poder, uma situazSo que analistas dizem
que terd levantado panico no seio das
embaixadas ocidentais em Maputo, cujos
govemos estao empenhados em as,segurar a
existencia de

uma

oposizao forte

em

Mozambique.
“Em resposta a

de tomar a

incapacidade da oposizao

iniciativa,diplomatas ocidentais

Maputo estao agora a pressionar
Chissano para que faza um compromisso

elas sao mais uma imposizao do que

académico.

uma

escolha

Sapem October, 1994

unidade
A

nacional,” disse

nozao

de que

as

um

outro

eleizöes

em

os

lados. Até

princtpiosdeSetembro,haviaapenas 11 000
soldados

Renamo

no novo

e

exército, sendo 3 715 da

8 688 do govemo.

A incapacidade de con.seguir o numero
estipuladoem Roma terä, contudo.poupado
ä Renamo alguma dose de
embarazo, e
diplomatas ocidentais nao vém nada de

errado nisso.

uma

de que

povo

nos

e

equitativamente de ambos

pré-eleitorai de que fonnaraum govemo de

do

acordos de paz de
cuja implementazao deveria ter
lugar antes das eleizöes nao foram ainda
completadas.
Em Roma, as partes acordaram
que as
novas forzas armadas deveriam ser

Roma,

que

que Mozambique pode realizar, e muitos
intelectuais mozambicanos partilham a ideia

consciente

essenciais delineadas

esta a ser

em

Mas se qualquer coisa, estas sao as eleigöes

Mozambique poderäo ser prematuras é
reforzada pelo facto de que algumas aczöes

Houve sempre suspeitas de que

grande

parte das forgas da Renamo era constitufda

crianz'as que nao teriam capacidade de
integrar as novas forzas annadas, e que a
insistencia do movimento para a fonnaz'ao
de um exército limitado era uma indicazäo
por

de que os ex-rebeldes nao tinham, de facto,

grande forza militar de
vangoliaram de ter.
a

A

Renamo

insistira,

que sempre se

durante

as

negociazoesde Roma, de que o novo exército
fosse constitui'do apenas por 15 OOOhomens,
e parece ter
conseguido os sens objectivos.
Diplomatas ocidentais, por seu lado,
afirmam que o tamanho do exército até
agora
existe

alcanzado é
neste

o

ideal, dado que

nao

qualquer perigo
extemo contra a soberaniade
Mozambique,
e que a forza policial —
que o govemo
reforz'ou nos ultimos me.ses—.seraadequada
para lidar com qualquer ameaza interna
resultante de qualquer das partes rejeitaros
resultados das eleizöes.
Um outro aspecto que podera ter
impacto
negativo nas eleizöes tern sido a recusa da
Renamode entregar ä administrazäo estatal
partes do pat's que o grupo controlou durante
a
guerra. isto tern levantado suspeitas entre
muitos, de que Dhlakama ptxiera e.star a
momento

9
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esconder nestas zonas
que

uma

forza de reserva

poderä ser utilizada caso as coisas näo
de acordo com o seu desejo. Em

corram

Setembro,

a

Renamo näo havia registado 1

000 homens

seus

—

de guerra — e hä
receios de que poderä haver mais. Para
além disso, até ao inicio da campanha
eleitoral a Renamo aindanäotinhaentregue

formas armadas o seu equipamento
comunicazöes e outro material militär.
Com soldados e na posse de um sistema de
comunicazöes minimamente eficiente, a
Renamo poderä estar em condigoes de fazer
guerra como forma de forgar o novo go vemo
novas

de

a

Apesar de tudo, o simples fäeto de que
Mozambique pode de qualquer forma
realizar as eieizöes dentro do prazo
estipulado é em si um desenvolvimento
dignoderealce.considerandoem particular
de que em condizöes täo dificeis, que
ineluiram

escassos recursos

fmanceiros,

o

preeärio estado das estradas e infraestruturas
completamente devastadas, o registo de
eleitores foi capaz de cobrir mais de 80
porcento do estimado numero de eleitores.
Como parte do processo de paz e em
preparazäo para as eieizöes, Mozambique
foi também capaz de, em mehos de dois
anos, repatriar e recolocar mais de 1,2
milhöes de refugiados, naquilo que
funcionärios do Alto Comissariado das

resultado tanto da paz

duas

Zambézia. Juntas, as duas

prevalecente como
condiföes climatericas.
Como resultado da retomada da produ^äo

agrfcola camponesa, foi possfvel a
Mozambique produzir parte das suas
proprias necessidades alimentares, nalguns
casos permitindo ås organizazöes de ajuda
pela primeira vez a comprarem comida
intemamente para abastecer os retomados,
soldados desmobilizados.
A instabilidade no pals tern efeitos

com

a

jä que
boa governazäo,

anos

paz e uma

provaram

capaz de conseguir bons
resultados econömicos. Um ano apos a

Mozambique é

assinaturados acordos de Roma, o Produto

5,6 porcento.
enquanto que as necessidades do pafs em
Intemo Bruto (PIB) cresceu

ajuda alimentar, que haviam atingido
749 000 toneladas

10

no

periodo 1993-1994

anos

de guerra, quando a forza aérea

partieularmente a partir de 1986, conduziu
bombardeamentos

ltder da Renamo ameazou

matando entre outros, civis inocentes. Os
zambezianos sentem também que Ihes foi

o

“paralizaro pais em 24 horas”, em resposta
ao ataque contra o seu helicoptero,
presumivelmentepor apoiantes da Frelimo,
a paridade do Metical no mercado paralelo
subiu de 6 600 para 6 900 por dolar
americano, uma descida real de quase 4,5
porcento e que teve os seus reflexos na taxa
de

inflaczäo.
concretizazao das elei^öes é
também necessåria para permitir a partida
do contingente de6000hornens das Nazöes
Unidas que, a salaries de Nova lorque, tém
contribuido para o aumento da inflaegäo.
A boa

Mas

eleizöes

estas

prometem ser

mais

complexas do que se pode esperar. Os
faetores étnico

e regional, que durante
muitos anos haviam permanecido dormentes

surgin e em grande escala.
parte dos partidos da oposi^ao,

desenvolvimento das

Os ultimos dois

dos 16

negatives na economia.
primeiros dias da campanha

nos

género realizada em todo o mundo em
tempo de paz.
E se Mozambique estä ou näo pronta para
as eieizöes, hä um grande sentimento entre
muitos, de que o exerefeio é essensial, se o
pals tiver que evitar os perigos de uma
transizäo prolongada, permitir o regresso ä
caminho da

Hä informazöes de um forte sentimento
anti-Frelimo na Zambézia, remanescente

Quando

repatriamento até agora realizada em Africa.
Trata-se também da maior operazäo do

entrar no

eleitores.

directamente

campanha em premissas étnicas, aeusando

e

provincias

total de 103 lugares no
parlamento, com 2 632 017 eleitores
registados, ou 40 porcento do total de
possuem um

dogovemo, nasua luta contra as infiltrazöes
da Renamo a partir do Malawi,

estäo agora a

recuperazäo e desenvolvimento econömico.

principais provincias de Nampula e da

os deslocados e os

Nazöes Unidas para os Refugiados
{ACNUR) em Maputo desereveram como
tendo sido a maior operazäo de

estabilidade

A Renamo e o seu candidate presidencial

de melhores

eleitoral,

acomodä-la.

mais de 39 porcento para
em 1994-1995 como

em

poderäo fazer avanzos significativos nas

de cinco por

cerca

cento do seu efeetivo

äs

baixaram

455 690 toneladas

Grande

ineluindo

a

Renamo, tém baseado a sua

Frelimo

a

de

ter

negligenciado
provfncias

a norte

o

do

indiscriminados.

impedido acesso ä lideranza quer do partido
do governo, e a reforzar as
possibilidades de vitoriade Dhlakamae da
Renamo naquela provincia é o facto de que
um terzo da provincia esteve, durante a
guerra. sob ocupazäo da Renamo.
Mas as expeetativas da Renamo de
conseguir bons resultados no norte e no
quer

garantidas. A
de amplo apoio nas
provincias nortenhas de Cabo-Delgado e
Niassa, onde se encontra a grande parte dos
seus veteranosda lutade libertazäo nacional.
A esposa de Chissano é da etnia Makonde,
de Cabo-Delgado, de onde säo também

centro

näo estäo totalmente

Frelimo ainda goza

originärios o ministro da defesa Alberto
Chipande, o ex-ministro da informazäo
Rafael Maguni, e o primeiro-seeretärio da
em Cabo-Delgado, Raimundo
Pachinuapa, e isso poderä constituir um
trunfo importante para o presidente

Frelimo

Chissano.
As provincias centrais de Manicae Sofala

rio Save.

Maputo aereditam que
oposigao continuar a alienar os sulistas,

säo tradicionalmente vistas como um

uma situa^äo em que os
decidam na sua esmagadora
a favor da Frelimo. As tres

segundo homem mais forte da Frelimo,

provincias do sul

— Maputo, Gaza e
—juntamente com a cidade de
Maputo representam um total de 65 lugares
no
parlamento, com mais de 1,6 milhöes de
eleitores registados.
Se este padräo se mantiver e a Frelimo
vencer todos os lugares do sul, necessitarä
apenasde assegurarpelo menos 25 porcento
dos lugares nas outras provincias, dandoIhe um adicional de 46 lugares, que poderäo
totalizar 111 lugares, deixando os restantes
139 para a oposi^äo.

Dhlakama, poderä sériamentedividirovoto.

Inhambane

iräo também dar ä oposizäo a
possibilidade de testar a sua popularidade e

Observadores
se a

tal

em

poderä criar

votantes do sul

maioria

votar

baluarte da Renamo,

mas a

influéncia do

Feliciano Gundana, que é do di.strito do
Buzi, em Sofala, e da etnia Ndau, como
As eieizöes

1

raz.äo da sua viabilidade no futuro. Muitos
aereditam que muitos dos pequenos partidos
näo iräo

conseguir transpör a barreira dos

cinco

porcento

necessaries

para

conseguirem votos, e iräo simplesmente
cair no esquecimento.
A maioria dos pequenos

partidos
dependem da caridade das Nazöes Unidas

I
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COVER STORY
levarem a cabo a sua campanha, e hä
duvidas de que continuara depois
daselei^oes ahaverumsentidode propdsito
para a sua contfnua existencia.
Nas presidenciais, cre-se muito na
possibilidade de uma segunda voka, uma
vez que a lei eleiloral estipula
que um
candidate precisa de assegurar pelo menos

ajudar”.
propria Frelimo nao é unanime nesta
questao, e Chissano parece, desta vez, ter
decidido apaziguar a ala do seu partido que
sempre o considerou como um lider fraco e

51 porcento dos votes para ser declarado
vencedor. Com 12 candidates presidenciais,

que estava a fazer muitas concessoes ä
Renamo. Mas os moderados da Frelimo

é

economicos da guerra em

acautelam que o
ultra convencido

15 biliöes de dölares, num pais onde o PIB
anual é inferior a dois biliöes de dolares.

para

provävel que muitos vetos venhamaser
“roubados" pelos candidates menos
poderosos, uma situa^äo altamente
indesejavel particularmente aos olhos dos
doadores, que terao mais uma vez de
desembolsar um adicional de cinco milhöes
de dolares. A prepara^ao para as eleigöes jé
consumiu 85 milhöes de dolares.

Uma

.segunda volta

contestada entre

os

sera

principalmente

dois candidates mais

votados, e isto podera funcionar a favor de
Dhlakama, de acordo com observadores
independentes. Esta analise nasce da cren9a
de que no caso de uma segunda volta, a

oposieäo podera pedir aos seus
para nao votarem em Chissano.
A

op>osi9äo podera sendr

apoiantes

que os seus

interesses sao bem servidos com Dhlakama
no

poder

Chissano,

e nao

intermitentemente

se

recusado

a

que tern
fazer um

compromisso pre-eleitoral sobre um
govemo de unidade nacional.
Resistindo a pressöes das potencias

“combatentes da

liberdade”, e
Ihes irä acontecer se a
liberdade porque lutaram näoestiverläpara
como

poucas

questionou “o

que

os

A

partido estard a tomar-se
e que podera nao se
portar

täo bem como espera nas elei9Öes, e tern
desse modo estado a persuadir a lideran9a
da Frelimo a aceitar um compromisso.

Diplomatas ocidentais em Maputo, usando
da vantagem que Ihes da a posi9äo refém em
que se encontrao govemo, tern nos bastidores
estado a preparar Chissano e os seus
entenderem que

acessores a

futura ajuda

a

Mo9ambique so seraiprestada caso se alcance
compromisso.
Um diplomata ocidental disse å SAlPEM:
“Chissano esta a ser arrogante, os doadores
podem também ser arrogantes.” Tomou-se
aparente para muitos que o ocidente favorece
uma vitoria de Dhlakama e da
Renamo,
um

receosos

de que uma vitöria da Frelimo

podera refor9ar a ala radical do partido. que
sempre viu os seus oponentes como
mercenarios pagos para levarem a cabo a
agenda do capitalismo intemacional.
Uma vitoria da Frelimo, receiam

os

ocidentais edaoposieao sobre uma fonnula

diplomatas ocidentais, podera radicalizar a

de

sua

partilhado poder ao lohgo das linhas da
op9äo .sul-africana, Chissano tern afirmado
que caso venha a ser eleito, convidara
individualidades de dutros partidos para se
juntarem ao seu govemo na sua capacidade
individual e nao como representantes
formais de quaiquer partido politico.

Contudo, Dhlakama podera argumentar
que nao quer uma situa9äo em que lugares
govemo sao oferecidos na base da
caridade de Chissano, e podera insistir num
no

acordo

inter-partidårio. As suas razoes nao
säo difi'ceis de encontrar: Centenas de

quadros da Renamo ficarao de fora e sem
quaiquer base de sustento economico caso
o seu lider perca as elei9öes, e a insistencia
sobre a partilha do poder é destinada a
assegurar que seja o estado a pagar a factura.
E nisto, ele tern o apoio total da comunidade
diplomdtica ocidental em Maputo.
Falando em Roma em duas ocasiöes, o
embaixador italiano em Mo9ambique,

ManfredodiCamerana, referiu-se aRenamo
Sapem October, 1994

atitude

em

modo ruindo

a

rela9äo

ao

ocidente, desse

nos

ultimos

anos em

Mo9ambique, que é visto como a base para
maior influencia ocidental
austral.
uma

na

Africa

longe

argumento.

para sustentarem o seu
“A base econömica de

Mo9ambique é fraca, e hå apenas uma
universidade em Mo9ambique; portanto nao
podes dizer que quern perder as elei9Öes
pode ir ensinar na universidade,” disse
Dennis Jet, oembai xador dos Estados Un idos
em

de

Mo9ambique, que enquantoencarregado
negocios no Malawi foi descrito com

tendo sido

um

dos conselheiros

dos Estados Unidos
o

destrui9äo,

era

e o

surgimento de

uma nova

a

nao

oficiais

Dhlakama.

Seja quais forem os resultados das elei9Öes,
maior teste para o pais é de que se ele

i

deestabilidade e reconstru9äo nacional.

As tarefas que se

colocam ä frente do

govemo säo enormes. Estimativas
consérvadöras colocam os Custos
novo

^

Mo9ambique em

O novo govemo terä também de enfrentar
a enorme

tarefa de recolocar os

refugiados

que regressam ao pats e os deslocados,
dandodhes a contfnua assisténcia que Ihes

permitira

re-entrar na vida

produtiva.

Funcionarios da ACNUR estimam que o
programa de recolocagao trä até 1996, ao
custo total de 203 milhöes de dölares, e
que

reabilita9äo total do

a

pats requerera a

reconstrugao de infraestruturas tais como
estradas, escolas, hospitals e ediftcios
piiblicos, bem como a remogaodas mais de
dois milhöes de minas

anti-pessoais

espalhadas pelo pafs.
Ira também necessitar de cuidar dos
000 soldados desmobilizados,

75

assegurando o seu regresso ä vida produtiva
civil. A sua incapacidade nesta ärea sO
podera signiftcar que os antigos soldados
recorreram
aquiloquemelhor sabem fazer:
desestabilizar para fazer a vida; e num
pais onde armas de fogo nao säo täo raras,
e

talnäo serä diffcil.Q
REGISTERED VOTERS AND ASSIGNMENT OF
PARLIAMENTARY SEATS BY PROVINCE:
Province

Parliamentary
Seats

Cabo

Mas porque Dhlakama parece muito
frdgil
paragarantir uma vitoria, o ocidente mudou
de tactica, insistindo que caso Chissano
ganhe, devera acomoda-lo a si e a Renamo.
vao

linhadivisöriaentre anos de desestabiliza9ao
e

influencia que o ocidente

conseguira ganhar

E

conseguira evitar o regresso ä guerra. Se
conseguir, as eiei9Öes .seräo lembradas na
historia do pais como tendo constitufdo a

Delgado

22
16

Gaza
Inhambane
Manica

18
13
18

Maputo city
Maputo province
Nampula

13

53

Niassa
Sofala
Tete
Zambezia

11

21

15
50

Registered
Voters
568 169
398 581
471 524
322 201
459166
328 528
1 365 799
283 406
530 006
397 260
1 266 218

POLITICAL PARTIES AND COALITIONS
1. Frelimo
2. Fumo
3. Pacode
4. Pademo
5. PCN (National Convention Party)
6. PPPM
7. PRD

8. Pimo
9. PT

(Democratic Renewal Party)

(Labour Party)

10. Renamo
11. SOL
12. Unamo
13. Democratic Union

»

Mozambique Liberal Party (Palmo),
Mozambique Nationalist

National Democratic Party (Panade),

Party (Panamo)
14. Patriotic Alliance

*

Monamo. Patriotic Action Front (FAP)
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but, as early as October 1994, 1,4500,000
people already need food aid. This figure

BOTSWANA
BOTSWANA BECOMES
SUPPLIER OF FOOD AID
GABORONE

—

Botswana is

now

able to

endanger the resettlement of hundreds of
thousands of refugees who returned from
neighbouring countries and need food aid
until the harvest in May/June 1995.
Between January and June 1995, WFP
tonnes

of

vegetable oil,

or

cash

countries.

The cut would affect

Recently, WFP purchased two lots of
1 500 tonnes each of com soya blend, with
a total value of
slightly over US$1 million,
for the Rwandan refugees in Zaire. The com
a nutritious porridge for
soya blend
malnourished children
was bought from a
local firm. Foods (Botswana) Pty Ltd. The
two consignments were shipped on

will plant their

Zimbabwean trucks

to

Zaire, where WFP

provides the basic food for 1.2 million
Rwandan refugees.
WFP also purchased 225 tonnes of iodised
salt, worth US$19 000, for Mozambican

refugees in Malawi. The supplier

was

Worldwide Commodities (PTY) and the funds
were

provided by the European Community.

Since 1988, the Government of Botswana
over the responsibility for a

has taken

vulnerable group

feeding programme,
formerly supported by WFP, that caters for
under-five children, pregnant and nursing

—

Currently, WFP supports a nationwide
primary school feeding project that provides
a daily meal to 295 000 pupils every year.
The project, worth US$22 million, has a
built-in

mechanism that

enables the

MAPUTO
faces
12

—

a severe

The World Food

Programme

shortfall offood aid that could

ure

in the centre and south.

harvest.

and

“The lack of food aid

can

dependents is higher than originally estimated by the UN, but WFP

threaten the

resettlement programme at a cmcial time,

has honoured its commitment to assist

when the country

needs social stability more
anything,” said Philip Clarke, WFP
County Director. “The international
community has invested too much in the
peace process to jeopardize it for a shortfall

them.

than

Local

of food aid.”

only 20,000, mainly due to the

In

for 1

purchases of maize are moving
slowly. WFP had planned to buy 60,000
tonnes

450 000

people. Among them

of maize in 1994

aid but

so

dependents; 436 000
people affected by drought and a few

ITALY IMPOSES A

thousands involved in food-for-work

MORATORIUM ON THE

Although still high, the number has
1992/93, when food aid was

provided to 3.8 million people, and to 1,9
WFP’s commitment to

Mozambique in
1994/95 is 110 000 tonnes of food, valued at

US$40 million.
WFP made its estimate to needs and

commitments after the FAO/WFP crops

food supply mission of May

imports and food aid in 1994/95.
With its NGO partners, provincial
authorities and its food aid monitors in the

EXPORT OF ANTIPERSONAL LANDMINES
ROME

Italy has declared a moratorium
of anti-personal landmines,
saying the decision was made becau.se of the
“grave humanitarian problems” caused by
these weapons and “the terrible injuries
caused to civilian populations in many areas
on

—

the export

of the world.”

Italy is a major manufacturer and supplier
of the millions of landmines that litter the
world, and its parliament will soon ratify the
UN Convention

on prohibition or restrictions
of certain conventional weapons
deemed to be excessively injurious or to

the

field, WFP made a detailed plan of monthly
deliveries, based on needs, people and food

on

availability per district. Also, as elections
approached, WFP had to make sure, through
strict targeting, that food aid was used for its
appropriate purposes and reached those in

have indiscriminate effects.

WFP had

buy
poor

ITALY

soldiers and their

decreased since

food

are

885,000 returnees; 130 000 demobilized

schemes.

to use as

far has been able to

harvest.

October, food aid is required

real need.

RESETTLEMENT

225,000

than

The number of demobili.sed soldiers

1994, which estimated the potential harvest,
cereal deficit and needs for commercial

THREATENS

by WFP

expected.
An additional 80,000 rural people have
been affected by drought and crop failreturnees more

mostly returnees who

assessment and

FOOD AID SHORTFALL

pace than had been estimated
and UNHCR. There are some

in November and will
not become self-sufficient in food until the

full

MOZAMBIQUE

for this increase:

mid-94, refugees began returning,
esfiecially from Malawi, at a much faster

crops

Government to gradually take over, assuming

responsibility in 1998. According to the
WFP, the phase-in ofthe national authorities
is proceeding smoothly, with the Government
supplying theirportion of food aid in a timely
manner, without any problems.

reasons

In

US$10 to 12 million

million in 1993/94.

women.

There are several
*

between

to buy it in the
region. Otherwise, WFP will be forced to cut
down on food distribution by mid-January.

—

estimate.

will need 50 000 tonnes of maize and 1 500

supply food aid for emergency operations of
Programme for refugees in
Africa, through local purchases carried out
by WFP with funds provided by donor
the World Food

includes 300,000 additional beneficiaries,

mostly returnees, in excess to the May 1994

planned for a maximum of 1,5
million beneficiaries in March 1995, at the
peak of the lean season before the harvest

use

Non-governmental
organisations
campaigned intensively for
a total international ban on the export of antipersonal landmines, extensively used in
worldwide have

armed conflicts, but which continue to kill
and maim innocent civilians

long after these

conflicts have ended.□
Sapem October. 1994

SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

MYSTERIOUS ARMS SHIPMENT CAUSES
UPROAR
BONGI KHUMALO

T

HE FIASCO

over

Armscor’s

Furthermore, it is unlikely that any

latest

arms

dealing, in

government would use a free-lance go-

foreign

between in

which it appears an attempt w'as

made to

supply

movement Unita in violation of both

SANDF

government policy and an international

was

duped by a con-artist, Eli Wazan into
thinking it was selling arms to Lebanon.
It may have been, in which ca.se somebody
was either plain stupid or else the armaments
producer does not have adequate safeguards
to check out the bona fides of the people it
deals with.

of

an

element inside Armscor which wants

continue supplying

to

its er.stwhile Angolan

client.
If that is the case, harsh action

will be

necessary to ensure there is no repetition.
The weapons, loaded in Port Elizabeth,

shipped to Yemen where they were
off-loaded because the authorities there

were

not

refused to accept
final destination

them. So it
was

seems that the
neither Yemen nor

Beirut.
A well-placed source in the South African
National Defence Force (SANDF) said Joe

Modise, Minister of Defence,
Modise

was

furious.

up an independent investigation into the matter and warned Armscor to

be

more

set

cautious.

After all. South Africa is trying toestablish
its

reputation as
supplier.

Joe Modise, MK Commander
What

arms deal may have been
done with the full knowledge and complacity

Equally, the

a

reputable and efficient

points to this possibility?
suspicion is the
longstanding reputation of Lebanese arms
dealers in Africa
for also dealing in
The first tendril of

diamonds. Indeed, Lebanese dominate the

Justice Minister Dullar Omar has been

to

Security Council embargoon arms sales

Unita.

Sapem October. 1994

over

fraudulent document in the latest incident
was

to

conceal the

user, on

identity of the real end-

what evidence has Armscor based
was not the end-user,

out

arms

assault rifles and ammunition.

“They showed me a document but it was
signed and there were no reference
numbers... they were just embarrassed,” he
not even

said.
He said the

foreign ministry told him that
in full
left for

the money for the deal was paid
before the ship carrying the weapons

its claim that Unita

the Middle East.

and how does the country know that Unita
was not the end-user in earlier transactions.

“If we had been involved, the money
should have come from the Reserve Bank of

Taef Agreement

when it

UN

who

ment of AK 47

five years,

what
efforts did it make in previous dealings to
check the authenticity ofend user certificates
he provided?
And since the object of providing a

accords with the United States, Russia and
more recent

held confidential talks with government
was unable to find

officials in Pretoria but

itself that it had done millions of Rands of

Lebanon’s civil

Cuba, and in defiance of the

the old stock of the SA
were captured during
cross-border raids in neighbouring countries
and during the war against the South West
African People’s Organisation (SWAPO)
in Namibia, and the ANC’s armed wing,
Unkhonto we Sizwe (MK) in Angola.
Lebanon has denied any knowledge of
the weapons sales and that individuals from
their government had been to South Africa
to buy arms.
A Lebanese government envoy to South
Africa, Charbel Stephan, early this month

business with Wazan

years for bartering firearms and explosives
for diamonds. Since Armscor has admitted

the investigation.
Suspicions are that Armscor—knowingly
or
unknowingly — may indeed have been
supplying Unita with weapons long after
South Africa undertook not to do so by
signing the Angolan-Namibian peace

asked to set up

said that most of these

actually ordered the mysterious
shipment ostensibly bound for Beirut.
Stephan said South African foreign
ministry officials were cordial, but could
not shed any light on the US$691 000 ship-

diamond trade in many parts of the continent,
and have often landed in trouble over the

But the tendrils of

arms

sources

weapons came from
Defence Force and

embargo, is rightly the subject of
investigation.
All moderate South Africans ought to be
furious about it. Armscor maintains it

negotiating the purchase of
the “redundant stocks”

weapons, especially
of AK 47s.

the Angolan rebel

suspicion grow. The
required the combatants in
war

to

hand

over

their

weapons — including huge quantities of
AK 47s and ammunition
to the Lebanese
—

army. This was
media attention.

done under the glare of

.Armscor stretches the

public’s credulity
implies that it knew nothing of this
surrender of weapons in Lebanon, a factor
which renders a request of AK 47s from the
Lebanese government almost absurd.

Lebanon. It did not,

although they (the
foreign ministry officials) refused to tell me
from where the money came from,” he said.
There is general concern among political
activists that certain individuals within
Armscor are hell-bent to operate as they did
in the heydays of apartheid rule by bypassing
established government structures.
This could become a problem as it

would
shedding
by selling

indicate that Armscor is far from

its past
amis

in

habit of making
areas

money
of conflict.Q
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INSIDE GADDAFY’S LIBYA
Napoleon Abdulai

T

HERE WERE

at least 1 400

tanks in down town

of young officers

Tripoli on
September 1, when the Libyan
leadership displayed a show of military
and economic might to mark the 25th
anniversary of the September revolution.
Scores of Soviet made Mig jets and
helicopters flew over the Lybian capital,

efforts

where life

to have come to an end

(such

during the celebrations. Hundreds of
children walking over the flags of the
United States and Britain the night before
was a display of anger over the policies of
these two countries towards Libya. Every
where posters of Gaddafy and slogans
written in green or on green cloth were
clearly visible.
Before the September revolution
Libyawas an unknown, backward vast
country with huge British and American
bases dating back to the second world war,

attack

where

seems

some

of the fiercest battles of the

war

fought. An elderly figure, and a
founding father of the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU), King Idris, ruled
with the help of British and American
were

officers. But

with the defeat of the Arab

forces in the

1967 Six

day war, big
by ordinary people against
the incompetent of the Arab forces and
governments and the humiliation at the hands
of the tiny state of Israel had a great influence
on a group of young officers in the Libyan
armed forces. These men namely

demonstrations

(the

Free Officers Move-

ment) to remove King
Farouk in 1956. His
to

modernise

Egypt began and
ended in confrontations with the west
as

Britain’s

following the
Egyptian government’s

nationali-

sation of the Suez
Canal in 1956 and the
refusal

by the west to

finance the Aswan
Dam

project

river

Nile). Nasser

on

the

died in 1970, repor-

tedly of

an induced
heart attack. The mantie fell

on

the young

officers in

Tripoli.

Their leader Colonel

Gaddafy became “the
teacher and leader” of
the

pan-Arab struggle. Tripoli became
the Mecca of radical

Arab nationalists. With ruthlessness,

Major El

Gaddafy tried to unite the Arab world in
several false unity moves, such as the
proposed federations with Egypt, Syria, and
Algeria or the confederation of all the
Maghreb countries. He even tried to unite
Libya with landlocked Chad.
Inside Libya, the young officers negotiated

Khweildi, el Hamidu and the signal officer.

and removed all the American and British

Colonel Muammar el

of Arab nationalism, Gamel Abdel Nasser,

military bases. The west was criticised for
its support to “reactionary forces” and an
alternate method of development based upon
the “Green Book” as the guidance was
experimented. “Revolutionary Committees”
were set up. These Committees formed in
work and residential places had some
“semblance” to the Bolsheviks revolutionary

the late

committees The Soviets, which formed the

Abuobakari Iddiris, Abdul Salam Jalloud,
Mustafa Kharaoubi, A1 Harubi,

Gaddafy (than 31)
power when King
Idris was abroad. The events of September
1969 were to change radically the landscape
of Libya and the Arab world.
Upon taking power, the young officers
conspired and seized

who lacked

experience turned to the father

Egyptian President and the first
person to master mind a successful military
coup in modem Africa. Nasser led a group
14

bedrock of the 1917 October revolution in
Russia.

Nationalisation of the

petroleum industry
place, bringing in millions of petroldollcU's, crucial for the massive housing,
took

schools, health and road construction the
backward country needed.
other ethnic groups that for

Nomads and
centuries had
lived in tents in the deserts were provided
permanent accommodation and with six
acres of land for agriculture. Education,
once only the privilege of the rich, became
a right. Women began to go to school in
large numbers. The El-Fatah university with
a student population of 17,000 today,
including 10,000 women testifies to this.
In the traditional Arab/Islamic world,
women are

mainly found doing domestic

work with veils around their heads. Women

supposed to be “reproductive subjects”.
officers changed that. There is
equality between both sexes in Libya, and
are

The young
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the demonstrations

Following the destruction of an American
passenger plane over the Scottish village of

Cecil Rhodes’ dream

musical bands, in the

revolutionary committees at the September

Lockerbbie, the US controlled United

celebrations demonstrated that. In Saudi

Nations

Arabia,

allowed to

Two Libyan intelligence officers are wanted

drive! However, the lack of women in the

by the UN in connection with the destruction
of the plane. The Libyans say they are
prepared to hand over the suspects to a third

railway line from Cairo to Cape Town.
Gaddafy has signed a deal worth US$300
million with the Egyptians to fund the
reconstruction of the railway destroyed
during the Second world war by British and
Italian soldiers along the Libyan coast. The
new line would link Egypt, Tunisia and
Algeria and the Moroccan city of Marrakesh,
about 2,900 miles away from the Nile valley.
Already the Libyans have awarded contracts

forces,

women

by

women

women are not even

in the armed

very top jobs of Libyan society shows that
more needs to be done in the equality battle.
In

1977, Gaddafy turned Libya into the
Jamhiriya “a state of the masses”, and
Libyan embassies became Peoples’
Bureaux. This angered some western
powers. The Green book written in the
1970s, Gaddafy’s version of the Little Red
Book of Chainnan Mao, sought to seek
solutions to the political problems facing
the world. It did not solve the problems of
the

masses.

Foreign Policy

(UN) imposed sanctions

foreign policy field that
Gaddafy’s Libya has failed in many ways. It
has in the past supported every Tom, Dick
and Harry arriving in Tripoli claiming to be
a revolutionary. This has led to some
support
to neo-fa.scists such as Uganda’s ruthless

Libya.

country other than Britain or the US for
trial.
While evidence available

points to other
regimes in the Middle East as the organizers
of the Lockerbbie bombing, the Gulf war
had changed the face of the Arab world by
the support from Syria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia
and other Arab states to the United States
and its allies in the west. The perpetrators
cannot be from countries that support the west,

it must be

It is in the

on

in America’s

logic — Libya.
Libya over
US$1.2 billion in revenues. They have also
given rise to what may be a fulfilment of
—

The sanctions have cost

colonialist whose dream

—

the British

was

to

build

a

to the

South African rail company, Transnet,
for construction and coach building.

By rebuilding the Libyan sections. Colonel
Gaddafy is fulfilling one of the dreams of
pan-Arab cau.se, the linking of all the Arab
African countries. Trade, and movements
of people would be made easier. If the

railway is built then Libya could break
of the sanctions and
Rhodes
into

—

one

out
of the dreams of

the colonizer would have

come

reality.□

dictator, Iddi Amin, the Chadian warlords

Gugkuni Wadey and Hissene Habre. And
each time the musical choirs change in the
Sudanese capital, Khartoum, Libya changes
support to either the government or the
Sudanese Peoples’ Liberation Army (SPLA)
fighting for a secular democratic united
Sudan, and of late an independent Southern
Sudan.

to

Qufl

PTA REINSURANCE COMPANY

Among the foreign guests to the
celebrations

were

the Sudanese leader A1

Basher, the Algerian president, and Idris

Deby of Chad.
Despite these very serious mistakes by
the Libyan leadership, Libya has maintained
an anti-imperialist policy
throughout the
last 25 years. In 1986 president Reagan sent
American jet fighters to bomb Tripoli and
Benghazi. The fighters attacked Gaddafy’s
house in the Bab el-Aziziya barracks in
Tripoli. In the attack, the man (Gaddafy)
Reagan called “mad man” was not hurt but
the Colonel’s adopted daughter was killed.

The PTA Reinsurance company

is a new force in regional
co-operation.
Launched on 1st September, 1992 the company is set to defy
geographical barriers and facilitate the spread of insurance
business across state boundaries, thus forming a nucleus for a
strong regional reinsurance market.
The company provides first class reinsurance services and security
to clients and plays a significant role in the development of the
PTA region.
reinsurance services and

Earlier, in 1981, the Sixth Fleet shot down

Libyan fighter planes in the Gulf of
Sirte. The Americans accused Libya “of
training and supporting international
terrorists”. The White House ignored the
two

root cause

of ‘terrorism’

—

P.O.

Anniversary Towers
University Way
Box 4276, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel.: 254 2 212792
Fax: 254 2 224102

Telex: 22106

the landless

Palestinians, and the abject poverty within
some

(ZEP-RE)

ZEP-RE IS COMMITTED TO

QUALITY SERVICE

sections of the Arab world.
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PEACE-KEEPING IN AFRICA
Ambassador Machivenyika Mapuranga

p

E ACE-KEEPING as a concept has
been the

subject of considerable
discourse among diplomats,

academics, and other concerned sections
of world society.
The OAU Secretary-General and the
President of the

International

Peace

Academy (IPA) jointly stated that “peacekeeping can be defined as impartial field
operations aimed at containing conflicts,
usually after a ceasefire has been achieved,
under international command and control,

with the

of the

parties and using
force to the minimum extent necessary.”
But the universality of United Nations
definitions on peacekeeping, particularly
definitions articulated by the Security
Council
which
has “the primary
responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security”, is not the
subject of contention for as long as the basic
United Nations instruments containing such
consent

definitions have not been amended.
As far as

peace-keeping is concerned, the
most recent definition, articulated by the
United Nations Secretary-General and
endorsed by both the General Assembly
and the Security Council, states that “Peacekeeping is the deployment of a United
Nations presence in the field, hitherto with
the consent of all the parties concerned,
normally involving United Nations military
and/or police personnel and frequently
civilians as well. Peacekeeping isatechnique
that expands the possibilities for both the
prevention of conflict and the making of
peace.”
Peace-keeping or, in its specialised or
technical and

more

mundane form of

“keeping the peace” is central to Africa’s
major preoccupation over the years. As far
back as 1963, when the policy makers of
independent African Countries met to
establish the Organisation of African Unity,
they resolved that, among several of their
fundamental aspirations, “conditions for
peace and security must be established and
maintained.” This primordial preoccupation
16

with

use

has found

Committees

peace-keeping and security in Africa
evolving modes of expression in
post-colonial Africa.
Basically, one can discern and
evolutionary continuum whose matrix was
dual in nature: (a) The Cold War era; and (b)
the post-CoId War era.
Historical Overview

Internal conflicts have been the bane of
several African countries in the post-colonial
era.

Some of these conflicts occurred at the

apogee of the Cold War, and the economic
and geo-political interests of the opposing

ideological blocs invariably impinged
adversely on United Nations peace-keeping
operations in Africa.
A classic example was the tragedy of the
Congo, now Zaire, which was engulfed in
strife only five days after attaining its
independence on June 30, 1960. United
Nations peace-keepers began to arrive on
July 15.
The Congo experience demonstrates that
UN peacekeeping in Africa during the postcolonial

era

and in the Cold War f)eriod was

basically an international effort in which
foreign ideological, geo-political and
economic interests influenced the conduct
of the

operation, and in which Africa, either

before

or

after the establishment of the

OAU, had very little influence.

inception the OAU was
preoccupied with the peace and security
imperative. It created a “Commission of
Mediation, Conciliation, and Arbitration”
settle disputes among member States,
and not within Member States, because the
to

latter were taboo in terms of one of the seven

which

stipulated

“non-

interference in the internal affairs of States.”
But the Commission remained moribund,

since member States showed

Ad

Hoc
to

Commissions

and

settle inter-State conflicts,

such as those between Algeria and

Morocco;
Libya and Chad; Ethiopia and Somalia, etc.
The OAU’s decision to launch its first

peace-keeping operation, that of stopping
the civil war in Chad, was ill-thought out
and impromptu. The operation was launched
in 1981, and was soon abandoned for lack of
financial
and

as a

resources

and

result of bitter

logistical support
wrangling between

the Force Commander and the OAU

Secretary-General’s Representatives. The
operation would for
a long time make the OAU
shy away from
any other peace-keeping venture in the

debacle of the Chadian

continent.
But it is
had

significant that the organisation
departed from the principle of non-

interference in the internal affairs of member

States. Moreover, the principle suffered a
severe setback in the wake of and possibly
a result of, the demise of the Soviet
Union, the collapse of socialist regimes in
as

Eastern Europe, and the end of the Cold

War.

OAU Mechanism forConflict Prevention,

Management and Resolution
During the 29th Ordinary Session of the
OAU Summit which

met

in Cairo in June

1993, a Mechanism forConflict Prevention,

Management and Resolution was adopted.
primary objective is “the anticipation
and prevention ofconflicts” since “emphasis
on anticipatory and preventive measures,
and concerted action in peace-making and
peace-building will obviate the need to resort
to the complex and resource-demanding
peace-keeping operations which our
Its

From its very

principles

of

a

strong

countries will find difficult to finance.”
Since its creation the Mechanism has
been

meeting on a monthly basis at
ambassadorial level, a statutory requirement.
It has also been

holding extraordinary

preference forpolitical processes of keeping
the peace among themselves rather than for
judicial means of settlement which would
have given them the appearance of being

sessions to consider conflict situations in

“in the dock”. Thus the OAU resorted to the

January, 1994 in Cairo.

Rwanda, Burundil, Somalia, Liberia,

Angola, etc. It has met twice at ministerial
level, and

once at

Heads of State level in

Sapem October. 1994
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Contemporary Peace-keeping in Africa
The involvement of the International

Community in Somalia was by invitation as
much as it was the outcome of a campaign
for involvement conducted

by the OAU
Headquarters in Addis Ababa as
well as through the activities of the Africa
Group in New York.
One is tempted to state that the unanimity
with which UNITAF was approved, without
from its

the threat of veto, was indicative of the new

post-Cold War situation. The joint efforts
of the United Nations and the three regional
organisations (OAU, League of Arab States,
and Organisation of Islamic States) in the
sphere of peace-making were not matched
with a similar synergy in the domain of
peace-keeping. The OAU was not in a
position to mount a military cum
humanitarian operation parallel to that of
UNITAF/UNOSOM. What the OAU did
was to urge the OAU Secretary-General to
work in close collaboration with the UN

Secretary-General for the implementation
Security Council Resolution
733(1992) in its entirety. In the domain of
peace-keeping, Africa’s role through the
of UN

OAU

was to ensure

that the continent gave

its unstinted support to

efforts by the UN
Secretary General to enlarge and strengthen
the UN multi-national peacekeeping force
before and after the withdrawal of the United
States troops.
The withdrawal of US

peace-keepers,

followed

by that of its Western allies, was
indicative of the new prevailing mood and
post-Cold War realities in which Somalia
finds itself today, and indications are that
the African Continent for that

matter

has

geo-political or strategic value,
is therefore not worth sacrificing lives

and
for.

lost its

The conclusion is that Africa has to tackle
the

challenge of peace-keeping in as much
to come to grips with the
challenge of preventive diplomacy and
peace-making.
as

it has had

I he

case

instructive

of Rwanda affords another

study in contemporary
peace-keeping in Africa. From the time that
the Rwandese patriotic Front (RPF)
case

Peace-keeping Forces
efforts of the OAU and the

neighbouring

countries.
A series of negotiations held at Mwanza
(October 17 1990) and Gbadolite (October

26 1990) resulted in the formation of

an

OAU

peace-keeping force designated the
“Military Observer Group” (MOG)
composed of 15 military officers each from
Uganda, Zaire and Burundi, with five
represe-ntatives each from the two
belligerent parties.
The experience of the MOG operation
showed that Africa still had lessons to learn
in the sphere of peace-making and peacekeeping. One of the major lessons gained
from peace-keeping in contemporary Africa
was the need to exclude troops from
neighbouring countries, particularly when
ethnic groups straddle the border and troops
have ethnic ties transcending national
boundaries since the impartiality of such
troops is suspect.
Further mediation efforts, coordinated by
the OAU and hosted by President Mwinyi

of Tanzania,

Military Observer Group” (NMOG) which
exclude all neighboring countries.

was to

were

undertaken. These

culminated in the

The Rwanda

operation

was a success

story for the OAU. In collaboration with the

neighboring countries the OAU had been
able to bring the warring parties to the
negotiating table and to sign acomprehensive
cease-fire and peace agreement.

The
Organisation was able todeploy, with meagre
resources of its own and with the
support of
some

non-African countries a modest peace-

keeping force to oversee the implementation
of the cea.sefire agreement. This force was
latter assimilated into UNAMIR, while the
OAU maintained

a

political

presence

in the

country, until the events of April 16, 1994
unleashed

a

new

round

of

fighting

characterised by brutal massacres, forcing
the UN to reduce its force from 25(X) to
about 300

to

That decision

the consternation of many.
was later reversed and the

UNAMIR is

being expiuided to 5,5(X), with
Secretary-General having secured
commitments to contribute tixxrps from Ghana,
Ethiopia,Zimbabwe, Nigeria,Zambia, the Congo
the OAU

and others.

government of Major General Juvenal

signing on August 4,1993
of the Arusha Peace Agreement. The parties
to the Agreement agreed to establish yet
another small OAU peace-keeping force

Habyarimana from Uganda territory in

basically for “the verification and control of

OAU’s experience

October 1990, the conflict attracted the

the ceasefire”, and to be known

clearly demonstrated the existence of

launched its attack

Sapem October, 1994

on

the Rwandese

as

“Neutral

Prospects for Contemporary Peacekeeping in Africa: Observations and
Conciusions

with NMOG in Rwanda
a
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and their presence

serious institutional lacuna and revealed
the

dire

need

for

peace-keeping
mechanism. The Organisation had to carry
its peace-keeping mandate by trial and error
and with virtually no financial resources of
its

cess

a

4. There is need for

an

“intervention force”

or

“peace enforcement force”. Africa lacks
capacity or the will to mount

institutional mecha-

either the

OAU’s

be useful in

5. If the OAU cannot launch its own peace-

Organisation’s vision of its future role
peace-making and peace-keeping.

keeping operation because of a dearth of
financial resources, it must assiduously

of the Declaration of Cairo

work for

diplomacy and peace-making. In the realm
of peace-keeping, the major thrust would
be to support UN peace-keeping operations
by making African troops available to serve
under the aegis of the UN. Where the UN is
reluctant to undertake a peace-keeping

lessons

from

the

the

1. There is

an

mobilise its

absolute need for Africa to
own

financial

resources

in

order to support

efforts at preventive
diplomacy, peace-making and modest
pieace-keeping operations.
Where the OAU is not itself in charge of
a peacekeeping operation, African countries must be willing and ready to contribute troops to UN peace-keeping operations in Africa because there is
discernible “Africa

fatigue”.

ing countries, especially where ethnic
straddle the borders, is suspect

groups

A

a

visible and effective African

presence in the
6. The difficulty

UN peace-keeping force;
with which it has been
possible to deploy the 5,500 troops of
UNAMIR II showed that

even

when

African troops are ready to be deployed,
the International Community may not be
in

now a

3. The neutrality of troops from neighbour-

7.

position to expeditiously mobilise
the financial and logistical support for
such African contingents.
A peace-keeping ofieration requires that
there be peace to keep in the first place.
It requires that there be a predisposition
on the part of all to the conflict to coop¬
a

such

force.

a

The prospects

for Africa

are

that the

Continent, through the OAU, will for the
foreseeable future abide

by the provisions
the

on

Mechanism, by giving priority to preventive

exercise, the OAU will endeavour to launch
modest

operation while banking on the
goodwill and cooperation of the parties to
the conflict, as well as the generosity of the
International Community for financial and
logistical support.□
a

Ambassador Mapuranga

is

OAU Assistant

Secretary-General for Political Affairs

Socio-Economic

Aspects of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in Figures Part - III
cultivation (10 296 000

sector still has not the

hectares) fallow land
(5 364 000 hectares) orchard and tree-raising
(1 211 000 hectares). Of the cultivated land
4 620 000 hectares were irrigated and 5 676 000

economic

under

In the

five-year development plan, share of

the private sector in the total Fixed Capital
Formation has been 60 percent. The private

highest share in the
plan of the country, but in some
fields, such as the agricuiturai sector, it enjoys
the highest share.
Iran's economy can be termed a “guided
economy’’ since on the one hand, the
government through
its affiliated
organisations pursues its own programmes,
and on the other hand, development plans
allow the government to direct the economy
in its desired path. Characteristics of the
economy according to sectors are given
below.

According to the agricultural census of
1988, there existed 104 269 population
centres in rural areas, of which 38 058 were

Production of main

In that year total agricultural land amounted

follows: annual

Production of main industriai piants

Production

Crop

3 608
1 659

373

Cotton

191

Tea
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(1989)

According to the agricultural census of 1988,
there existed 40 665 000

Crop
Wheat

Production

(ton)

5 775 427
3 67 355

21 759 000

In 1988 there were 7613 mechanised cattle-

2 508 073

irrigated
dry-farming

1 611 868

Data

977 944

follows:

Paddy rice
Pulses

Lucern, sainfain, clover
Other animal-fodder plants

2 589 810

55 313
1 227 325

67 127
815813
2 770 384
618 532

sheep and lambs,

goats and kids, 6 386 000 cattle,

383 000 buffalo and 143 000 camels.

dry farming
Barley

Lentils

in

(1,000 tons)

Sugar beet
Sugar cane

agricuiturai goods in

1988

W

iran in 1990

Tobacco

Potatoes

not inhabited.

to 16 872 000 hectares as

dry-farming.
Regarding investment, a sum of 164 971 million
rials was allocated for the development of
agriculture and natural resources in 1990, out of
the investment budget of the country.

irrigated

AGRICULTURE
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with the force. Otherwise it would

have to be

nism for peace-keeping

own.

involvement in Rwanda may

2.

an

erate

pro-

within the OAU,
notwitstanding the Organisation’s identification of preventive diplomacy and
peace-making as the priority area;

Some

in

of confidence

undermines the
building;

rearing units with 713 266 cattle.
on

slaughtering in 1989 were as

sheep and lambs, 8 175 000, goats

and kids, 2 290 000, cattles, 1 277 000,

buffalo, 68 000, camels, 9 000. Despite this,
Iran depends on the

import of meat and a

considerable amount of meat is imported every
year, as

well as some live animals.
Sapem October. 1994
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THE MISGUIDED POLICIES OF THE

WB, THE IMF AND GATT
Opa Kapijimpanga
S THE world’s economic and

A

financial bureaucrats

gathered
last month in Madrid, Spain, to
celebrate the 50th birthday of the World
Bank (WB), the International Monetary
Fund (ZMF) and the General Agreement
on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), an
alternative group of non-Governmental
organisation also converged to the Iberian
capital with the aim of highlighting the
economic, social and environmental
consequences caused by these institutions'
policies in the developed and developing
countries.

Staging a year-long campaign called “50
years are enough”, the collection of more
than 140 groups called for the need for the
Bretton Woods institutions to be

more

accountable, instead of regarding themselves
and acting as a global administrators, and
by-passing the authority of national
governments and regional institutions.
The Alternative Forum was organised
and hosted by Spanish NGOs and social
movements to take place in Madrid from 26
September to October 3. It was attended by
more than 1500 people from different parts
of the world but with a majority from Spain.
There were very few people from Africa

(less than 10).
The Forum consisted of four major spaces:

Plenary sessions. Working Groups,
Dialogue with the Bank and IMF officials,
a Common Meeting and Exhibition space

Officials

such issues

the

Inspection
Panel, Multilateral Debt, Refinancing of
IDA, among others.
on

as

All must be actors
The World Bank, is an

institution with

a

unique status in the international financial
arena

must

from which countries of the South

get certificates of good health before

qualifying for loans — whether multilateral
or bilateral. Their imposition of policies
indicates that they have political power that
must be subjected to transparency and
accountability.
Contrary to the feeling that “There is No
Alternative” (TINA), in fact “There Are
Thousands Alternatives”

(TATA) from

amongst which it would be possible to break
the fetters of primary commodity exportled

growth that has deprived many poor
people of the South of food and left a trail of
defiled and degraded earth.
The World Bank has continued to fund
disastrous

projects and

come

with

one

bad

policy after another inspite of the galaxy of
Ph.D. holders in economics tat is boasts of.

Why does the Bank continue with bad
projects and policies even when its own
evaluations (Wapenham Report) show that
they kill people and the earth? The Bank
seems to be under pressure to lend and push
for the existing model which is centralised,
top-down and stereo-typical. This is so
entrenched that even the Executive Directors
cannot

address address.

T aking advantage of the Alternative Forum,

The Bank should not get away with
evidence of unsustainable agriculture,

Permanent People’s Tribunal was held
during October 1,2 and 3 also to judge the

energy and transport. Despite the glaring
evidence of misery, debt, environmental

World bank and the IMF.

degradation and dehumanisation of woman

and

a

Press and

Communications, Center.

a

The NGOs and other groups

took
advantage of the presence of the World
Bank to enter into a series of dialogues on
various issues relating to Bank policies and
actions. Meetings were held with the various
Executive Directors and senior Bank
Sapem October, 1994

Woods institutions operate.

Due to the
imposition of structural adjustment policies,
hospitals in Africa have become the most
unhealthy places. NGOs are cautioned not
to fall in the trap of complicity of discussing
change within the parameters set by the
World Bank.

The World Bank is acommercial banking

institution which has

development

or
from

rhetoric

no

interest in

alleviating poverty —
Washington D.C.

notwithstanding.
What the world needs the World Bank
for.

Why is the Bank at pains to answer a
question that has not been asked.
Structural Adjustment Programmes: A
manifestation of misconceived Economic

Engineering:
Economists

at

the World Bank and IMF

have, in their quest to globalize the world
economic and market system, totally ignored
the stark realities of Political

Economy,
ignored the voices of millions upon millions
of people the world over and proceeded
with unparalleled plunder of the natural
resources base of the planet. The kind of
economic engineering that goes on in the
Bretton Woods institutions is misconceived,
misdirected and inordinately cruel to people
and nature.

Structural

Adjustment Programmes
be seen as an urge by
Transnational corporations (TNCs) to go
global. In the process the TNCs have,
through the World Bank and IMF, forced
underdeveloped countries to remove all
protectionist measures and open their
(SAPs)

can

economies.
Structural

which is the trade mark of the World Bank

it is

projects, the ogre at 1818H is not even
contemplating their review.
The little progress that Africa made in the
1970s was annihilated by the neo-classical
economic model upon which the Bretton

economies

argued,

Adjustment Policies are not, as
innovative way to make the

an

more

efficient and

competitive. If anything, they
crafted

are

more

policies

by self-interested individuals,

countries, and corporations to benefit foreign
business interests and cliques or ruling elites
19
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t

in

adjusting countries and keep the people
out of the table. SAPs have marginalised
the people and states of the South.
SAPs

can

be attributed the shock the

global capitalist system got when Mexico
declared in 1979 that it could not repay its
debts. As the international finance capital
feared that all countries of Latin America
and Africa would follow the “bad example”

of Mexico and make their
or

collective

own

individual

insolvency declarations,

and policies had to be put in
place that ensured that debts were serviced
not repaid. That is why adjustment
policies put premium on growth through
export and de-emphasize food production
and provision of social services.
Adjustment programmes had brought
back many diseases that most countries had
considered completely wiped out. An
example was the resurgence of plague in
India. People in Latin America, Africa and
Asia these days tell seasons by disease:
season of cholera, season of typhoid etc as
these diseases are rampant at respective
periods.
There is a need for forging a popular
coalition against external debt and the
policies that bring it about.
The recent GATT negotiations,
culminating in the signing of the Marrakesh
Treaty that will bring into being the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) can be
considered the most tragic process the global
capitalist system has subjected the entire
humanity to in the recent past. Particularly
terrifying is the clause on the Intellectual
Property Rights which can be described as
the biggest subsidy from the South to the
Transnational Corporations and the North
in general and an obscene and unethical
move. By the Southern governments
agreeing to the tyranny of the international
financial system to sign the Marrakesh
agreement, they became the accomplices in
transforming life into tradable commodities.
The push for globalised free market had
commoditized and privatised communal
programmes

—

lands

and

discrenchised

tribal

and

indigenous peoples and will undermine
neighbours which will not be
allowed to compete with international trade.
The GATT treaty was changing humanity
from a community of subjects to a bundle of
trade between

20

marketable

dilemma that is occasioned when

of the

outstrip investment opportunities. While

objects. The ratification process
Treaty is going to be a problem.
Unlike many other Treaties which stipulate
minimum ratification before coming into
forces, the Marrakesh Treaty is to become
enforceable as soon as it is ratified by a
“significant number of countries"; it is feared
that the “significant number of countries”
in this case would be the US, Japan, and the
European Union.
Some 70 percent of world trade is
controlled
by 500 Transnational
corporations. 100 TNCc have an annual
turnover

of

more

than the GNPs of

than half UN member states put

more

together.

US$50 billion is transferred from the North
to

the South yearly but the

resources

annual transfer of

from the South to the Northern

governments and institutions amounts to
some US$500 billion giving a net transfer
of US$450 billion annually from the so
called poor countries. “Who is the donor?”
it was asked. If adjustment programmes are

needed, then it is the North that needs to

adjust, not the South.
The free exchange of seeds that has
sustained subsistence farmers in Africa, Asia
and Latin America would become

a

thing of

the past when the World Trade Organisation

becomes

operational

farmers will not be
Indigenous seeds
that have proved resistant to adverse changes
in the weather and to diseases will disappear
for good. The extension of the patent period
from 17 to 20 years will increase the royalties
Transnational corporations earn from
intellectual properties tenfold.
Restructuring Production patterns and
as

allowed to retain seeds.

international financial

systems. World

Bank and IMF rhetoric is Pravda

The material from the World Bank and

pinch of salt.
Specifically, reading between the lines one
sees

to

a

what is behind what the Bank is

address. One will find that the

trying
glossy

publications that the Bank and the IMF are
churning out daily is ideological material
similar to Moscow’s Pravda which would

try to paid a picture

the international financial flow is around

US$ 100,000 billion only US$300 billion is

really needed. The excess does not therefore
find avenues for profitable investment. It is
for this

that the Transnational

reason

corporations would like to have an open
system where they can find investment
opportunities (privatisation and foreign
investment calls for the South).
Another cause of structural adjustment
policies is the US deficit which must be

maintained in the interest of international
financial

oligarchy as reducing it would
spell disaster for all stock holders in the
global financial system. It serves as an
outlet to Japanese capital to be inve.sted in
bonds and allows the US government to
maintain high military expenditure, among
other

things.

Third World Debt is not

on

the

agenda of

the North and International Financial

Institutions —

only Debt servicing is their
Repayment of Debt would signal
their economic death which they know is
inevitable; they would like to postpone it
for as long as they are able.
Humanity is not mature yet for a global
government. There is no need for a global
concern.

Central Bank like the World Bank; and so
the abolition of the World Bank is

long
Regional Banks should
and strengthened.

overdue. Instead,
be restructured
There is

a

need for creation of

a new

system of capital market to channel

productive investment. On the
planning side, there must be central planning
which gives margin to and frees popular
resources

to

classes.
The introduction of free market economy

material;

IMF should be read with

savings

from reality — a reality

which would become obvious to those who

keenly analysed the infomiation.
Structural adjustment policies are anatural
consequence of excess capital; it is a typical

in Russia has resulted in

women being
professional occupations to
domestic chores as a way of fulfilling the

removed from

World Bank and IMF conditionalities of

on the labour force.
Give Africa Time and Space

cutting down

On the issue of “Women, the
Half of

the

Humanity”, it

African

was

woman

Forgotten
expressed that

was

not

as

disempowered as the North would like
everybody to believe — a view that has
unfortunately been swallowed hook and
line by many Northern NGOs. The major
Sapem October, 1994
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roles of

an

African

woman are; masters

of

Individual

rights, duties, and participation

central to this process and to its goal.
Genuine development is essentially a

production,

managers of homes, mothers
and wives and custodians of culture. If it

are

had not been for the ingenuity, steadfastness,

grassroots, bottom-up process growing from

strength and patience of the African woman,

base with local communities

adjustment policies would have long
obi iterated the African people from the face
of the earth. Contrary to the popularly
presented image of the African woman as a
weak, crying and helpless creature who
needs sympathy, outside liberators and
charity; the African woman is strong,
detemiined courageous, loving and caring.
The family network in Africa revolves
around women but the economic planners
trained in neo-classical economics who.se

being key
players. The market may be means to
achieving development goals, but it is not
an

end in

itself, and in such situations,

regional rather than global institutions must
determine the path of development.
Dialogue with the Bank and IMF
Various forms of

dialogue

were

realised

NGOs

were as

follows;

While the World Bank has created the

must

address the fundamental issue of the

input in the analysis.

The Alternative to the current system

reaching land reforms which
give women equal rights with men;

groups disadvantaged
financed projects could

to

refinance the loans of the

Development (IBRD) loans. The NGOs
will therefore challenge their own
governments on the refinancing of IDA 11
which is now up for negotiation.
A general plenary session between the
and IMF

key issues

the Third World, these resources

International Bank for Reconstruction and

Some

consists of far

the women’s

resources to

have been used

between the NGOs and the World Bank.

Inspection Panel where communities and
by World Bank
lodge complaints
and seek compensation, the NGOs will
continue to press for the Inspection Panel to

axis is resident in the North does not reflect

of World Bank policies.
Figures show that while the International
Development Association (IDA) is
supposed to provide fresh financial

consequences

on one
on

hand and the World Bank

the other

was more

of talk

at

While the NGOs wanted
to discuss the neo-classical development
model adopted and its consequences, the

cross

purposes.

officials

from

the

Bretton

Woods

Institutions talked about how much
resources

they

are

providing to the Third

World.Q

redistribution of national and

global
and
enhancement of regional cooperation.
The NGO community must press for a
resources

in the most equitable manner;

full discussion of such alternatives

as

the

Lagos Plan of Action of 1980 and the UN
Economic Commission for Africa’s African

UNCTAD: TRADE AND
DEVELOPMENT REPORT, 1994
Reviewed by Richard Kamidza

Alternative Framework to Structural

Adjustment Programmes (AAF-SAP).
There has been a growing trend by the
World Bank to try and dupe women by
using the language of reproductive health
while promoting family planning and
population control programmes that do not
respect women’s rights to safe and affordable
contraception. The just-concluded Cairo
Conference on Population accorded the

global economy grew by about 2.5 percent
in 1993, with developing countries
combined accounting for about 4 percent.
In report released in September,
UNCTAD emphatically praises the

enemies of women’s

reproductive rights

countries of East and South-East Asia, for

like the World Bank, UNFPA and the

showing resilient and robust growth, but
fails to appreciate and acknowledge the role
of public sector in nurturing and promoting
private sector growth. Government

Vatican

unprecedented opportunity to
cheat women with words lifted directly
from literature of reproductive rights
activists to promote policies that militate
against such rights.
Africa must be accorded space and time
to determine what is and what is not good
an

for her.

People Centred Development
The

goal of development is to create
conditions that will enable each human being
to real i se her/h is potential for pol itical, social
and economic fulfilment in
consistent

with

the

Sapem October. 1994

a

common

manner

good.

HE UNITED Nations Conference

T

Trade

and

Development
(UNCTAD) has reported that the

on

intervention in Asian economies led to

high
growth in investment and trade, rapid
structural changes and widespread
industrialisation, resulting in rapid growth
of both imports and exports.
UNCTAD

notes

that the economies of

Latin America and Africa have failed to

respond to the Bretton Woods institutions
Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank (WB) inspired
Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs)

of the International

which views SAPs as the only panacea to
developing countries’ economic woes.
The report acknowledges four broad
categories that distinctively co-existed in
Latin America; firstly, some economies such
as

Peru and Brazil have recovered from

recession; secondly, some have exhibited
modest

growth as is the case with Bolivia,
Colombia and Paraguay; thirdly, some have
recorded declining

growth like Chile, Costa
Argentina; and fourthly, some are
still entrenched in recession like Nicaragua,
Venezuela, Tobago and Trinidad. Despite
the above categories, the Bretton Woods
financial institutions still have a strong belief
that SAPs can bring about a turnaround to
the economies of the Least Developed
Rica and

Countries (LDCs). Ba.sed on this notion,
industrialised countries,

through these
agencies continued to pour in
large proportions of financial and capital
resources in the region.
However, even though both imports and
exports increased, there was no
multilateral
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corresponding improvement in these
economies. Given this scenario, uniformly
applied WB/IMF stabilisation policies can
not achieve the same results among and
within regions at the same pace. Without
discrediting these financial institutions, the
dismal failure and the corresponding
economic growth differential in the region
is aclear indication that the policy bag needs
to be revised in order to take cognisance of
the local socio-economic and political
circumstances and the reality of the day.
Oxfam, a British based Charity
organisation, recently criticised the rationale
of giving aid to governments on strict
conditions that force them to willingly bite
the fiscal bullet through effecting huge
reductions in budget deficits entailing either
massive retrenchments or huge cuts in
allocations to social services like health
care

and education. This policy prescription,

Oxfam

alleges, further widens the gap

between the rich and poor as

minimum

wages continuously fall.
Oxfam also observed that SAPs in the

region face two major weaknesses of income
inequalities which are the root causes of
pMjverty and are directly linked to low wages,
precarious jobs, unequal land distribution
and inadequate and unaccessible social

subsequent uniform implementation
throughout the Third World countries.
Africa’s output fell far below the rate of
population growth implying a continued
decline in per capita income that

and education; and

characterised the continent since 1980. It is

services of health

care

interesting to observe that the report dwelt
length on obvious reasons for Africa’s
poor performance which among other things
include political unrest or armed conflicts
as is the case in Angola, Mozambique,

the

rigidity of the main component of
policies that are ideologically
phrased, that is, based primarily on capitalist
tendencies of market regulations.
In another report dated 29th September
1994, entitled “Structural Adjustment and
Inequality in Latin America - How the WB/
IMF policies have failed the poor”, Oxfam
critique is based on the claim that in 1990
alone, poverty afflicted more than 32 percent
of the total regional population, Nicaragua’s
unemployment rate doubled from 11 to 22
percent between 1990 and 1993 and Chile’s
minimum wage fell by more than 20 percent
in 10 years. The above scenario helps to
illustrate how the UNCTAD report, though
sympathetic to the Bretton Woods
institutions
failed to expose the
generalisation of SAPs policies and their
stabilisation

at

Liberia, Zaire, Sudan, Somalia, Burundi
and Rwanda;

frequent droughts in North,
general weakness
of primary commodities including oil which
constitute the bulk of the region’s export

East and Southern Africa;

base; the continued decline in export

earnings notwithstanding an increase in
export volumes; and the sharp decline in
net-flows of medium- to long-term export
credits. Because of this, the report asserts
that there has been no significant increase in

foreign direct investment, notwithstanding
the degree of liberalisation of foreign
investment laws and the plea for foreign

Selected Services
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investments in those economies.

to

attribute Africa’s continued poor

performance to the failure of the
Bretton Woods institution policies. Africa
has been concentrating too much, as advised
by the world’s policy makers on export
promotions, but the corresponding increase
in export earnings proved difficult to comeby, and hence debt servicing, balance of
payments deficits, external procurement,
etc. still continue to polarize these
economies. Africa mostly relies on primary
products for her exports that also face
deteriorating terms of trade. This has greatly
affected mineral and agriculturally based
economies. Very few countries have
managed to industrialise as the
manufacturing sector is still at an infant
stage - mostly contributing less that 15
percent to the gross domestic product.
Hence, regardless ofthe level ofcommitment
to SAPs, the overall gains are not
forthcoming. Failure to generate significant
foreign currency to service the rapidly

countries

are

industrialisation. Africa is

far

the

drawing board of the
or the adoption
of a totally different strategy like self-help
that emphasises producing and consuming
what the continent can without necessarily
resorting to the external world.
It is also a clear testimony that economic

from

reforms in

region prone to
poverty and famine. The starting point in
solving the continent’s economic problems
is to revamp the agricultural activities that
in turn can transform and promote the agroa

the

to

most

LDCs have failed

to move

countries

along the long-term
developmental path. Countries are still
plagued with supply constraints in agriculture
while diversification that is necessary for
industrialisation has widely failed to respond
to SAPs measures. The report seem to be in
support of price incentives without
necessarily paying due attention to the effects

based industries. This is similar to the green
revolution of the 19th century in Europe.

Agriculture in the continent has strong links
with other sectors of the economy. The
multiple effect of such a strategy while it
wipes out poverty and famine, is that it will
ensure that enough food for the continent is
being
produced.
Retrenchments,
privatisation, removal of subsidies, fiscal
recovery measures, etc. can easily be
implemented without necessarily causing

The

revisit

a

Bretton Woods institutions

is reaffirming the ideological
position already taken by WB/IMF that
strongly believes in SAPs policies. Under
the present economic circumstances,

Uganda
you to

either

the report

African

political problems.

Therefore, the report has failed to call for

Given the above scenario, it is clear that

economic

Boeing

socio-economic and

growing external debt is forcing Africa to
borrow more, though only meager financial
resources are coming on its way.

As is the case in Latin America, it suffices

of market failures and structural barriers

to

development. In developing countries, the
strategy should focus on poverty alleviation,
food security and diversification. These
programmes also require huge financial
resources

that

forthcoming

as

are

is the

in

some

case

cases

not

in Africa. □
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SUNRISE FOR SADC MINING SECTOR
Richard Kamidza
HE

Current

political dispensation
crucial for promoting economic
integration and co-operation is
sweeping across the entire Southern
African region. President Mandela of

T

new

economic

reforms

being

implemented throughout the region are
designed to encourage Private participation
in the industry as a way of improving
production and productivity. The

South Africa assured the SADC Heads of

amendment of the Mines Act in Zimbabwe

State maximum

has since led to the

geopolitics
participation in economic integration.

in the world worth almost ZS2 billion

co-operation in regional
that leads to equal

commissioning of the
Hartley Platinum project, the second largest

The 27th to 28th October general elections

(US$25 million) by BHPofAustralia. “New
mining avenues have been opened” said
Edson Zvobgo, Zimbabwe Minister of
Mines when the project was finally signed.
In South Africa, gold which rose from

in

Mozambique and current peace
initiatives in Angola would usher in aa
era of lasting peace in the region.
Economic indications in the

near

future

Mozambique is posed for a modest
economic recovery. The country has been
denied the chance to exploit numerous
natural resources that range from fertile
agricultural land to extensive mineral
are

that

32.0 ton/man/month in 1987 to 35.5 ton/

man/month last year is expected to rise
further due to

exploited and the prevailing stable political

weather that
agricultural sector paves
the way for mining to play a pivotal role in
economic growth and development. Mineral
production is expected to significantly

mineral output

unpredictable

characterises the

increa.se

mines

as

several small- to medium-scale

fully operational, having been
adversely affected by the 16 year -civil war.
The sector is also tipped to lead in
employment creation and export earnings.
are

John Kachamila, the Minister of Mineral
Resources expects

the sector to generate
a year within the
next decade, as development of other heavy
mineral projects is in progress. “The country
about US$200 million

has carried out

revealing
mineral potential,” John

geological

the sector’s true

Kachamila said in

an

survey

interview.

Zvobgo: New mining avenues opened

Hydro-Power is abundantly available, and
plans are at an advanced stage to build
transmission lines from the Cahora Bassa
dam in Tete

province, to South Africa.

Swaziland and Zimbabwe.

Mozambique, the whole region
be banking on the mining sector to
lead the economic recovery path. The region
is endowed with a wide variety of minerals
of strategic importance such as gold, copper,
ferrochrome, iron ore, emeralds, diamonds,
Like

seems to

etc.

that has made the sector second to

agriculture in terms of contribution to gross
domestic product, foreign exchange earnings
and employment creation.

Mozambique’smineral resources include
pegamite deposits in Northern Zambezia
province, extensive coal reserves at Moatize
in northwestern Tete province, heavy mineral
sands stretching along the coast and the

gold (Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania,
Zimbabwe), coal (Malawi, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe), diamonds (Botswana, Namibia.

be

South Africa, Zimbabwe), Platinum (South

largest tantalite reserves.

Africa, Zimbabwe), emeralds (Zambia,
Zimbabwe), and this calls for maximum

recent

revelation that the country may

host to the world’s
Tantalite is
the

a

strategic mineral that is used in

electricity industry.

of this sector has set
momentum fcrregional mining co-opteration.
The recovery

24

year’s
valued at Z$3.026 billion
(US$37.8 million) is expected to
significantly shoot up given the
commissioning of the Hartley Platinum
project recently.
Future mineral production needs massive
investments that allows purchasing of
modern drilling equipment, mining
machinery and technology that is free from
risks associated with deep level mining,
carrying out appropriate explorations,
geological surveys and human resources
management. Much effort is also required
to control illegal mining and smuggling as
is the case in Angola, Tanzania and
Zimbabwe. The harnessing of regional
energy that is linked to mining facilities
needs to be given top priority for this ensures
maximum production.
With the present threat to regional
agricultural sector due to frequent droughts,
environmental degradation and denudation
and the failure to equitably distribute
adequate land to farmers, the mining sector
can equally steer the economic wheels until
manufacturing sector finds its foot. Who
can doubt the sector’s potential, particularly
if much effort is put towards processing of

environment. In Zimbabwe, last

resources.

The

huge deposits still to be

Some of these mineral
in

more

than

one

resources are

found

country as is the case

with

co-operation and co-ordination if
countries are to reap maximum benefits
from this vibrant sector.

some

of the minerals.Q
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MOZAMBIQUE ECONOMIC PROFILE
Year

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

966.2

1339.9

1905.5

2556.5

4.0

1.5

0.9

-2.4

5.6

Consumer Price Inflation, %

40.0

47.0

37.05

4.5

30.0

Population, million

15.3

15.5

15.7

15.8

15.9

1993

1994

A. MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS

GDP at market prices, MT bn
Real GDP growth, %

I

16.0

Employment (annual av), million

B. EXTERNAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS

Exports (fob), US$m

105

126

162

139

146

Imports (cif), US$m

808

878

899

887

1000

Current Account, US$m

Exchange rate (av): MT:US$
Total External Debt, US$m
Total External debt-service ratio, %

-763

-789

-783

-905

844

1053

1764

2550

4498

4740

4699

4928

20.0

12.6

10.6

9.4

3874

C. PRODUCTION INDICATORS

Agriculture, ‘000 tons
-Maize

330

453

327

133

-Cashew nut

50

23

31

54

-Raw cotton

30

40

39

50

4.9

6.9

7.7

6.3

2

2

2

1

-Prawn

-Tea

D. ORIGINS OF

GOP, 1992

% of Total

E. COMPONENTS OF

GDP, 1992

533

1

70

% of Total

Agriculture

32.6

Private

Industry and fisheries
Transport and communications

20.7

Public

18.1

Gross Domestic Investment

47.1

Commerce and others

15.4

Exports of goods and sen/ices

28.9

Construction

13.2

GDP at factor cost

F. PRINCIPAL

100.0

EXPORTS, 1992

US$m

Consumption

96.0

Consumption

23.4

Imports of goods and services

-95.3

GDP at market

prices

100.0

G. PRINCIPAL

IMPORTS, 1992

US$m

Prawns

64.6

Consumer goods

337.8

Cashew nuts

17.6

Equipment

200.7

Cotton

10.8

Raw

159.5

material, excluding oil

Sugar

6.7

Oil and

Copra

4.2

Spare parts

H. MAIN DESTINATION OF

EXPORTS, 1991

% of Total

products

I. MAIN ORIGINS OF

95.9
83.6

IMPORTS, 1992

% of Total

Spain

19.2

USA

18.7

USA

13.2

France

10.3

Japan

12.1

Saudi Arabia

5.7

Thailand

5.1

South Africa

8.7

NB
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Sources: EUl

-

Country Reports; World Bank - Economic Trends, 1993.
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SOUTHERN AFRICA: TOWARDS A
COMMON FOREIGN AND SECURITY

POLICY

(CFSP)

IBBO MANDAZA

W

ITH THE decision at its recent

the need to move from political cooperation

October

and security policy. A
broad conclusion might be inferred herein
with respect to the objectives and function
of regional cooperation and integration:
enhancing cooperation, peace, security and
economic integration. So, the objective of

summit in Harare

on

25 to intervene

militarily, if
in Mozambique, the Frontline/
SADC states appear to have moved closer
to their goal of creating a Common Foreign
and Security Policy (CFSP) in the subregion. The notion of a CFSP is implicit in

necessary,

the decisions of both the Frontline States

to a common foreign

and institutions ofSADC;
disputes and
conflicts;
to coordinate and harmonise, as far
as possible, policy on international
organs
to

—

—

issues;
to

—

meeting of Foreign Ministers of the
on July
30, 1994. These meetings marked the
conversion of the grouping of Frontline
States, from a rear base of the struggle for
a

Treaty, reads as follows:

institutions and practices within each

member state; and to encourage each
—

—

-

for developing

a common

Zimbabwe. Lesotho, Malawi and Swaziland
were

invited to become members of ASAS.

The member states of ASAS were careful to
cite the relevant sections of both the Charter

of the OAU (and its

Mechanism for Conflict

Prevention, Management and Resolution)

Treaty of SADC [and its Chapter 7,
which specifies the need to
cooperate in the areas of politics, diplomacy,
international relations, peace

Whether

or

not

as

the

to
promote
international
cooperation;
to
develop and consolidate
democracy and the rule of law, and
respect for human rights and
fundamentalfreedoms.
The objectives of the ASAS and its version
—

of the CFSP read
—

—

the Common Foreign and Security Policy
of the European Union is difficult to
as

as

follows:

people ofthe region against
instability arising from the internal
breakdown of law and order,
interstate conflict and from external
aggression;
to cooperatefully in regional security
and defence, through conflict
prevention, management and
to protect

resolution;

determine. But both the CFSP of the

26

well

Charter;

the Frontline/SADC

European Union and the ASAS emphasise

as

—

and security].

States have been inspired by such precedents

preserve peace

principles of the Helsinki Final Act
and the objectives of the Paris

and the

Article 21 (3)(g)

and strengthen
international security, in accordance
with the principles of the United
to

Nations Charter

foreign and security policy in the sub-region.
The ASAS membership is constituted as
follows: Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South
Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and

safeguard the common values,
fundamental
interests
and
independence of the Union;
to strengthen security of the Union

—

and every

member state to obseiwe
rights;
to promote peace and stability.

to

and its Member States in all ways;
—

forum - the Association of Southern African

States (ASAS)

and enhance the
of democratic

development

Frontline States held in Windhoek

National Liberation in Southern Africa to

promote

the CFSP, as laid down in the Maastricht

Summit of June 3,1994, held in Harare and
the

mediate in interstate

to

give ma.ximum support to the

universal human
—

But

the

European Union discovered
Yugoslavia crisis, a Treaty can be
very clear on goals but vague on how to
achieve them. This is particularly so when it
comes to such issues as touch on security
and military intervention. Invariably, the
over

as

the

lack of

consensus as to

how to deal with

a

sjjecific crisis prompts a retreat into inaction,
sometimes further complicating the crisis;
but inaction will have saved the higher level
of political cooperation, built up and
developed over a long period of time, from
dissipation and disintegration. But if such
are

the constraints attendant

on

such

an

organisation as the European Union, it is not
difficult to imagine why a larger United
Nations Organisation can hardly develop
the consensus necessary for military
intervention.

The

point here is that any attempt to
militarily without the necessary
consensus on both the objectives and strategy
for such an intervention might give rise to
such additional problems as might
undermine not only political cooperation
intervene
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that, it is doubtful that such

a course

of

action could be pursued without the approval
of the US and its allies.

What

is the moral of the

ASAS should

I
i
Southern African leaders: are they serious with their tough talk?
among the member states in Southern Africa,
but also create the conditions for insecurity

and conflict. The Lesotho crisis refers and
likewise

now

the Mozambican situation.

More

important in my view, such consensus
as is necessary in all such crises is best
established in a grouping of states that have
so developed political cooperation beyond
any suggestion of a hierarchy of powers
among the member states concerned. It is a
reflection of the high level of political
cooperation that the European Union is
often able to speak with one voice. But as
was the ca.se in the
Yugoslav situation, it
became difficult

to

sustain that level of

unanimity; hence the retreat into inaction.

By comparison, the Southern African
have not, in my

view, established that
high level of political cooperation as could
ensure consensus in such matters as security,
let alone military intervention. The
hierarchy of powers is far too obvious: in
states

both the Lesotho and Mozambican crises, it

is Zimbabwe that appears to

be calling the
shots, and always keen to mobilise the
support and participation of its more
(militarily) powerful neighbour. South
Africa. Becau.se the

new

South African

government found itself not yet ready for
Sapem October. 1994

such

military exploits, it would have been
the
the
US government sounded a warning over the
Lesotho crisis, a fair indication, perhaps,
that she would not support such a venture:
difficult for Zimbabwe to pursue alone
idea of military intervention. But then,

A

military intervention should only he

undertaken

last resort, when all

move

about its

story? The
new

work

delicately and carefully if it is to develop a
CFSP that is organic and indigenous to
itself. This requires, in the first instance, the
need to acknowledge and seek to address
those historically based constraints to
regional cooperation and integration:
unequal development between and within
the member countries of the sub-region;
vertical economic (and even political)
integration into the northern hemispherean
policy framework; and, therefore, very
limited autonomy in the exercise of foreign
and security policy. In such circumstances,
it would be more prudent for ASAS to
emphasise and seek to enhance political
cooperation as an important objective and
strategy in the meantime. But the mere
mention of military intervention is likely to
undermine rather than enhance the high
level of political cooperation already
achieved

so

far in Southern Africa. Such

sabre-rattling as we have had to hear with
respect to Lesotho and Mozambique appear
to

be based

on a

belief that the liberation of

South Africa has

an intervention, would pose to US
citizens and other civilians andforeigners

bequeathed a “new world
sub-region, one in which the
conditions for a commonforeign and security
policy - including the option of military
intervention as a means of maintaining peace
and security — are given. But even the US
itself is quickly discovering that the “new
world order” of the post-Cold War era is
increasingly amounting to a “new world

in Lesotho.

disorder”. For, the “new world order”

as

a

other

options have been exhausted. In
addition, a military intervention should
have a clear politicallmilitary goal and
an end point.
We are also concerned
about the threat a military intervention,
and the probable armed resistance to
.

.

such

So,

it would appear obvious, the

evolution of a Common Foreign and Security

Policy (CFSP) in Southern Africa is
as much by the regional
hierarchy of powers that is inherent among
the member states of the sub-region as by
the global hierarchy ofpowers that is implicit
in the unipolar world. For the time being,
constrained

neither South Africa

nor

Zimbabwe

can

order” in the

imposes even newer challenges, .some of
might turn out to be more perilous
than the previous order. Indeed, this is more
than implied in the anectodal quotation
which a recent book (Raymond L. Garhoff,
which

The Great Transition: American-Soviet
Relations and the End

of the Cold War)

borrows from Niccolo Machiavelli:

There is

hand,

nothing more difficult to take in
perilous to conduct, or more

more

pursue a military interventionist policy
without appearing to be the bullies or

uncertain in its success, than to take the

policemen of the sub-region;

thingsd

more

than

lead in the introduction of a new order of
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DA COSTA: MOZAMBIQUE READY

FOR ELECTIONS
accommodate members of the

envisaged under the peace agreement. But
many countries think that the number which

Mozambique’s first multiparty
— 28,

Ahead of

elections, scheduled for October 27
SAPEM’s Fernando Gon9alves spoke

Is it not the

had been established under the peace

to the

are

to resettle a

that either of the

results of the elections,

important in order to

climate of national reconciliation.

beginning, such an idea was not
acceptable to both parties. It was later accepted
by Renamo, but it has never been accepted by
Frelimo. Portugal believes that it would be
useful to have an agreement on the status to be
conferred to the opposition after the elections.
Questions like what will be the protocol
accorded to the leader of the opposition, and
which part of the state budget will be given to
the new deputies and what are they going to
In the

have

to

allow them to do their work. That has

yet been agreed upon between the two
parties and I think in order to have a democracy
that is functional, it would be useful to have
not

this agreement
But is it not

before the elections.
a

responsibility of the next

parliament?

or

But in

will entail the reconstruction of infrastructure

not have said the same

such

Angola, two years ago, would you
thing?
Yes, only that in Angola the forces were
armed to their maximum military capacities,
and here

we

But there

are

reports of large quantities of
would anyone want

still hidden. Why
to hide weapons?
that

I know

we are

still

recovered from the trauma of the war, and

a

lot

more.

confess without any element of cynicism,

GNU?

explicitly said that he does not accept it, and
finds the whole idea unagreeable.

!
1

problems, do you think , in
paid to delay the elections for a

With all these

a

successful election. It is not more difficult to
than to register voters.

It is clear that there
were also there
during registration. For example, the number
vote

will be difficulties, but

will have democratic elections and

the end, it

i

they

south of the Save

of the undecided voters

river is smaller than the average number of
undecided voters that existed in any election
in the

neighbouring countries. Likewi.se,

the number of the undecided between the

year?
I do not share your negative view. 1 think
was done completely. It is true

demobilisation
that the

in future

that

right from the beginning, 1 always thought
that was going to happen. Only that the manner
in which the leaders of the political parties,
particularly from Renamo and Frelimo are
behaving, is encouraging, to make us believe

responsibility ofwhat might happen
through their vote.
If we were able to complete voter registration
successfully, we can also anticipate and ensure

assume

But I should also

we

(President) Chissano has said that; he has

experience elsewhere in Africa is not so
encouraging. People may not want to

uncovering large

people will accept the electoral results.

responsibility of the

the

deposits of arms from both sides. And probably
there will be

hospitals, schools, roads, bridges, etc.

painting a very optimistic
picture. But there are indications that there
will be voter apathy due to the bad state of
the roads and the rains will certainly fall
during the voting period. There is also a
sense of insecurity. People have not fully

have concluded demobilisation.

arms

as

You are definitely

And that is what makes the difference.

that

28

relying only on peasant agriculture.
that has that potential certainly can
hope for a rapid and successful recovery. It is
obvious that such recovery will not be
overnight. Mozambique’s economic recovery

that the elections

that

a

in Africa,

A country

will end in violence.

new

to

achieved an economic growth without parallel

parties will not accept the

parliament, but if they do not agree now, what
will be there to bind the new majority to make
the system viable?
You are saving that Frelimo is not agreeable

I think it is the

What makes you so optimistic?
In only one year of peace, Mozambique

' there are no indications, at least forthe moment,

Unity (GNU)?
a

1

provocations is clearly
insignificant when compared to that of other
elections in Africa and Europe, and therefore

What about the Government of National

maintain

Assuming that peace prevails in
Mozambique, how do you see the prospects
for economic recovery and development?
Mozambique has a great economic potential
but this can only be realised when there is
peace. Then there is another condition; the
next government must be competent, and
capable of ensuring national reconciliation
and stability throughout the country.

of incidents and

-

not

was

astronomic number.

trying to gather other people's
opinions. And everything indicates that the
environment hitherto is positive. The number

problems resulting

free and fair elections.

I think it would be

it

I have been

a

enabling conditions for

Mozambique

it is in fact positive that
possible to achieve such an

So for many observers,

individuals into the government.

Then, do you still believe that
will not return to war?

great number of refugees and displaced people.
So 1 think these

agreement was an exaggeration, and that
Mozambique does not need such a large army.

point of view.
point of view of the other

political parties and the other countries which
are represented here. These are completely
two different things; one thing is to have a
prior agreement with the participation of the
opposition within certain parameters and the
other thing is to give favours and invite

GONSALVES: Do you think conditions
ripe for free and fair elections?
DA COSTA; We have completed
demobilization and managed to establish the
new army. We collected about 80 percent of
the weapons and integrated into the state
administration most of the territory under the

from demobilized soldiers and

position?

But it is not the

are

mechani.sm to cushion the

prepared to
opposition.

That is President Chissano’s

Portuguese ambassador to Mozambique,
José Lopes da Costa. Excerpts;

control of Renamo. We have found

he is

he has said

But

new

as.semble

armed forces that we

were

were

able to

only half of what had been

Save and the Zambezi river is
normal. Where there is
undecided voters

perfectly

high incidence of
is in the region north of
a

the Zambezi.□
Sapem October. 1994
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or

premised

on

myths about

Africans tradition. Thus, instead of

49
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addressing

questions of (a) access to land that is in the hands
of Whites under freehold or state ownership; (b)
access to credit and labour-saving technology;
(c) access to agricultural skills ranging from
handling machines, accounting to management;
(d) remuneration based on labour and skills input
rather than women being preferred because they
are exploitable; (e) the legal status of women as
minors, through customary law and not
indigenous legislation; or (f) the oppression of
women through attitudes that have nothing to do
with legislation; academics and politicians are
preoccupied with (a) the alleged discrimination
against African women in the allocation and
inheritance of land or (b) their exploitation
through polygamy.
The argument in the present paper is that the
discrimination and exploitation of women should

on the basis of informed analysis
prejudice. That women are oppressed
under customary law is beyond doubt. There can
also be no argument against the fact that Roman
Dutch Law is also not a panacea, especially for
African women. However, the legal pluralism,
with Africans (men and women) governed by
both customary law, Roman Dutch law and even
indigenous laws when it suits Whites and African
men. not to mention religion, is an important
factor in the discrimination and oppression of

be eradicated

and not

women.

Land
The traditional

Ownership
African system

of land

ownership, commonly referred to as communal
tenure, is characterised by a family farm. Issues
of land allocation and inheritance rest upon this
factor. Within this system, land is allocated to a

family, i.e. husband and each wife within a
polygamous marriage. Even men do not qualify
for land allocation unless they pre.sent a wife.
Each wife is therefore responsible for her own
landholding. The more wives, the more land.
Land is considered

an

economic

resource

for

sustaining a family. Thus, land is allocated for an
eternal period, being heritable from generation
to generation. Within this framework, it is not

possible to disinherit the women whose family is
allocated land. The logic is that all female siblings
will get married and qualify for land in their own
29
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families; the elder male siblings will qualify for
land upon marriage;

and the last bom son inherits

the

family farm.
family farm is “inherited” with both
parents if they are still alive. Upon the death of
the husband, the widow remains on the family
land and cannot be disinherited through a will or
any other means. Deborah James (1987) has
The

groups have been accommodated in the allocation
of land, attention now turns to women who are
not

married and do not have children. This is one

category of women that suffers a lot from
discrimination. As indicated above, within the
framework of communal tenure, all

women are

equal basis. Some wives are more equal than
others. How does this play itself out with regard
allocation of

to

resources

and

particularly

inheritance?
African

women are

than

entitled to be married to

wife.

referred to the contradictions of inheritance before

expected to get married and/or have children.
However, one-person households have come
into existence, and it is important that people in

death and the responsibility involved in

this situation, women and men, should not be

They are, however, only
allowed one civil marriage, which marriage is
registered and a blue certificate issued as proof.
They may have as many other customary
marriages as they wish. The latter marriages are

the

discriminated

endorsed

a

marital status, seem more

inheriting
aged. This underlines the important factor of
family farm as the cornerstone of communal

against. Age and need rather than
appropriate to

tenure.

determine the criteria for land allocation.

Despite claims that communal tenure is
responsible for the present low agricultural
production and discrimination against women,
research has shown that the system was destroyed
by the process of land dispossession and the denationalisation of the dispossessed, forced to

Otherwise, single women will remain excluded

become citizens of bantustans (Letsoalo, 1987).
In a situation where the majority of households
cannot

be allocated land, communal tenure is

from both land

ownership in their own right and
land which is reserved for

inheritance of family
the last-bom

son.

of offspring.

any effect on the system of communal
tenure. For reasons that are beyond the scope of
the present essay,

process of land dispossession transformed women
from being farmers to a landless unemployed

Thus, whereas land is

class

still

dependent

on

migrant labour and

now allocated by
officials, membership of a tribe is
requirement for land allocation. And. the

government
a

lot of

casual labour

contrast to

‘White’ farms and government

the white minority government

failed and refused to eradicate communal tenure.

remittances. Additional means of survival include
on

However, this has

not had

impotent; and women as the traditional
farmers become victims. Indeed, the whole

rendered

women

this,

is still
a

as

described above. In

vivid picture of the horrors of

widows evicted from their houses in Soweto is

projects (Letsoalo, 1986). This is why one would
expect w'omen to be in the forefront of the

drawn

demand for land reform, i.e. redistribution of

(Ramusi, 1989). The present writer knows that it

land in their favour.

means

The key

instrument in the transformation from

communal to customary tenure was the 1927
Native Administration Act, whereby chiefs
became bureaucrats and

women were

relegated

to a status of minors. There are merits in the

system of communal land ownership that needed
be

highlighted. The negative aspects need to
absolutely essential that the
results of colonisation and apartheid be
recognised as such and that they are not confused
with or termed African tradition. Customary
rules were designed upon the distortion of African
tradition, and this is an anthropological error/
manoeuvre whose fruits are now being reaped
to

be addressed. It is

(Davidson, 1969).
The fact that land is allocated without payment
that many

by

a

legal representative of such victims

to be threatened with eviction from a

bantustan

township house for reasons
unmarried and without children. The

of being
plight of
such women has nothing to do with African
tradition, but with the rules and regulations
controlling Africans under the Bantu
Administration Act, and therefore, an integral
part of the South African Western civilisation.
Legal and Illegal Marriages
Polygamy is certainly not an institution of the
past, not yet. Indeed, the type of women in
polygamous marriages are representative of the
South African demography — illiterates,
professionals, self/ under/ un/ employed, rural,
urban, young and not so young. All of these
women must have reasons for being in this form
of marriage. However, the writer has not come
those who have been driven into the

families who would not be able
to afford land can have access to land, depending
on availability and need. The system has been
very accommodative and adaptable to new
conditions. Thus, single women with children
are allocated residential land and they would be

across

allocated arable land if it was available. However,

occupation. Another category of women
accommodated is that of garden groups. If these
groups had to buy land, they would simply not

that she works and controls, which is de facto
ownership. However, less than half the
households in the bantustans, excluding residents
of proclaimed townships and closer settlements,
have access to arable land. Thus, polygamous
wives are more dependent on non-agricultural

exist.

resources

means

even

married

couples cannot be allocated land

because of the limited land for African

Having noted that single parents and
30

women

marriage with a whip. There are countless problems
associated with polygamous marriages, the least
of which is Jealousy, as important as that is.
As indicated above, within the communal
framework, each wife is entitled to land — land

not

one

with

a

white certificate.

for survival. In addition, the law does

recognise all the wives, at least not

on an

It

is

unfortunately not only the colourof the certificate
that is significant. Rather, having a value
certificate signifies a legal marriage, whilst white
stands for legality. Before 1988, the sequence of
the marriages was immaterial, i.e. a legal wife
could be the first, middle

Within the framework of customary law,
women are minors irrespective of age, marital
status or number

more

or

last. However, in

of the

Marriage and Matrimonial Property
a married person (by
customary law) cannot enter into a civil law
marriage. Although legally customary spouses
are entitled to inheritance, the legal wife may be
the sole beneficiary of the family assets, to which
other illegal wives may have contributed Just as
much if not more than the husband and legal
terms

Amendment Act of 1988,

wife.
The problem of male migrant workers
cohabiting with other women at their places of
employment further complicates the issue. While
the other woman may be employed, the common
thing is to neglect the rural wife. Furthermore, in

the

case

of death, the rural

women

may not get

anything because the urban wife can easily
dispose of all his property. Many an urban wife
ended with

a

better status if the rural wife’s

marriage was customary and she had been able to
secure a legal marriage. This is the consequence
of the two legal
systems operating
simultaneously. And. the horror of women
fighting for the corpse of the deceased husband
is all tied up with the question of inheritance.
Something unheard of within the African
traditional setting.
There is

no

doubt that

one cannot

expect a

traditional
one

the

setting to be recreated. Neither can
abolish polygamy without interfering with
individual rights of the parties involved.

However, all the wives should be entitled

to

equality in the law. Thus, for instance, all wives
within a polygamous marriage should be equal.
It is bad enough that they may not get equal love,
but definitely immoral and a violation of human
rights to consider one or some of them illegal
with all the negative consequences.
Land Reform
Land

Reform

is an internationally
acknowledged remedy forconstraints associated
with land ownership. Thus, it deals with unequal
distribution of land where some people, usually
a minority, owns vast tracts of land, whilst the
majority are landless or near-landless; or with
changes from one form of land ownership to
Sapem October, 1994
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another such

conversion of communal/

as

customary or state land to freehold tenure or
from freehold to leasehold or state ownership.
There is

unusual

an

academics and

consensus

among

politicians about the unequal

distribution of land in South Africa. However,
when it comes to the remedy for such

inequal ities,
dispossession and other
apartheid policies are used to argue against land
the results of land

reform, i.e. redistribution of land to the landless
and near-landless. In addition, the antagonists of
land reform argue that communal land ownership
is more of an evil than the fact that Africans

such

The focus on agricultural restructuring should,

however, not be used

tactic. Sentiments expressed in favour of a marketbased process

of acquiring land have tended to
emphasize agricultural restructuring. As Derek
Henekom stated;

handful of medium to large-scale
who would not have
problems with buying the land at the
market value rates, hut only needed the
agricultural sector to he restructured, so
that they could have access to facilities
.

.

.

commercial farmers

as

hank loans (Sowetan, December

10, 1992).

anti-land reform

as an

Freehold land

ownership: Whereas in the
proposal to have Africans purchase
land was rejected, the ‘reform politics’ since the
1980s dictated a strategy ofcoercion for freehold.
The White minority government wanted to
promote a class of Africans hopeful of material
benefit. Significantly, avoidance of the
undermining of African culture was u.sed as a
rationale for the policy of vociferous denial of
freehold. Proposals for the privatisation of land
1950s the

occupy less than 13 percent of the land. What are
some of the possible effects of land reform

proposals on women?
Labour-saving Technology: Farm size is an
important factor in land reform. The majority of
landholdings in the bantustans are less than an
economic unit, even by government standards.
However, the larger the farm size, the more
needs to make economic

resources one

land. Tractors

or

draught animals

are

use

essential;

affordable. The

reality is that many femaleheaded households fall within the poorest

Therefore, it will
legal restrictions to

segment of rural households.

enough to

women ’ s access

remove

to credit,

education and property

ownership. Even more important is that measures
be taken to ensure that all women, not only a few
token successful, are guaranteed access to them.
The status of

women as

minors will not be

compatible with land reform measures that
consider women as human beings with the same
rights to land ownership and all supportive
services for the promotion of agricultural
productivity as their male counterparts. Age and
need should be the only requirement. Marital
status

and/or children should not be used to the

advantage
or

or

disadvantage of any

person,

male

female.

It is important to consider the problem of
back-breaking labour rendered by women and
children. Land reform is
liberation. For the

one

of the outcomes of

majority of

poor women,
liberation will remain adream unless they become
liberated from

back-breaking jobs. Thus, it is
imperative that guaranteed access to resources
accompany land reform measures.
Similarly, thecurrent situation wherein women
spent whole days ferrying water and scavenging
for firewood will not be compatible with an
agricultural labour force. The time spent on
agricultural activities is as important as the
economic and social security provided by having
access to land. Having access to land, credit and
education must be accompanied by easy access
to water, child care facilities and energy. Women
can only be part-time farmers if these basic
services are not adequately provided.
Sapem October, 1994
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come from various academics and agencies,
including NAFCOC. It is now common
knowledge that it is the strategy ofthe government
to privatise all national assets before a majority
government takes over. All these advocates of
land privatisation have been conspicuously silent
on the effect that this strategy will have on

has

women.

This, despite the fact that experience in

other countries has shown that

women

have been

adversely affected by land privatisation.
The labour used on state projects in the
bantustans is

predominately female. These
an income, though not a living
wage. Privatisation of these projects will render
the women unemployed. They will certainly not
afford to buy the land. Ironically, the families of
these women were displaced and rendered
landless partly by the take over of land for
government projects (James. 1985: Leseme,
women

controlled African labour, was abolished in 1986.

African urbanisation within the bantustans is

manifestation of the inhuman system of forced
removals. In these resettlement camps, the official

Beinart, W. and C. Bundy, 1987. Hidden Sn iit’t’les

migrant labourers did not
scramble to abandon their homes to join their
husbands at their places of employment. Their
husbands' salaries depend on their being in the
bantustans; their accommodation is not designed
to house families; and they have invested their
savings in the bantustans. There are many women
migrant workers who have left their families in
the bantustans. Their conditions
those of their male counterparts,
for more land is just as great.

have had

Lessons from other countries

completely
disregarded in the land refonn debate. Evidence
are

from other African countries where freehold
tenure was

introduced shows that: (a) Registration

are

similar

to

and their need

bantustan towns, families rely chiefly on migrant
remittances. To claim that

they are therefore
functionally urbanised is absurd. In many of
these settlements, women are trucked in and out
do casual work

on

'White'

farms and

government projects. If they are prepared to do
half a day's work for Rl, as repiorted by Moll
(1988), why should they not want to farm on land
allocated to them, with an adequate supportive

by mortgaging their
land, farmers ran the risk of losing it and farmers

system?

tended to sell their land because of severe poverty;

The present rural local authorities are
threatened by the call for a democratic and non-

made tenure less

secure as

(b) Freehold tenure is not
as

a

guarantee for credit

banks considercredit-worthiness and the ability
offer

security is only a small aspect of this; (c)
develop; (d) Productivity
is not necessarily increased as those who can
afford land buy it for speculation because they
always include salaried bureaucrats who are not
concerned about productivity immediately; (e)
A general increase in ownership disputes; and (f)
Land-grabbing and the erosion of the rights of
the poor and women to land (Bruce, 1986;
Coldham, 1982; Migot-Adhola ct a/. 1990).
South Africa has had many changes in land
policies, which were always opposed by the
majority population. Beinart and Bundy (1987)
have indicated that the militancy of women
against the Glen Grey Act of 1894 reflected their
awareness that land registration would erode
their rights to land. This is more likely to happen
in the 20th century, and it is imperative that
women be even more vigilant against donor
agencies, government, men and fellow women.
Urbanisation: One of the arguments against
land reform has been based on the myth that
Africans are urbanised; and its corollary, that the
bantustan populations are functionally urbanised
because they derive the greater portion of their
income (survival) from migrant remittances
(Cobbett. 1987). The women whose husbands,
to

A land market does not

fathers and

sons

have been forced to leave them

in the bantustans

implicitly used (punished)
by themselves being excluded from land reform;
or as it is suggested by the proponent, these
people will not demand land for agriculture.
Influx control, the legal machinery that
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GENDER ISSUES

ETHNICITY IN AFRICA AND AFRICAN
FEMALE AUTHENTICITY
Patricia McFadden

T

HE

evening this paper was presented at

at

(As.sociation of African
Political Scientists) Forum in Harare, 1

in

the AAPS

inadvertently met and was even cordial to a man
who had vilified my person and questioned my
right to speak or name myself as an African
Woman in these very pages of SAP EM. My
feminism had riled him

so

much

over

the past

rather hurriedly
about how 1 was
without a culture (read ethnicity — he being of
course the epitome of Africanness as a male) or
a race (read identity) because I dared to express
my right to choose to remain outside that
dangerous place called heterosexual marriage—
few years, that he bashed out,
and with great anger, a diatribe

as an

African Feminist. Most readers of SAPEM

read the trash he

spewed out on two — three
of the magazine, and since then, several
colleagues have asked me why 1 had allowed
such a personal attack to be published. Well, we
do try to make SAPEM a democratic space where
Africans (and ‘Others’) can express their views
about all things political. And allowing someone
to ‘bash’ McFadden is part of this new tradition
which it is hoped will not be abused, as I still
think it was by this particular individual.
Discoursing Ethnicity Differently
But the reason I am prefacing these thoughts
on ethnicity by re-memoring that particularly
ugly outburst is because fora long time I wondered
pages

what this character looked like, and often

anticipated a dramatic meeting between us. when
1 would tell him what 1 really thought about
males who have no respect for women —
regardless of what race, ethnicity (sic) or cla.ss
they are. But my thunder was stolen by a careless
moment when I did not realise that the person I
was being so cordial to, during an evening that
had been so intellectually fulfilling, was the
person I still think leastof in this.society. Strange
how discoursing about ethnicity differently can
colour our visions of life in ways which make
‘enemies’ appear quite harmless, and the moment
passes without the strife and pain that ethnic
difference has

so

often bred

on

this otherwise

beautiful continent of ours. Or maybe it is because
as a woman

I think, feel, and experience ethnicity

a man — it is that wonderful
characteristic of the human story which gives

differently from

colour to the concept of diversity, making
difference enriching and celebratory, rather than

being the

weapon

through which African males.
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various social, political
our

andeconomic positions

societies, have used to divide, violate,

de.stroy and vilify the very essence of what
makes us a people.
I

am

still

wearing my locks. They brush my
gently, reminding me of how

neck and face

wonderful African hair, in its natural state, feels;
and I look forward to

enjoying the sense of
weight they will acquire as they grow
with me into my older years, speaking to the
pleasure of getting older and richer as an African
natural

and the burdens which

Ethnicity as Otherness
But the personal definition and naming of
ethnicity is often limited to one’s personal space,
because we know that for most humans, ethnicity
in our known memory — has always been
mediated by race, gender, class and space.
Otherness is the premise upon which all peoples
—

define themselves

as

different from

someone

Asian, European or
Indigenous (that problematical category which
speaks to colonisation and marginalisation based
largely on numbers and particular moments in
the expansion of capitalism and imperialist

else, be they African,

interests).
Central to the definition of ethnic difference is
the notion of boundaries

—

those real and

imagines parameters which groups of individuals
the frontiers for entry into a claimed hisstory about the past, about who they are in the
present based on remembered narrations which
find expression in a particular language, dress,
cuisine, folklore—all conflated into the popular
(yet ambiguous terms called culture and
set up as

tradition). And women have been burdened with
the task of ensuring

that this glorious male past,
unashamedly partial and chauvinistic,
speaking only to male privilege and power as a
‘natural’ endowment of being male, especially
in African societies, is preserved and treated as

which is

sacrosanct.

It is the sacred cow,

parexcellence, particularly

men in power, through the
manipulation of nationalist ideology, perceive
that women (as indi v iduals or as a social category)
dare to even consider off-loading this
fundamentally gendered burden. It is women
who are expected to wear ‘national dress’ (while
men, especially middle-class men, deck
themselves out in the colonial garb of threepiece pin-stripped suits and other colonial

when the

are

‘natural’ to females.

Challenging the Patriarchal State
Thus

Woman.

at moments

paraphernalia like wigs and gowns); it is women
who are expected to crawl on their knees before
men, regardless of their rank or status in the male
hierarchy in many instances (while men sit in
European crafted chairs, hug each other in typical
European style, and stride through the gyrating,
entertaining female masses); it is women who
are expected to socialise and rearevery generation
in the privileges which are ‘natural’ to males,

we

witness the

unease

with which the

patriarchal state treats any challenges to this
assumed ‘natural’custodianship ofa male culture
by women, by swinging between the past and the
present in a Janus-like fashion, speaking to the
manner

in which nationalism

as a

backward-

looking ideology, anchored in a patriarchal past
which is popularly termed ‘our traditions’- has
legitimated the claim that tradition and culture in
Africa are not only untouchable, they cannot be
touched especially by African women.
It has become obvious to some of us as feminist
activists that, unless

we

take time to understand

what this cultural

custodianship which we often
so covetously cling to means, not only because it
provides us with an identity, an ethnic identity,
which is patriarchally constructed and bestowed
upon us through the naming of ourselves through
our fathers
but more importantly because it
presents a challenge which we must meet with
thoughtfulness and the realisation that in order to
—

haveourown identities, we will have tochallenge

the.se

supposedly unchallengeable realities of
presently constitutes the African (ethnic)
identity. And even when we realise that ethnicity
in Africa is fundamentally gendered because
most women have to abide by patrilocal practices
in terms of marital mobility and the identity of
being some man’s wife, we have, over the
centuries played a central role in nomiatising
this very dis-empowering socio-cultural process,
and thereby excluding ourselves from the
construction and meaning of enthicity on this
what

continent.

Consequently, most if not all African women
experience ethnicity as violation, war, conflict
between men, who appropriate the female body
as the territory upon which they fight their vicious
and destructive games — often in the name of
national sovereignty and the search for peace
amongstthem.selves. Witness Rwanda. Burundi,
3.^
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Yugoslavia, Liberia. As usual, the analysis of
these situations, even when it extends to the
taboo subject of ethnicity, keeps

light years away
appropriating
experiences of such male generated conflicts as
possible. When women are mentioned, in passing,
it is as victims, as helpless cannon-fodder, for the
phallocentric, male-driven destruction which has
been unleashed over the majority of people on
this continent -women/females and young males
for as long as we can remember. And don’t
anyone tell me not to speak in terms of Us as
from the real lived and life

—

Women and them

as

Men because not to do

so

would be utter

hypocrisy. Men always think of
Other, because not only are
we physically different from them (which suits
me just fine), but mainly because maleness is an
empowered status in all our societies, regardless
of how rich or poor, black or white, or any other
difference that might seem to separate males
and treat

women as

from each other. At the end of the

day, that poor
male labourer relates to his ‘wife’ in exactly the
same patriarchally constructed terms as that overfed bourgeois driving a Mercedes Benz down a
fancy suburb in any African city. Otherness is
part and parcel of who we are as gendered
societies, and it derives from
real

or

a

imagined (and in the

women,

it

can

and the

and urgent

challenge is to be able to
recognise that gender poses the newest and most
important intellectual and practical/empirical
challenge. We can only make a difference if we
incorporate gender into our analysis of our
societies, into our attempts to understand why
Nationalism as an ideology has failed to respond
to the most basic yet most important issues in our
societies; why the Nationalist State has thus far

they are demanding the very rights which
countries such as this are signatories to through

been, and will continue be, unable to deal with

The reactionary positions which most men
adopt in defense of their privileged status as
males in our societies is nothing new. Women
have always known, particularly during those
moments in our story as a people when we faced
the greatest threats to our identity as a people, an
African people, that the gendered difference

new

the most critical issues of ourtime unless it raises
the issue of gendered power in terms of class,
enthicity and race; and unless each of us takes up
the full responsibility oftransforming ourthinking
through new epistemologies which will put us on
the cutting edge of all the issues confronting us
Structural Adjustment; War; Famine;
Population Control; HIV/AIDS; Militarisation;

—

Gendered Mutilation; and the Violation of some

Africans

by Other Africans — as a partial and
dangerous expression of our diverse ethnicities.
Gender is not about women only — feminism
is. Gender is about the manifestations and exercise

of Power between

women

and men; within so-

International Conventions like CEDAW

—

Convention for the Elimination of all forms of

Discrimination Against Women. The very rights
which

men (and women) fought bitter wars
against the coloniser for — the right to complete

freedom to be whom

one

chooses to be.

Male Chauvinism is Not New

between

us as

Africans meant that those at the

helm of the resistance process would translate
such gendered difference into an even stronger
basis for discrimination against us in the postcolonial

period. We have always known this, but
bound by the dilemma of being
custodians of the very structures and processes
which have kept us down, regardless of which
we

were

privileged status,
case of men viz

be either), which imbues those

who believe that

they

cleverer, ‘authentic’

—

superior, stronger,
whatever naming you

are

want to give it — it is very real, and ethnicity, in
its most generalised meanings, flows fromjust that.

Gender is Not About Women

Only

—

Feminism Is
What then does

a

discourse

on

ethnicity imply

for women — in terms of their naming, especially

naming is

essential element in the
identity; in terms of our
relationship with the patriarchal state which
translates any attempt to separate the meaning of
as

construction of

an

an

culture from its conflation with tradition

—

the

former

being a dynamic and ever-changing
phenomenon which provides societies with the
flexibility to adapt and move on (or die out in
cases of overwhelming resistance to change),
and the latter really meaning the preservation of
male privilege and power through the continued
re-entrenchment of patriarchally informed/
constructed practices and ‘ norms ’—into a major
challenge, a war, which is being waged in the
public (and private) arenas, through vilification,
claims to western influence, and un-Africanness
the part

of these so-called detractors of what
authentically ‘African’. This is a very real
political issue not only for women, but also for
those males who have claimed thus far that they
are differentiated from ‘other’ males by their
belief in the necessity for democracy for all if
on

is

Africa is to make it into the next century as a
viable social and physical/geographical entity.
We
34

are

speaking of Gender Issues after all.

of

called traditional institutions which have been

race

fossilised and held in a state of abeyance

the time has

to

in order

perpetuate the privileged status of the few (in

gendered terms men are a minority on this
continent, and patriarchal power is the exercise
of minority rule over women); within the
discourse and exercise of nationalism

as

an

ideology and as a reality in the post-colonial
period in particular; and within the private/
domestic domain (note the vitriolic attacks on
in the Zimbabwean media recently as
supposedly being ‘western influenced’ because
women

men was

in power in our societies. Now
when everything is going to

come

change. Everything is changing, and Africa is
moving to another time where patriarchal
privilege will become less and less of an assumed
male right, and we, as women (and those men
who understand our-story and the need to be
brave and create a new African reality) will
make

the

real

difference.

Individual

responsibility for a more equitable, differently
gendered society is something each one of us
will have to accept or reject—that is a choice we
each have to make.Q
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REVIEWS

MODERN VERSUS TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE
Traditional

Ecological Knowledge — Concepts and Cases, edited by J. Inglis,
UNESCO, 1994
Reviewed by Chris McIvor

A

CCORDING to the editors of this

fashionable among Western educated agricultural

publication the Rio Environmental

advisers. Research in rain forests of central

Summit of 1993 could leave few in

African have shown a remarkably wide
knowledge for potential use of local plants and
forest products. Land tenure systems by
pastoralists throughout the southern Sahara also
show advanced knowledge about efficient and

doubt that

global ecological crisis is now upon
us. Pollution, global warming, massive soil
erosion and desertification are increasingly
prompting a rethink of Western technological
practice responsible for many of these problems.
Scientists,

social

researchers

and

environmentalists have been encouraged to

look
managing
nature. This publication looks at the contribution
of traditional societies and in particular how
indigenous ecological knowledge has an
important role to play in informing our
relationship with the world around us. Yet, as
one of the contributors points out, this should not
be seen as a new “discovery”. It would more
accurate to state that the dominant Europeanbased society after many centuries has begun to
stop ignoring the traditional knowledge, laws
and customs of indigenous peoples and
acknowledged that there may be other ways of
managing resources than its own prevailing
elsewhere for alternative models of

model.
Traditional and

indigenous people’s lifestyles
can offer modem societies many lessons in the
management of resources in complex forest,
mountain and dryland ecosystem. These
communities are the repositories of vast
accumulations of traditional knowledge and
experience that link humanity with its ancient
origins. Their disappearance is a loss for the
large society which could learn a great deal from
their traditional skills in sustainable management

of very

complex ecological systems.
Many of the contributors to this publication
list a variety of practices used by indigenous
communities to ensure the sustainability of
resources in the fragile areas in which they live.
One chapter, for example, discusses indigenous
knowledge in African traditional communities.
Agricultural methods as well as hunting practices
developed over centuries show a sensitivity to
the local resource base that is often more advanced
than that of the outsiders and so-called experts.

African

farmers

have

conservation methods such

as

practised soil
terracing, contour

bunding, fallowing, organic fertilizer application
and crop rotation long before these became
Sapem October, 1994

sustainable

land use based on years of
experience. As one author states,
Africa is littered with failed development projects
which have ignored this body of local knowledge
accumulated

to

their cost.
An

understanding of African indigenous
knowledge systems within the cultural framework
can help a development planner to understand
more fully the dynamics of the local ecosystem.
For

example, indigenous ecological knowledge
be utilised to suggest project site alternative
or mitigative measures which could help avoid
or reduce inadvertent long and short-term damage
to the ecosystem and traditional culture.
The book also goes on to discuss the important
question of ownership of this information. As
another contributor points out, the exploitation
of traditional knowledge of medicinal plants by
academics and pharmaceutical manufacturers
provides an example of the inequitable
distribution of benefits as well as the unequal
distribution of laws designed to protect
intellectual property. In many traditional groups
knowledge is a guarded secret and is only passed
on to those members of the society who are
responsible enough to utilise it for the benefit of
the community. Given the lack of respect towards
indigenous peoples shown by Western societies
in the past as well as their over-exploitation of
environments in many parts of the world, it is

may

understandable that there is often
the

a

reluctance

on

part of indigenous people to “reveal their

secrets” to those who

forest dwellers of Africa, national governments

have generally
live

as

defined the regions in which they

“wilderness areas” under state control.

“Wilderness” has been taken to
one

lives there

claim

on

or

either

no

that those who do have

no

the land and its

mean

resources.

Over-exploitation of many of these
environments has resulted as outsiders maximise
profits with no concern for sustainability and
protection. If nothing else, the failure of central
governments to effectively manage these areas
as well as the poverty of Western thinking and
practice in managing these delicate ecosystems
should prompt a new approach of returning
control of these areas to the indigenous peoples
who have successfully lived there for centuries.

might abuse them.
Many of the contributors to this book, therefore,
recommend that respect for indigenous
environmental knowledge must be accompanied
by a willingness to hand over resource
management responsibilities to such
communities. Examples are given in both the
developing and industrialised worlds where such
people have currently little or no say in decisions

One author concludes.

which affect their lives. Whether it be the Eskimos

decisive voice in the decisions about

of northern Canada

use

or

the

pastoralists and rain

The starting point for a just and human policy
for such groups is the recognition and protection
of their traditional rights to land and the other
that sustain their way

of life. This
recognition of traditional rights must go hand in
hand with measures to protect the local institutions
that enforce responsibility in resource use. And
this recognition must give local communities a

resources

resource

in their area.Q
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BETWEEN ACADEMICIANS AND

PRACTITIONERS IN AFRICA: THE NEED
FOR STRATEGIC BRIDGE-BUILDING
Catherine Alum Odora
OLICY is

P

a course

of action

affecting

large numbers of people. If chosen by a
government, it becomes public policy. A

policy is not just an administrative rule applicable
to a single case, but is a settled course of action
that is to be followed in numerous cases. Policy
is, most evidently, a matter of the ‘authoritative
allocation of values’, and are the operational
statements

of those values,

or

‘statements of

prescriptive intent’. The authoritative allocation
of values draws our attention to the centrality of
power and control in the concept ofpolicy (Kogan
1975; Macrae & Wilde 1985; Prunty 1985).
But policy in general, and public policy in
particular, is also about discourse, and it is also
about power (Ball 1990). Discourse designates
that conjunction between power and knowledge,
and according to Foucault, knowledge and power
are inseperable. Forms of power are imbued
within knowledge, and forms of knowledge are
permeated by power relations.
discourses are (not just) about what
can he .said, and thought; hut also about
who can speak, when, where, and with
what authority.. ..his both an instrument
and an effect of power: hut also a
hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of
resistance, and a starting point for an
opposing strategy (Foucault 1981).
Di.scourse provides a particular and pertinent
way of understanding policy formulation, for
policies are, pre-eminently, statements about
practice, the way things could or should be,
which rest upon and derive from statements
about the world, or about the ‘way things are’.
Finally, policies embody claims to speak with
authority. They legitimate and initiate practices
in the world, and they privilege certain visions
and interests. According to Ball, they are intended
to bring about idealised solutions to diagnosed
problems (Ball 1990). They are, in short, power/
knowledge configurations per excellence.
.

.

,

The External and Internal

Whether

one

Policy Terrain

considers the internal terrain,

that is to say,

national level policies; or the

external (which

is the arena beyond the national),

the

policy terrain within which both action and

discourse is carried out in Africa is one that is
36

beset

by contradictions, uncertainties as well as

What should be the effect

on

future

policy for

instance, of the recognition that African droughts

ambivalences.
The wider context of

global inequality has

and famines

are not

sudden natural disasters,

nor

often brought in close tow, generations ofunsound

are

they caused by a lack of rainfall, but that they

and in certain instances,

are

the end results of

morally unpalatable
policies across an entire range of sectors in
development. The ubiquitous presence of the
‘foreign hand’ in policy conception, development,
and even implementation have of course brought
‘development’ to the continent, but it is a kind of
development that has had, embedded within it,
various degrees of irrelevance and even arrogant
ignorance as to what constitutes development.
Decades of lack of sensitivity and foresight in the
consideration of experiences and sciences
emanating from the non-western component of
the African reality has, in particular, led to the
intensive subjugation of the indigenous (whether
as ‘knowledges’, capabilities, or rights).
Internally, policy makers have evidently been
unable to question the fundamentals of the
paradigm guiding development planning whose
strategies and impacts have entrenched
marginalisation of the great majority of Africa’s
people, and introduced new and pernicious
hybrids of poverty that the continent had never
known before. This, coupled with what one
analyst called ‘a suspicious secretiveness that
surrounds policy formulation’, has immunised
policy making against open scrutiny and stifled
1993).
enough that this attitude marginalises
both the civil society (who, as Mhone rightly
argues, are the purported beneficiaries of public
policy); and the academic researchers (who are
the the assumed potential manpower base). What
really hurts far beyond the marginalisation
however is the cost, the price - in the holistic
sense of those words
that is paid by prolonging
informed debate (Mhone
It is bad

-

the reconsideration

or

reversal of mistaken

or

misguided policies that are already implemented.
The poor in Africa have, over time, paid for
these policies with their health, their lives, and
their being.
The Moral and

Pragmatic Challenges

questions that confront both a sensitised
policy makers by
imperative therefore, have a seriously moral as
well as pragmatic dimensions.
The

academia and concerned

a

long deterioration in the

ability of Africans to feed themselves, a decline
caused largely by mistakes amd mismanagement
both

inside and outside

the continent?

(Timberlake 1990).
What are the .strategic options open to those
far-sighted opponents of the United States driven
‘Economic Policy Initiative (EPI) who question
whether the United States will turn its back

on

hungry nations that cannot, or do not wish to
change their economic policies, or who simply
do not agree with the US definition of internal
economic reform? (Sheperd 1985).
Today there is much talk about ‘donor fatigue’,
that peculiar ailment that has now gripped wellmeaning foreign-driven initiatives to develop
Africa. People are getting tired of the neverending problems in Africa. But what is the
implication for future policy planning, of the
realisation that

handsome

proportion of the
working for official aid
and projects at any given time in
a

80,000 expartriates

programmes
sub-saharan Africa, and who consume more than

half of the US$ 7-8 billion spent yearly by donors

(Timberlake 1990),

are probably no experts at
all; and that back in their home countries, they

would probably not

be allowed to tinker with the
small-scale farm, let alone an
entire nation? (Ng’weno 1984).
Consider, in the light of this strong supposition,
the implications for both researchers/
academicians and policy makers of the following
workings of

a

trail of sad footnotes:

By Stephen Rosenfield, in the Washington Post:
quoted in Timberlake, ibid):
It is hard to look at black

Africa
that something has gone
terribly wrong. It is not just the spectacle
of suffering that troubles us. It is the sense
that we we ofAmerica and the West who
thought we knew how to help these people
did not know well enough, although we
acted as we did
It is now broadly
recognised, not simply among critics, but
in the establishment circles that provide
...

without feeling

-

-

...
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funds and wield power, that our advice
has been deeply flawed (emphasis mine)
By the World Bank senior vice president Ernest
Stem:
.We... have failed In Africa along with

..

everybody el.se. We have not understood
the problems. We have not identified the
priorities. We have not always designed
our projects to fit..
By Djibril Diallo of Senegal, spokesman of the
UN office for Emergency Operations in Africa:
Africa’s problem - Africa's biggest
problem - is too many people going around
the continent with solutions to problems
they don't understand. Many of these
solutions are half-baked. But this is not to
put all the blame on the North. Some
Africans don't understand African
problems
By Peter Enahoro, Nigerian journalist, 'm Africa
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Now:

During the si.vties, we became adept at
arou.sing the consciences of our erstwhile
colonial ma.sters
.To put It bluntly, we
...

..

blackmailed the hell out

.sweeping Western Europe
This
became such a ravishing foreign aid
.

.

..

.

distorted this

'

‘growth’; and it is the rejection of
those factors that should become the new points
of departure in a different plane of discourse and
practice.
The quality of problem identification and
problematisation does affect the nature of the
solutions that are designed and put into effect. In
fact, just as the policy maker in Africa cannot any
longer fall back on the ancient rhetoric of the lack
of trained and educated manpower as the reason
for continuing to rely for its policy formulation
and development on some packaged solutions
arriving in jet planes from someplace else in this
world, the African academic also can no longer
justify his/her incapacity to reconceptuali.se i,ssues
more pertinently simply on the grounds of lack
of

training.
reality in fact, especially in so far as the
limitations to thought, discourse and practice are
concerned, the academic and practitioner in the
In

African context do have their necks in the
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same

.

.

same

psychological inroads to penetrate and impose
with impunity morally deplorable conditionalities
on internal policies of many of the poor countries.
Of the stereotypical images of bureaucracy,
Jonathan Moyo summarised the typical onetrack type critiques as follows:
they are pro-status enterprise which lacks a
—

solid intellectual foundation.
—

.

earning procedure that, although times
have changed, we have not altered our
tactics significantly, the time has arrived
for Africa to grow up
The Policymaker and the Academic in
Africa: Travellers in The Same Leaking Boat
The challenge of helping the continent ‘grow
up’ of necessity implies that as individuals and
groups, we raise the level and quality of both
policy discourse and policy development by
articulating those factors that have impeded or

.

Sometimes the nature of the

of the liberalism

the

travellers in the

leaking boat.
shortcomings of
either the academia, or the policy makers of
course do take grotesque proportions, but rather
than confront the shortcomings as one does within
family, the tendency is usually to indulge in
polari.sed critique and fingerpointing at the
opposite number as an excuse not to deal with the
particular shortcoming.
The ‘endemic incapacity’ of the bureaucracy
and public administrations all over the continent,
particularly their insensitivity to real needs of the
citizenry, and their apparent inability to grapple
with theoretical options have made them easy
and handy targets of even parochial and poorly
premised criticism. This has traditionally been a
flag waver ofthe academicians, but is, nowadays,
the lead tune from external commentators seeking
noose

that blundering institution of govexclusively with trite
questions at the expense of overburdened
they

are

emment concerned

taxpayers.
—

are tools for the elitist establishment
and oppressor of the individual and the

they

ultimately ‘beneath scholars’
(Moyo 1992).
Both scholars and the general public at large
who indulge in such criticism are duly forgetting

table. It is part

of the internal logic of this
elites, and, by its
very pyramidal structure, to systematically
exclude a great majority of children and young

educational system to create

adults from its ranks.
But in

critiquing the bureaucrat, the academic
society alike would make believe
that the ‘graduate’ should not do as he/she was
trained tobecome: the individualistic job-seeking
and the civil

careerist. He should somehow

within which

comes

from, or the context

located. Most of these
who are considered by some to be
they

are

persons
‘beneath scholars’ were, at one time or the other,
academicians who

changed domains. Most of
the so-called ‘prostatus’ ‘tools for the elitist
establishment’ were trained to be so by the same
educational system which has been the one tool
effectively used since the colonial period, to
perpetuate the myth of congenital incapacity

in

framework

sought to subjugate and render irrelevant.
Scholars, particularly in Africa are, more than
any other group, actual ly soaked wet and secure ly
transfixed in the constraints imposed by this
educational system which, because of the esteem
and the ennoblement accorded to it, has been the
domain almost

impossible to transform.
(however
defined), both scholars and planners alike bury,
like the good ostrich, their heads in the sand, and
forget the fact that education is, (or should also
be) about human development, and that it is also
about the transmission of the normative heritage
of a people from one generation to another.
But today in Africa, it is not only that an
educational system transmitting the normative
heritage of a different and conquering race has
been securely put in place and is heavily financed,
it is also given the status of ‘universal’, and more
recently, hailed as a ‘basic human right’.
one

Extolled

The

masses,

where the bureaucrat

use a

of ethical behaviour that his very socialisation
has repeatedly looked down upon and effectively

as

the ‘tool for development’

Systematic Perversion of Creative
Potential

Of contusive

development, self colonisation
and intellectual orphanage which characterises
the products that emerge at the finished end of
the assembly line called ‘education’ in the Third
World context,

Asian scholar Susantha

Goonatilake tracked down the process

by which
systematic perversion of creative potential in
Third World scholarship is best witnessed. He
examined the procedural sequences associated
with ‘scientific research’, that unique arena in
which privileged, important, objective, and above
all ‘scientific’ knowledge is supposed to be

the ex-colonies in general, but particularly among

cultivated and harvested.

Africans,

begins, writes Goonatilake, with the choice
‘problem’. This means a problem as
extensively enumerated by the journals. In
practice, this means what the western journals
say. Then comes the pressure for ‘scientific’

Yet, it is also the

It

same

untransformed

education, complete with its orientation, and its

derogatory and denigrating posture towards other
forms of education and learning, whose status is
today inflated to a human right. It is fundamentally
to such a system that all children, the world over,
are to be nourished and adequately socialised in
orderto bring about ‘development’. Governments
who deny their young access to this system are
deemed to be denying the children a ‘basic
human right’, a label that will quickly earn a
nation expulsion from the international banquet

of

a

methods and demands for citation. The banner of

universality accorded to this attitude to research
often misleads indigenous scholars into accepting
it without

question. Then follows the perversion
triviality caused by insistence on statistical
indices, the fragmentation of social reality and
the ensuing provincialism in theory-building,
not to even mention the pre-emptive cost factors
and
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essential for this type
1982, 1984).

SERIES

of research (Goonatilake

the home front, the

graduate has
aggregations but has scant been
taught anything to do with how to confront
organic realities infront of his nose and which
mills everywhere in his surrounding. He has
achieved highly, but his growth is contusive.
characterised by an indifference to, and a lack of
historical perception of the structural links and
interconnections (Odora 1994). This process of
orientating Third World scholarship towards the
external as the ultimate phase of cultural control
Back

on

learnt much of

and institutionalisation of self-coionisation also

represents the

maturation of both intellectual

imperialism and intellectual orphanage.
It is this phenomenon that Edward Shils in
1957 called a system of xenophilia, i.e, the
system of creating

batches and hordes of human

beings who have this strange and passionate
affinity with the foreign, while negating the
'self, the actual identity. He writes:
.

.

.

It is not the

man

who has studied at

Oxford. Cambridge, Heidelberg or Paris
who is refered to, but the person who,
whether he has studied abroad
intimate with the contents

or not.

is

of the New

Statesman and the Economist, who knows

about Betrand Russel, T.S. Eliot, Sartre.
Graham Greene, Camus. Auden and

African governments continue to be bombarded with foreign-incubated policy guidelines and
recommendations.

Faulkner, who is at home with the conflicts
within the British Labour Party and the
plays of Christopher Fry. Even among
scientists in these (Third World) countries,

work seem to he done for an invisiblejury
of scientists in England, the United States
or Germany, while scientists working in

meanings and constructs as presented, but it is
hardly an endeavour in daring Africans to create
new constructs and infuse new meanings.
How then, are African academicians going to
transcend the factors that limit their capability to

field within their own countries
thought of. or refered
fo (Shils 1957, in Goonatilake 1984).
The Legacy That Won’t Go Away
Despite the fact that the colonial legacy has
been analyzed to pieces, and debunked with due
anger and ire particularly by scholars, in reality,
this legacy is still very much with us. Both the
channels for decisionmaking and the advice
actuating the decisions made in the public sector
are heavily induced and shaped by the colonial
heritage (Moyo 1992).
Now-a-days these are translated into various
conditionalities and never-ending demands for
economic, educational and technical high-level
manpower that is often more congruent with

communicate with the ‘other’, i.e. the non-

the

are

same

less frequently

academician? How

are

they going to bridge this
posits them as

historical chasm, the ravine that

mortally antagonistic to practitioners? When are
they going to recognise that they are really on the
same side and that the sooner they can begin to
articulate communication strategies and
methodologies across the ravine, the sooner they
will begin to develop common intelligence and
initiate the long overdue process of cross-

immediacy of their daily tasks. Nowhere are
policy makers in Africa being challenged to
‘grow’, and to ‘learn’, and assimilate new and
update policy relevant knowledge and
information that is being generated by scholars
the

and institutions.

Instead, four decades deep since
‘

African governments continue to be bombarded
with foreign-incubated policy guidelines and

recommendations, which they
of

mind, the meeting point is in the

collective reflection

as

to

the costs and

consequences to Africa, of sustaining this divide.

that face the
m i 1 lions of ordinary people be they in the African
countryside or city slums. Even ‘capacity
building’, that fantastic concept, is a
reinforcement of this framework which trains its

Up to this moment, it is doubtful whether
anywhere in the African continent, there is any
process being undertaken to filter or critique
existing research findings for their policy
implications. Most of the fantastic resolutions

subjects to become adept at assimilating the

and declarations that tail the countless workshops.

or

with

indigenous scholarship and expertise, and
for the civil society
large. This has got to stop.
Perhaps the issue that is relevant to consider

at

To my

meekly,

indifference, partake to the most severe detriment

sail the

Considering the Costs and Consequences
of Riding Single

the infamous

wind of change ’ started to ‘ sweep’ the continent,

often with dire consequences

united, they can better
rough storms of the international seas?

standards, needs and demands than with
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colloquia and symposia rarely get

communicated to policy makers as they go about

empowerment by which,

the actual realities and the problems

western

conferences,

here is not

so

much whether the State in Africa is

or not, but why it is so, and to
begin the discussion from a slightly different
premise. It is also pertinent to begin to explore as
to what an indigenous approach to capacity
building can imply for the wider process of
empowering policy makers.
Building a Bridge Across the Ravine
To consider building an effective bridge
between researchers and policy makers in the

anti-intellectual
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of global relations of inequality and
manipulation would require both sides to
reexamine the origins of the dualism that has
deepened the polarisation between:
theory and practice (which precluded the
context

up with creative suggestions. Prescriptive
criticism of the bureaucracy must therefore first
come

be

adequately descriptive of its essential

dimensions, and appreciative of its contextual
and inherent limitations.

_

consideration of the dialectic between the
two that

reposes

in the reflective practitio-

ner).
researchers and

—

practitioners (which

pre-

eludes the consideration of the existence of
the activists and action-oriented research-

ers).
between science and

politics which conknowledge rather than
one among many ways of knowing, of
seeking knowledge, and which creates the
costly illusion that facts can substi-

—

fuses science with

tute, or are

better substitutes for expe-

rience.
At the national level however, more

considerations

must

be

specific

made.

Such

considerations would entail, among other things,
the

challenging of knowledge; its quantity,
quality, relevance and consumability. It would
also raise and confront the scholar with the issue

As policy activists, the task of empowering
policymakers would also mean redefining the
crisis of African existence, not just in political
and economic
terms,
but also by
reconsidering the knowledge dimension of
it. The kind of contusive growth engendered
by the parochial colonial educational system
of which we have become rapacious
consumers has successfully endowed us with
a similarly rapacious capacity to partake,
consume

which

we

based

to be

confronted with the consequences

of their
by exposing them to the fragility of the
knowledge base upon with which policymakers
inertia

have had to make do. Most of the decisions made

by policymakers would, in any case, continue to
impact on the different constituencies,
irrespective of the quality of the knowledge base.
But the policy maker too, would need to
recognise the limitations to personal growth that
comes with getting comfortably trapped in the
narrow confines of the bureaucracy. They should
be assisted to search and struggle for spaces for
creative action

even

within the limits of the

institutional

provisions at their disposal,

endeavour

which

some

of

them

an
have

commendably undertaken.
bureaucracy,
which Moyo refers to as the ‘domain of the
practitioner’, is today an essential component of
human organi.sation. Blind and blanket criticism
of the bureaucracy on the part of those who will
make this a habitual endeavour, is, as Moyo puts
it,

a

‘case of misinformed a-historicism which,

because it is misinformed, borders

intellectualism’

on

anti-

(Moyo 1992). It is not going to
disappear Just because critics won’t seriously
Sapem October, 1994

from

an

encyclopaedia. It

from the authoritative mode based

in Africa.

Policy

can

on

also derive from technical statistical information

arguments from samples, but the
classification mode based on arguments from
on

membership (such

involving race
and sex discrimination) are also powerful sources
of policy relevant information.
as argument

In the intuitive mode, claims

are

based

on
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Intellectuals and academicians would also need

a

Dialogue Do?
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THE NATIONAL QUESTION, ETHNICITY AND
THE STATE: TOWARDS A CONCEPTUAL AND

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
IBBO MANDAZA

T

he human

tragedies of this century alone
us of the fragility

should forever remind

of modem civilisation: two World Wars;

the scourge of European fascism that saw millions

of

people destroyed in Europe itself; the toll of

modem

imperialist and colonialist domination,

the cost of which will remain incalculable to

Africa in particular and the Third World in
general; and, in general, the human haemorrhage
that the world experienced through the many
wars and battles that arose out of and accompanied
the Cold War. But even the aftermath of the Cold

consumed, further complicating

every

nation-building.
Apart from the need to define as precisely as
possible the key concepts that should be employed
in the development of a conceptual framework
for our study, there are a number of issues which,
on the basis of the foregoing, require brief
discussion. In turn, this might as.sist in sharpening
and refining the parameters of the study on the
The National Question, Ethnicity and the State,

and violent continent”,- with virtually
sub-region of Africa having made its
contribution. Regrettably, while some
countries, like South Africa and, more recently
and belatedly, Rwanda, have received the
requisite global attention, others like Angola
in particular, have not.^ According to the most
modest estimates, the Angolan civil war caused
approximately 500000deaths and three million
displaced persons in the course of 1993 alone.
The

United Nations Children’s Fund

(UNICEF) estimates that there are more than

war-displaced children in Angola. A
tragedy;

War itself has meant little

840 000

series of human

further illustration of this human

or no respite in the
tragedies caused mainly by

the exercise of

prone

with

particular reference to Southern African

society.
The first refers to the issue of conflict. In

internecine conflict and civil wars. Indeed, there

within the

indications that the end of the Cold
War is potentially given more to fragmentation
and disintegration of previously defined nationstates and regional blocs than to the kind of
“New World Order” that is supposed to be bom
and developed out of this unipolar globe. Some
analysts in the West itself even suggest that the
end of the “communist bloc” might in turn reduce
the momentum towards European unification;

September, 1993), more than 90 000 civilians
died in the Central and Southern provinces of
Bié and Cuando Cubango; in September, 1992,
the town of Cacuso had a population of 100
000, but by November, 1993, it had only about
20 000 still alive; and because of the siege of
Kuito and the consequent food shortage there,
adults lost between 20 and 30 kilograms of

particular, the need to draw adi.stinction between
the generality of the conflict that arises out of the
inherent contradictions in capitalist society in
general and how this pervades the “global order”,
on the one hand; and, on the other, that kind of
conflict that is directly bom out of the failure to
establish and develop a national equation in
which contradictions
including ethnic rivalry
are contained, managed and mediated. Of
course, our basic premise is that there can be no

weight."*

permanent

are

strong

and, likewise, in the former Eastern bloc, the end
of the Cold War has “unfrozen” ethnic cleavages
and “fanned’ nationalist

aspirations.

period of nine months (January to

The

The Angola case does require this special
mention, if only because we have here an

forgotten human tragedy that should
a poignant illustration of the
failure to resolve the National Question, the
failure of the post-colonial state, and the related
ethnic problems that will inevitably arise in
such situations. Yet, in the final analysis, the
scourge of internecine conflict and civil war is
one that threatens to engulf any society today.
For, the fundamental causes of all such conflict

In both East and West, intolerance towards

almost

minorities and refugees has appeared and

otherwise be

racism and extremist violence have
increased again, nearly half a centwy
after what many thought was their ultimate
demise with the defeat offascism. Past
injustices and genocides are reflected
again in current turmoilsfrom the Balkans
to

the Caucasus.'

Problematique

—

—

solution to conflict in contemporary

capitalist society;^ and therefore our viewpoint
and analysis stands quite opposed to that mode of
analysis, attendant to the mainstream of the
“conflict studies industry”, which is concerned
more about the (conflict) management of
contradictions in society than the need to analy.se
fully the historical, political, eonomic and social
causes of conflict. There is need to identify those
situations which are more conflict-prone than
others, and explain the historical, political and
economic bases for those differences, as well as

the nature and content of each of the nationunder scrutiny.

For, the nature and content

Many an African analyst might wish to draw
comfort in the realisation that tribal conflict and

situations are inherent in the nature and content

states

of contemporary society; the division between

of the nation-state is to be found in its historical

warfare are not necessarily an African
phenomenon. But the African failures glare so
loudly in our face that we are forced to be

rich and poor; the legacy of unequal
development within and between countries;
the problem of the nation-state arising as it
does from incomplete nation-building and the
marginalisation of other elements that should

development and the capacity of the .state to
(conflict) manage and mediate conflicting
interests and contradictions within the society.

cautious and tentative about even the obvious

nation-building exercises. We are
witness to the tragedies of Somalia, Liberia, the
Sudan, Angola, Mozambique, South Africa
(where thousands perished in the few months
alone that were the mn-up to the events of May,
1994), and, of course, Rwanda. To that extent,
successes

in

Africa’s toll from civil wars almost confirms the
view held

40

by many that it is the most “conflict-

have otherwise constituted the national

day one of post-independence;
incapacity of the nation-state-in-themaking to respond to, and accommodate, the
coalition from
the

democratic forces; and the economic decline

pronounced just as the “fruits
independence” have already been

which becomes

of

helps to explain the various categories of
regard, particularly the
differences between those of the developed world,
on the one hand, and those of the developing

This

nation-states in this

world,

on

the other; and, in turn, even the

one developing country and
Accordingly, the concept of nationstate-in-the-making is used throughout this paper,
not only to denote the unflnished agenda of the

differences between
another.
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National

Question in Africa, but also to imply
strongly the potential of the post-colonial state
to complete that agenda. Therefore, the issue of
conflict and stability has less to do with the issue
of ethnicity per se than the nature and content of
the state, its

capacity to develop and distribute
resources, its ability to contain and mediate
competing interests and contradictions within
the society; and, therefore, also its legitimacy
against which it

can

command the respect and

confidence of the

society at large.
The point is that historical and political analyses
best elucidate and

explain the bases and
conflicts; the resolution of a given
conflict situation depends less on the ingenuity
of those who seek to resolve that conflict than the
historical, political, economic and social process
within a given .society.
can

nature of

The Rostovian Model: From Conflict

Situations to Equilibrium and

Harmony
easily understood now, the subject
of conflict, ethnicity and the state is not without
immen.se theoretical and ideological implications.
For one thing, the theoretical confusion and
ideological predisposition that has always
accompanied the mainstream Western
scholarship in this field of study has also meant
that tendency towards the conflation of not only
ethnicity and conflict but also ethnic conflict and
Africa. Even the recent discovery of tribes and
ethnic groups in Europe's own backyard has not
really altered this popular perception of an African
continent so di.sorganised and conflict-prone, if
only because of ethnic diversity per .sc. On the
contrary, the European antecedents of BosniaHerzegovina or Eastern Europe as a whole have
helped — viewed as they are to constitute part of
the developing world — to resuscitate a
conceptual framework which is as old as
modernisation theory itself. Modernisation
theory represents this mainstream Western
scholarship, inspired as it is essentially by W. W.
Rostow’s The Stages of Economic Growth^ and
the bifurcation between developed and
developing society. According to this school, the
state and society in developing countries were
inherently given to conflict and strife. More
specifically, ethnic diversity per se was
synonymous with both a low stage of
development and (therefore) given to conflict. It
was a viewpoint which fed on the era of
As

can

be

colonialism and therefore also the colonialist

conception of the colonised society. From it
arose the colonialist mission with its objective of
“bringing together” within a given territory a
diversity of tribes and other “uncivilised”
groups.^ Therefore, development, based as it is
on Rostow’s
simplistic but ahi.storical theory,
was conceived and perceived as the
gradual
process (.stage by stage) whereby the developing
society approximated the (development) model
Sapem October, 1994

of such

developed societies—e.g. USA and UK
characterised by stability, consensus,
egiiilibrium and harmony.
TTiis brings us to the second issue which needs
brief examination, namely the subject of the
nation-state. According to the school of thought
just outlined, the nation-state in the developing
world had to be synonymous with ethnic
homogeneity, established and developed
—

South Africa and Southern Africa.
The Pluralist Mode of

as were

according to the Rostovian model, from
underdevelopment and conflict, to development
and equilibrium. As we shall see with respect to
the post-colonial situation, it was a theme, albeit
under

some

sustained

modification,

to

be maintained and

part of the

development ideology of
these new states, including its ideology ofnational
unity, sometimes under One-Party-One-LeaderState dictatorships that were seen as indispensable
to national unity and stability and, in other cases,
undermore enlightened “Founding Fathers” that
as

sought to establish and develop a nationalist
coalition as part of the national-building exercise.

Conversely, however, ethnic heterogeneity is
as antithetical to the nation-state, given
to conflict and strife, and creating the problem of
ethnic minorities and how the latter might be
accommodated within the body politic, whenever
and wherever these minorities might emerge.
Not surprisingly, a whole new “industry” for the
study of minorities has emerged on the strength
of such interpretations of conflict situations as
the former Yugoslavia. For example; a data bank
is being established on “Minorities at Risk”;
there is talk about “The Feasibility of an Early
Waming System for Ethnic Conflicts in Europe”;
another study on the “International Implications
of, and Responses to. Ethnic Conflicts in Europe”;
and Russian and Yugoslavian experts are being
asked to research variously on the “Russian
viewed

As

birth,

a

mode of

over

Analysis

analysis, pluralism has given

the last three decades

at

least,

to

its

kind aiindustry—“race

relations industry”
conflict and ethnic
theories to which reference has already been
made. More specifically, this variant earned the
term pluralism because of its heavy reliance on
culture, not only as an analytic tool, but as the
own

—

that is not unrelated to the

basis of social differentiation. As will be indicated

.shortly, it is a mode of analysis that is essentially
unable to transcend entirely, both ideologically
and theoretically, the very colonialist and even
racist conceptualisation of Southern African
society. Dependent as such analyses were upon
the need to identify culturally distinct groups or
communities with rigidly defined orientations,
the piwall.St concept ion of society was at variance
with the dynamic underlying the social reality of
acolonial society in motion. This was particularly
true of such early pluralists as Leo Kuper and M.
G. Smith,*^ and P. L. Van de Berghe’*’ who were
among the pioneers in this regard. But pluralism
was

infectious in the social science tradition of

mainstream White academia in South Africa,

touching

even

even some

the exiled White scholars — and

Black scholars'' —that

be either Marxist
mode
work

professed to

opposed to the pluralist
of analysis. This can be gleaned in the
of H. J. and R. E. Simons'^ and, more
or

recently, in that of Shula Marks and Stanley
Trapido.' The fol lowing excerpts from the work
of these two authors illustrate, inter alia, the
extent to

the

which the

analyst is left ambivalent by

conflicting forces of the pervasive influence

of (White) racial

society on the one hand, and the
pursuit of academic and historical analysis on

the other. So, on the one hand, we are informed

Federation Policies Towards Ethnic and National

about the “ethnic consciousness of

Minorities”; and on “The Post-Communist Nation

groups such as Coloureds and Indians” based
“on their own sense of community” (p.l); or

State and the

Rights of its Citizens”.**

Quite naturally, similar interpretations will

“other minorities such

Coloureds (and even Jews),

conceptual framework — nay, even a tradition
ideology — that characterises conventional
Western Scholarship to this day, particularly
with respect to the study of African societies.
The only difference now, perhaps, is that tribes
and ethnic groups have emerged almost suddenly
in Europe's own backyard and are being subjected
to the same kind of academic analyses and policy
perceptions. We will return to this theme in the

these “new ethnic identities

a

and

context

of a closer examination of such

terms as

ethnicity itself, nation, nation-state and
nationality. These will hopefully become clearer
in the discussion which follows on the third issue

new

the Indians and

as

greet the conflict situations in Africa and
elsewhere. For. as has already been stated, this is

minority

.” constructing
“imagined communities” (p.3), and that
.

.

emerged around
(p.2). On the other hand, that “African
kingdoms were equally heterogeneous entities,
composed of people of different origin” (p.3);
that “Probably the strongest entity was the Zulu
kingdom, itself a fairly recent creation of the
numerous and linguistically diverse chiefdoms
north of the Tugela” (p.3.); and about “much
evidence of an awakening self-consciousness
among such people as the Xhosa” as well as “the
Basotho kingdom which had been established hy
Moshoeshoe out of peoples fragmented during
the wars of the difaqane” (p.3). Then the
1910”

in this

ambivalence is

of Western

Trapido almost concede the limitations of their
analysis:

analysis, namely, pluralism, that variant
Scholarship that has underpinned the
study of African Societies, particularly tho.se of

more

evident

as

Marks and
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These elements

White-centered definitions of Southern African

of resistance were to be
of both South
African black nationalism and ethnic
drawn

on

the construction

society. But here just to raise some pertinent and,
perhaps, even uncomfortable, questions which
might assist us into the critique itself: To what
extent is the White analyst's definition of other
ethnic or colour categories essentially a reflection

identities in the twentieth century,

although one must be careful of reading
fully-fledged ethnic identities back to some
primordial 'tribe'.
a number of recent
authors on ethnicity in African have
stressed, by and large ethnicity like
nationalism is a modern phenomenon
dependent on the emergence of a new
intermediary class, with a vested interest
in the local vernacular (often defined in
collusion with missionaries) and aware of
wider horizons. Their task offorging ethnic
consciousness was, however, made far
easier when

more

of his

centralised historical

political entities provided the basis of
their ‘inventions'" (p.4).
Ths African

or

her

own

Critique of Pluralism

More than

anything else, the foregoing
illustrates the kind of analytic confusion that can
arise in the loose use of such nebulous categories
as
ethnicity, ethnic identities, distinct
communities or heterogeneous entities. But as
has already been inferred in the foregoing, this

—

bom out of the well-known circumstances of
Jewish

the

holocaust

identification

as a

nation

ideological) presumption that ethnic diversity

that it has been

does in itself constitute the conditions of ethnic

identity and (therefore) ethnic conflict. It reflects
the failure to recognise and acknowledge the
transient and ephemeral character of ethnic
identities; the extent to which a person might,
depending on historical, economic, social or
political circumstances, change from one ethnic
identity to another; that, otherwise, people do not
ordinarily have to run around identifying
themselves as this or that ethnic group; and that
self and/or group identification, transient and
circumstantial as it is usually, is invariably an
outcome of desperate social behaviour, an appeal,
demand to be heard, to be seen, to be

felt. So, for

example, it was quite expected that
many Jews would not have identified themselves
as such, or even known that they were identified
as such, until the Nazis began to single them out
as Jews to be persecuted and murdered. Likewise,
the situation in Rwanda: informed sources would

insist that there is

no

fundamental cultural

colour

as a

being, particularly as a member of a
racial minority in an African context? No doubt
the apartheid system had as one of its pillars the
need and necessity to identify others as this or
that ethnic group; and, invariably, it would have
proved very difficult for individual members of
the White society to transcend the pervasive
influence of an (racial) ideology which thrived
on racial mobilisation of a White minority in fear
of the Black majority. To that extent, too, both
the impact ofWhite settlercolonialism in general,
and the economic, political and social
implications attached to ethnic and colour
categorisation in such a social formation also
pervaded colonised society. For example, is there
some relationship between the strong tendency

confusion is bom out of the theoretical (and

or even a

self-identification

conscious

or

on

self-

towards

distinct Jewish community or

the one hand, and, on the other, the fact

mainly scholars*'^of Jewish
background who have been at the forefront of
ethnic and “race studies”, not only in South
Africa in particular but also in the context of
Western Scholarship in general?'^ If so, then it
does reinforce the view that the categories of
ethnicity, tribes and communities are less the
creation of

even

the most ethnic

or

colour

conscious Black person than that of minorityconscious Whites, buttressed by the White settler
state

itself No doubt, it will be

a

major objective

of this study to examine this legacy ofcolonialism
and White racial domination and how it continues
to

pervade post-colonial society,.
In fact, this was one of the

key messages in the
critique of such analyses as pluralism. I
refer here in particular to Archie Mafeje’s "The
Ideology of Tribalism”.’® It is instructive to
quote at length from one of the most brilliant
pieces in African social science; mainly because
the issues he raised then remain p>ertinent and
relevant to this study. Archie begins thus:
earliest

ethnic distinction between Hutu and Tutsi, and

Few authors have been able to write

that such distinctions

Africa without making constant references

as

have led to such

devastating consequences in that country are the
result of social and political engineering, in the
pursuit, on the part of those who wield power, of
economic, political or social advantage.
In

our

view, therefore, ethnicity has to be

considered in the context of the national question
and the state. This theme will be elaborated

shortly in the context of an outline of the African

critique of pluralism, ethnic studies and the
42

to

'tribalism'.

on

Could this be the

distinguishing feature of the continent?
or is it merely a reflection ofthe system of
perceptions ofthose who write on Africa,
and oftheir African ‘converts' ? Objective
reality is very difficult to disentanglefrom
subjective perception, almost in the same
way as concepts in the social sciences are
hard to purify of all ideological

connotations.
He continues:
It is

usually argued that social behaviour

in

Africa is so diverse, so inconsistent,
and so fluid that it is nigh impossible to
classify or treat it with any amount of
consistency. I am inclined to think that the
problem in Africa is not one ofempirically
diversified behaviour hut mainly one of
ideology, and specifically the ideology of
'tribalism'. European colonialism, like
any epoch, brought with it certain ways of
reconstructing the African reality. It
regarded African societies as particularly
tribal. This approach produced certain
blinkers or ideological pre-dispositions
which made it difficultfor those associated
with the system to view these societies in
any other light. Hence certain modes of
thought among European scholars in
Africa and theirAfrican counterparts have
persisted, despite the many important
economic and political changes that have
occurred in the continent over the last 75100 years. Therefore, iftribalism is thought
ofas peculiarly African, then the ideology
itself is particularly European in origin.
Then, quoting from Marx's German Ideology
(of 1845) he wishes to identify the “pace setters”
and “reference groups” in a mode of analysis that
has its origins in Western liberal scholarship, the
“Anglo-Saxon anthropologists and sociologists”:
The ideas of the ruling class are in every
epoch the ruling ideas; i.e. the class which
is the ruling materialforce ofsociety, is at
the same time its ruling intellectualforce.
The class which has the means of
production at its disposal as control at the
same time over the means of mental
production, so that thereby, generally
speaking, the ideas of those who lack the
means ofmental production are subject to
it.
But in

restating the sociological definition of
Mafeje is attacking not only the
colonisers and their anthropologists and
tribe, Archie

historians, but also their “converts”, in the form
of those members of the detribalised

petit
reconstructing tribe
and "tribalism” in the post-colonial state, “in
order to maintain a power position, not in the
tribal area, but in the modem capital city, and
whose ultimate aim is to undennine and exploit
the supposed tribesmen.”
Although their reasons are suspect,
bourgeois class intent

on

anthropologists may have been right in
insisting that traditional or pre-colonial
African societies, large or .small, were
tribes. If we were to restrict the term
'tribe' to specific forms of economic.
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political, and social organisation that can
he fixed in space and time, as I intend to,
we would not he
wallowing in such utter
confusion and incredible inconsistencies.
A relatively undifferentiated society,
practising a promotive subsistence
economy and enjoying local autonomy,
can
legitimately he designated as a tribe.
When such a society strives to maintain

he
said to exhibit ‘tribalism’. But to impose
the same concept on societies that have
been effectively penetrated by European
can

colonialism, that have been successfully
drawn into
and

a capitalist
money economy
world market, is a serious

a

transgression .The new di vision oflabour,
the new modes of production, and the
system of distribution of material goods
and political power give modern African
societies

a

fundamentally different

material and social base. It is apparent
then that it is not a question of scale, hut
rather a question

of qualitative aspects of
organisation.

social and economic
It

was

about the

same

time that Bernard

Magubane, in his famous article

on

and Conflict Situations in Africa:

“Pluralism
A New

Look”,*^ offered a similar critique of pluralism.
It

devastating intervention; there was
essentially no difference between, on the one
hand, pluralism as both an analytic framework
and ideology, and, on the other, the White settler
colonialist conception of colonised society.
The categories used to analyse society are
important for they arise either from
attempts to change the world or from
attempts to resist that change.
Archie Mafeje and Bernard Magubane
influenced in no small measure the subsequent
generation of scholars—including this author* **
towards a greater understanding of Southern
African society, with the critique and rejection of
pluralism as the precondition for such studies.
In denying the relevance ofclass conflict,
pluralism represents a sociology that is
an extension ofthe ruling class, which can
be utilised by the oppressors. For there is
little difference between a system of
was

a

—

towards

it’.'^

the inheritance of the

Nationai

also

a

Of course, African Nationalism was part of the

period of Black

rejection of any attempt by Whites to define and
categorise members ofthe “oppressed people”.^**
For, a central theme in the African critique of
pluralism, ethnic studies or apartheid itself, was
the implicit rejection of such attempts as not only
exercise in “divide and rule”, but also

as an

indignity directed at Black pteople, as those
peculiarly characterised by tribal andprimordial
loyalties and, by implication, therefore incapable
of, and unqualified to, establish nation-states.
Black Consciousness constituted essentially a
re-assertion of the old African Nationalism in a
period when apartheid and White settler
colonialism in general was trying to roll back the
earlier victories of the Nationalist Struggle
through such social reconstruction projects as
the

bantustans

and

racial

and

colour

categorisation. But African Nationalism itself
had been bom out of a curious historical paradox.
On the one hand, it found articulate expression
through the emergent Black petit bourgeois
leaders of the native and tribal associations that
had been established,

post-colonial state and
legal, institutional and superstructural
paraphernalia — e.g. the concepts of nation,
national sovereignties, etc. — as characterised
the liberal bourgeois nation state. Clearly,
therefore, the claim to the post-colonial state by
the African petit bourgeoisie had to be
strengthened through a united front; anything,
particularly ethnic and tribal tendencies that
might undermine and threaten such a claim, had
to be outlawed. Furthermore, the
concept of
nation had to be projected, created as a necessary
precondition for membership of the community
ofnations, in the OAU and in the United Nations.
From this developed also the ideology ofnational
unity as the vehicle for nation-building, an
exercise through which the post-colonial state
sought to reconcile and mediate such competing
forces and contenders as emerged within the
African petit bourgeoisie in anticipation of the
such

Consciousness in Southern Africa, with its blatant

an

being bom into national leaders of

liberal-capitalist ideology; it emerged from the
legacy of colonialism and became the basis for

Ethnicity and Class
were

nationalist coalition, of tribal leaders

tomorrow.

ideoiogy of
Unity: The interplay Between

But the 1970s

a

of yesterday,

African Nationalism and the

its basic structure and local autonomy,
even under changed economic and

political conditions, perhaps it

apartheid and racial discrimination; it is
essential to look beyond those obsenable
phenomena, to e.xamine the class basis of
social conflict. As Martin Nicolaus
(1972:60) has concluded, 'The point is
not to reinterpret oppression hut to end

mostly through the help of

White missionaries, as some kind of informed
elements in colonised society, and through which

“fruits of

independence”.^^

There is

an

important point to emphasize

herein, namely, the class basis of ethnic
e.xpression; or, rtOhet, ethnicform withoutet/i/i/c
content. The

leaders of those native and tribal

associations committed ethnic “suicide” in order
to

inherit the state

nor

as a

class. But neither before

after the attainment of uat/ona/ independence

could any one of them claim to have the full
tribal allegiance of those they appeared to

economic concessions could

represent through the adoption of one tribal
nomenclature or another. On the contrary, it was

be eked out of the colonial administrations. It

the contentlessness of their ethnic bases that

political and
was a

even

strange method of creating a“civil society”

within the colonised
a

rendered them vulnerable

as

members of

an

society, on the basis of such

emergent petit bourgeois class. In short, they

collection of native and tribal associations,

were heads without bodies! As a
political
expression (oxform), ethnicity had to be used as

based

as

they were upon the (colonially defined)

primordial tribes, and expected to represent the
latter variously within the colony.2* Through
such reconstructed social organisations and
representational organs, the colonial state no
doubt hoped not only to legimate itself (and
colonialism) but also
whole

to render colonialism

as a

a

vehicle towards the enhancement of such class

(or content) aspirations; but to insist on ethnicity
end in itself was not

only untenable, given
reality in which there were no
longer such tribes and ethnic groups, but also

as an

the historical

stood

to

threaten and undermine the class (read

domination that thrives, and indeed

reality.
On the other hand, African Nationalism became
fully-fledged only when these various leaders of

intends

native and tribal associations decided to form

inheriting and capturing the state. Conversely.
ethnicity could be used before and after
independence as a means not only to stake and

national

maintain one’s claim

to

survive,

institutionalisation

on

the

of ethnic and racial
divisions, and a sociological theory that
is dependent upon perceiving these ethnic
and racial (or colour) units as forces in
their own right—in a static relationship
with the oppressors. It is not enough to
plead that one is an avowed opponent of
Sapem October, 1994

a

permanent

political parties

as vehicles for the
independence. This
involved a conscious decision to put aside
primordial loyalties if there were still any, the

attainment of national

burial of such native and tribal associations
had hitherto existed, and the conclusion of
social contract, albeit not

as

a

explicitly stated.

national) solidarity that

also

as a rear

was

as a

the precondition of

member of a class; but

base from which to launch

new

ethnic

onslaughts, if and when such stakes
diminished, with either the passage of time or
given the political and economic vagaries of the
post-colonial situation. It is a fascinating but true
reflection of the

nature

of ethnic politics that it is
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invariably a pre-occupation of the petit
bourgeoisie that class with the capacity to
almost

articulate and

even

sustain such ethnic claims

body politic. That is precisely the
point; ethnic politics are almost always played in
within the

pursuit of social, political or
Perhaps, it is possible to be
ethnic conscious without seeking such
advantages. But what would be the reasons for

ready combatants in ethnic conflict. But all this
is quite distinct from having to state that ethnicity
of conflict. That would be
confusing/orw with content, or
with effects.

is the root

causes

The National Question

the state field, in the

economic advantage.

such social consciousness if it has no

social

or

political relevance? Ordinarily, the peasant’s
self-identification as this or that group is socially
and politically benign since such identification
or self-perception has more to say about one’s
social and territorial existence than competition
or hostility towards another group. As Archie
Mafeje states;
Are things necessarily what they are
called? Secondly, to what extent are social
scientists hound by the terminology ofthe
natives?

Again, is it not significant that

English is spoken?
indigenous population
has no word for ‘tribe’; onlyfor ‘nation ,
‘clan’, and ‘lineage’ and, traditionally,
people were identified by territory —
‘Whose [ which Chief sj land do you come
from?’-^
The problem is that whenever other classes
other than the f)etit bourgeoisie are said to be
ethnic conscious, it is invariably a creation of the
latter class, as part of its class campaign. Also, it
the

term occurs

when

In South Africa the

ethnicity
contagious and infectious that it
affects even the workplaces, the trade union
organisations and universities, including both
the academic staff and even students. But this
is said that the disease of tribalism and

has become

so

only reinforces the point being made herein;
that all these constitute the

in

petit bourgeoisie-in-

a strong and aggressive
propensity for ethnicity politics, economically
and politically ambitious. By definition, ethnic
politics are always class based, always with a
profound political, social and economic import.
Otherwise, ethnicity as such has no more meaning
today than the broad social categorisation of a
primordial social formation that has long ceased
to exist. This is notwithstanding the fact that,
under given political, economic social conditions
and circumstances, ethnic politics can constitute
a devastating force. Not surprising, therefore,
that political insecurity and economic malaise
are the root cause of ethnic conflict which, in
reality, is an outcome ofthat ethnic manipulation
that is employed in the vicious struggle for
scarce resources and political space, in an
environment hardly conducive tocivilised social
interaction. People who are politically insecure
and economically deprived are invariably
potential candidates for ethnic manipulation.

the-making, with
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cause

tantamount to

increasingly
of ethnic conflict. But this is
mainly becau.se of the abject failure of the postcolonial state in those countries in which such
conflict is rampant. An examination of each of
the conflict situations would no doubt reveal
strong historical and political bases for the failure.
This is part of the agenda in this study. But
invariably, the failure has to do with the following;
the nature of the colonial impact on a given
country, what George Balandier-'* calls the
colonial situation or the complexity of political,
It is true that conflict in Africa

takes

on

the form

economic and social conditions that were thrown
up in the process; the structure and class
composition of the given society; the manner

and conduct of the transition from colonial rule
to

political independence and its aftermath; and

the nature and content of the post-colonial state,

including its capacity to reconcile and mediate
competing and contending forces within the
society.
Indeed, no single post-colonial state has
succeeded entirely in the establishment and
maintenance of the nationalist coalition that was

supposed to be the basis of nationhood. This is
why the term nation-state-in-the-making is used
herein, indicating the unfinished agenda of the
resolution of the National Question. For many of
these nation-states-in-the-making, the ideology
of national unity can no longer conceal the
demise of the Social Contract concluded on the

independence. Furthermore, it
acknowledged that, with the economic
and political malaise that characterise most
African countries, there is likely to be a declining
capacity to hold things together, such failure
expressing itself through social strife and civil
war. However, there are important variances and
differences between one African country and
another, with respect to the nature of the state and
its capacity for nation-building. For example, in
of national

eve

has to be

the Southern African situation, countries

like

Angola had the conditions for the establishment
of a nationalist coalition largely precluded by,
inter alia, the nature of the colonisation process
itself and the devastating effects of the Cold War
that was played out on its territory. Also, Angola
fits into that category of African countries that
have suffered from “late nationalism” in that, as
in

Mozambique, the emergent Black petit

was quantitatively and politically
limited vis-a-vis its White and mulatto

bourgeoisie

counterparts and, therefore, until recently, unable
and

precluded from conducting, let alone define

precisely, the National Question. As we have
seen from such counterpart countries as
Zimbabwe, South Africa and Namibia, these
factors constituted an important foundation for
nation-building in the context of an ideology of
national unity. The studies on Angola and
Mozambique will have to examine closely this
assertion and ascertain whether there is indeed a

agenda in either of these
ideology of national unity as
preconditions for the end to conflict

belated nationalist

countries, with
one

of the

an

and strife.

However, to the extent that most Africans do
a nation, so, too, it might be a
reflection of the relative success in the resolution

identify with

and the related exercise
For, the National Question is

of the National Question
of nation-building.

Question; the end of
important stage and
foundation for a process that has to go beyond the
mere legal-institutional definition of nation,
nation-state or sovereign state. Therefore, the
post-independence track record—and. therefore,
progress in Development—has to be assessed in
relation to the State’s capacity to resolve the
National Question: the resolution of the Land
Question, wherever it may exist; the resolution
of the Gender Question as a major priority in.
and precondition for, the enhanced development

a Colonial
colonialism constitutes

essentially

an

nation-state-in-the-making:
question of wages and an improved standard
of living; democratisation of education and health
systems, the restoration of the dignity of the
Black person after centuries of White domination;
and, in general, liberation from those forms of
oppression and exploitation that characterised
the colonial period. These were the very issues
about which the struggle for national liberation
was waged.
The debate on the National Question is far
from resolved, as evidenced, for example, in an
and content of the

the

earlier debate which SAPES/SARIPS was

involved.^5 There was general consensus among
most

participants in the debate that the African

nation-in-the-making is a reality, notwithstanding
a
generally bad track record that included the
scourge of dictatorships, conflict and civil war.
By implication, what had to be done was how to
restructure, reform and even transform these
nation-states-in-the-making. But there was no

question of debunking them, let along
dismembering them through secession or a
redefinition of the map of the continent.
Significantly, Issa Shivji (the editor of the
aforementioned volume) disagreed almost
entirely with the position outlined in the
foregoing. His disagreement is based essentially
on a definition of the National Question as the
“right to self-determination”on the part, it would
seem, of any group that might identify itself as
Sapem October, 1994
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nationality within the natkm-state-in-themaking.
Public debates on democracy in Africa,
a

which
are

are

centred around

multi-partism,

much the poorerforfailing to address

together contributed and enhanced
disorganisation of such
(pre-colonial and pre-capitalist) social formations
the deconstruction and

this

Question and, unfortunately,
intermittently through macabre violence
such as that which we are
currently
witnessing in Liberia and Rwanda. For
three decades, the African Establishment
through the OAU, among other things,
has managed to keep a tight lid on internal
nationallnationality oppression by holding
out the spectre of “balkanisation". One
hopes intellectual circles will not he
constrained, at least not after thirty years
ofmany a civil war and the highest number
of refugees on the continent.
Issa’s point is well taken, particularly since 1
understand him to be opposed to the rigid
adherence to the ideology of national unity at the
expense
of the democratic process.
Unfortunately, Issa appears to be confusing the
quest for democracy with the question of self.

certain he does not wish

imply that the exercise of the right of “self-

determination” in itself constitutes

a

solution to

the problem

as

would have sustained such nationalities as

presumed in Issa’s intervention.

Besides,

of these

render it almost

impossible for any such
It is correct to
pose the popular democratic forces as
contradictory to the thrust and conduct of the
post-colonial state; it is anothermatter altogether
to equate such forces with
nationality or the
pursuit of “self-determination”. More often than
not, the “national/nationality” conflict that Issa
refers to, expresses itself less in the desire for
secession than the quest for democracy. In most
cases, ethnic conflict expresses itself through a
vicious competition for state power and all that
goes with it within the confines of a given

a

might
brief

not

nature

and content of the social

formation in the region that Stalin was concerned
on the one hand, and, on the other, the
African situation wherein the very establishment

about

of the

nation-state-in-the-making largely

pre-

einpted and precluded the nationality issue. In
the African context, the

Question

has to be

viewed in both its internal and external
aspects,

including the fact that not only the OAU but also
institutional and legal framework

the entire global

does render the

nation-state-in-the-making

—

and

a more accurate
as

do constitute

society, Issa does not even attempt to define the
term nationality; it is
simply presumed from the
of “national/nationality"conflict situations.

Unless, perhaps, Issa has extrapolated from the
very unique historical circumstances of the
Question of Eritrea, Yet, there is little or no
evidence

to

suggest that, even in the most

conflictual situations

on
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the continent, there has

to

mediate,

even

economic

arena.

It is facile to try

and

ethnicity outside the realm of the state
and politics, except, [jerhaps, if in
trying to do so,

the analyst, too, is himself/herself bent on a
political and ideological agenda. Therefore, the
main causes of ethnicity, ethnic
politics and
ethnic conflict are to be found in the unfinished
agenda for the resolution of the National
Question. This is characterised by a state
increasingly unable to undertake its traditional
and conventional role of mediation and
reconciliation, bereft of legitimacy and, therefore,
with

a great
propensity for violence and conflict.
There can be no conclusion for the foreseeable

future to the debate on the National
Question,
Ethnicity and the State. It is a subject that has
preoccupied the best of African scholarship for
the last two decades

or more.

The invaluable

contribution of

Buthelezi

acknowledged herein, particularly with reference
to the work of Archie
Mafeje and that of Bernard

nor

even

the so-called “white-

rightwingers” were ever serious about secession;
they pranced, danced the war dance and even
threatened secession, if only to stake a claim in
the new state. Of course, it is to early to assess the
success of failure of the
nation-building exercise
in South Africa, But indications so far are that the
process

will be similar

to

that witnessed with

(petit bourgeois) representatives of the various
competing groups
and interests having to assert their
respective
group or ethnic identities as a means to obtaining
a place in the new
dispensation.
Towards a Conceptual and Research

society does require

of force,

just the petit bourgeoisie—tend to accept the
idea and concept of nation. Also, neither

reality. But even any concern with the
of the state itself and its
relationship with

the civil

maze

credence to the view that most Africans

respect to the other post-colonial situations: the

definition of such elements

and

recent

a

definitive
content

illustration from the South African situation, the
most

use

of

it is with the

consider

nation-in-the-making.
The di.scussion on the National Question

including the

as

society as a whole,
Ethnicityw'xW have to be treated as an essentially
politico-,social category, lacking in sociological
content but capable of
assuming, within a given
but dynamic process that characterises
any
society, formidable/or/w in the political, social

nationalities to exercise that right.

differences in

very narrow

power,

“national/nationality” conflicts

appropriately be concluded with

it does also the distribution

manage and reconcile conflicting, competing
and even contending social forces within the

combined internal and external factors attendant
to most

as

material resources, and endowed

nationality also implies the capacity to attain and
effect that “right to self-determination”; the

example of the decolonisation
process. The popular opposition to, and the
eventual if not also sudden collapse of, the
hantustans in 1994 does, perhaps, give further

a

controlling

are

of democracy in Africa, Besides, his
conception of the National
Question in the African context. Perhaps not Issa
himself, but many a student of the subject of the
National Question have been influenced
by
Stalin’s definition of it;-^ overlooking the crucial
is

composition of both the state and the forms
through which elements in civil society react and
respond in political and social life. But the state
is the focal point of struggle,
defining as it does
the broad parameters of a
given society,

societies wherein the combined forces of

itself have

oppression within state boundaries. Life,
however, is constantly calling attention to

am

apart from the problem of defining such terms as
nationality or tribe in contemporary Africa, These

colonialist-capitalism and thepost-colonialstate

national!nationality

determination: and 1

relationship between the State and civil society,
viewed in historical perspective, but with a
detailed examination of the nature and

quite

are

the National Question, in particular its
internal aspect, i.e.

to

developed, as central, the issue of nationality
and its quest for self-determination. This is

c'tei-based ethnic and other

Framework

What does all this

in terms of

having to
develop a conceptual framework for the study of
the National Question, Ethnicity and the State?
Broadly, it means having to consider the subject
in the context of the
problematique of the
mean

an

some

of these scholars towards

understanding of African societies have been

Magubane, But outside the Southern African
in general, the following studies are
worth noting: Okwudiba Nnoli’s work on
Nigeria,-** including his recent study on Ethnic
Conflict in Africa;-'^ the volume of essays on
Conflict in the Horn of Africa that was edited by
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja;-^** and the survey of
context

“Internal Conflicts” in Africa in a book — Arms
and Daggers in the Heart of Africa— edited
by
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o,-^'

These interventions represent a less defensive
approach to the study of ethnicity, in the

acknowledgement that the post-colonial situation
itself has contributed in no small measure towards

problem that has its origins in the colonisation
Thus, in his book. Ethnic Politics in
Nigeria, Nnoli laments even as he is keen to
establish more clearly the relationship between
a

process.

class and

ethnicity.
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question remains: why has
the ethnic problem persisted and, in many
Yet the basis

cases,

In

a

What explains state competence/incompe-

•

tence

intensified?^^

a

similar vein, he revisits the problem

in the

brief proposal that is his Ethnic Conflict in Africa,

raising the following questions as the basis of a
research framework:

(1)

what is it about ethnic identity that makes
it conducive to

(2)

severe

conflict?

the causes, dynamics and conseof ethnic conflict?
what are the goals of ethnic conflict?
who benefits from ethnic conflict, why and
what

are

quences

(3)
(4)

why does ethnic conflict in Africa tend to
be more intense than in Europe or North
America."

Nnoli concludes his paper

with the hypothesis

conflict in Africa varies with:
the level of growth of the pietty-bourgeoithat ethnic

(1)

sie;

(4)

the degree of factionalization of the pettybourgeoisie;
the level of colonial manipulation of
ethnicity;
the degree of competition in the political

(5)

system;
the level of class consciousness of the

(2)
(3)

(7)
(8)

crisis.

Nzongola-Ntalaja’s team on Conflict in the
Horn ofAfrica is more varied in both focus and
methodology. But the volume is pervaded by the
same objective of understanding the causes and
roots of conflict. The chapter by John Markakis
is particularly instructive with respect to the
emphasis on the state as the “focal point of the

Within the context must be considered also the

totality of the popular forces that have bequeathed,
even

though modestly, an improved democratic

environment in

process

a

number of our countries. The

that have accompanied the political

recent events

in such countries as Zambia, Malawi,
Mozambique, cannot be

South Africa, and even

These popular forces include

conflict”^^ in the Horn.

taken for granted.

general, therefore, the African intervention
on the subject of the National Question, Ethnicity
and the State has been as academically profound
as it has been characterised by both close
familiarity with the terrain in which the analyst
has had to work and operate, and a sense of
commitment to the goal of resolving theproblem.
These might constitute the very prerequisites for
a meaningful and even successful research
undertaking in such a study as is being proposed
herein. But our study must address the question,

the gender movement which, seeking as it does to

WHAT IS TO BE DONE? in an effort towards

Here, to summarise
only some of the scenarios that have emerged so
far in the debate about the future of Africa,
the resolution of the problem.

mobilise

even

beyond the confines of more than
likely to constitute as

half of humankind, is

major

a

force

as was

the liberation struggle

itself.

Therefore,

can

the African petit bourgeoisie,

of, these forces of
change, constitute ananc/ior/iictorforthenaho/istate-in-the-making? As is well known, the
inherent weakness of the post-colonial state is
that it has been invariably a hostage state,
completely dependent upion and hegemonised
by international capital; and, therefore,
constrained from developing and nurturing a
national bourgeoisie, or some other organic
in concert with, and as part

national base, that could constitute the anchor
could remain rudderless. There is need to revisit

the extent of the involvement of the State in

the circles of the African Association of Political

this theme in the context of this

socio-economic activities;

Science (AAPS),

which views Africa as a

occur?

hopeless case. In this vein, others have even
suggested that Africa be recolonised, with the
obvious implication that the colonialist state did
a better job of maintaining order and stability
than the post-colonial state has even tried to do.
On the other hand, there is that school of
thought known as radical africana, referred to
by some of those opposed to the latter as “AfroMarxism”.^^ But the radical africana school
includes mainly those of the AAPS, CODESRIA
and SARIPS/SAPES networks. A leading figure
in this school is Samir Amin, particularly his
recent contribution. Fighting the View That There
Is No Alternative (Fighting TINA),^^ This is the
Afro-optimism that should inspire any student of

What “model of

contemporary

the

degree of socio-economic imbalance

the

degree of foreign influence over the

economy;

nant

ideology;

(12) the prevailing custom, tradition and culture of the various linguistic groups.”
Similarly, Anyang’ Nyong’o and his team
posed the following major questions as a guideline
to their study:

the

of internal conflicts?

•

What

•

Under that historical contexts do conflicts

are

causes

development”, structure
community or evolution of political economy leads to actual or potential

of political

conflict?
•

How do such conflicts manifest themselves

•

To what extent are

in real life?

parties in a conflict
conscious of their real or perceived interests, and to what extent can they be manipulated by “interests external to the theatre of conflict”, but nonetheless interested
in its continuation and/or outcome?

46

external problems that are attendant on the African

conflict resolution?"

development of the rule of

(10) the size and location of the linguistic groups;
(11) the pervasiveness and power of the domi-

•

themselves to attend to both the internal and

flict situation, can we, as scholars, propose

law;

the extent of the

between ethnic groups;

(9)

strength of a growing realisation of the causes of
the African condition and the need for Africans

particularly the prospects of the nation-in-themaking. On the one hand, there are those analyses
immersed in Afro-pessimism, a term coined in

population;
(6)

result

and how, as
of a clear understanding of a con-

In

how?

(5)

in conflict management,

African society, at least in the
subscription to the broad principles of the
materialist conception of society, the dialectical
relationship between domination and struggle,
and the pursuit of the improvement of the human
condition. But even on an empirical level, there
is evidence of a growing capacity within the
African petit bourgeoisie to confront and address
the African crisis, mainly in the developing
confluence between radical africana on the one
hand, and enlightened sections within the state
structures on the other. This is developing on the

without which the

nation-state-in-the-making

study, through a
partisan approach which, in keeping with the
method of political economy, examines closely
whether or not the African petit bourgeoisie—at
least sections of it
are not developing the
capacity to lead and organise, to mobilise a
unified national front towards recovery and
transformation. But it is not only self-indulgent
and self-defeatist but also inherently ahistorical
for any African analyst to believe that the African
condition has to be a permanent reality.
less

—

The Research Outline

There is also need in this

regard to look at
precedents and situations in other parts of the
world; and to examine more closely some of the
key literature as indicated in the Bibliography
which has been specially designed as an aid to
this study. The review of literature and precedents
in this field is almost indispensable to any study
of this kind.

methodology proposed herein is based on
political economy, with a two-pronged research
agenda. First, an outline of the problem at the
The

of the historical
analysis of the society as a whole, identifying the
origins of the National Question, the various
forms and content of social expression, and
highlighting the class composition and character
of the state. In this regard, the study will rely on
national level, but in the context
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sister-project

on the State and Democracy
completion stage, particularly
such country studies^^ as have been completed
or are being undertaken. But it is one of the
objects of this Colloquium that we emerge with
a broad consensus as to the
methodology to be
utilised with respect to the Governance
Programme as a whole, as well as the key issues
and elements that require closer empirical analysis
if all such studies are to be developed beyond the
very general. Furthermore, a comparative analysis
of these national and country studies should
assist towards a better theoretical and conceptual
framework, with particular regard to the concept

that is almost at

of the state itself, and in relation to both internal
and externa! factors.

Second, the focal analysis of key themes and
problems, within and between given national
situations. Here the Gender Question will require
particular attention, at both the national and subregional levels, but also with respect to precedents
elsewhere in the world. In South Africa, we have
identified some of the key themes and problems
that

might assist in a deeper understanding of the
and ethnic issues in
particular: the “Zulu” and “Coloured” factors, as
wel I as the “melting pot” of Johannesburg and its
environs. Throughout, the objective will be to
National Question in general

relate each of these factors to the broader historical
and national context,

and examining closely the
interrelationship between class and ethnicity.
In Zimbabwe, an attempt is being made to
raise the issues of ethnicity, class and gender,
showing the interrelationship between these in

the state-civil

society interface that emerges in
post-liberation phase.
The study as a whole will draw on the

Conclusion

already been stated in the foregoing,
on the National Question,
Ethnicity
and the State is far from being concluded. It is a
problem that will live with us as long as the postcolonial state remains essentially weak and
incapable of undertaking the role of mediating
and reconciling conflicting and competing forces
within the society. In a number of countries in
Africa, the problem is likely to worsen, given the
growing economic and political malaise in many
of our societies. Political insecurity and economic
deprivation are not only the root cause of ethnic
conflictbut, in turn, also exacerbate the problem.
The study of the National Question, Ethnicity
and the State becomes essentially a function of
scrutinising the historical process and elaborating
issues

democratic

movement

PIOOM

of the

Violations) Newsletter and Progress Re-

2.

3.

4.
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5.

of Race, Class and NationalCentury South Africa,

ism in Twentieth

London, 1987. See also the work by one of
Shala Marks’ protege,

Ian Goldin, Making

Race, London, 1987; the latter book being
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point that such
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17.
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critique of “Afro-Marxism” which, in his
view, characterised my own work on Zimbabwe (CODESRIA, 1986), Moyo is dismissive not only of Marxi.st analysis perse
but also the potential for the Africa petit
bourgeoisie to transform Africa out of its
current political and economic malaise. To
the extent that 1 emphasized the potential
of that class, which 1 still do, I am dis-
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Zimbabwe. “Is such wishful

ZIMBABWE

thinking not designed to protect the socio-

Rungano J. Zvobgo

economic class which Mandaza and other

part?” (p.309). Immersed in
ideological predisposition,
Jonathan Moyo, of course, misses the point
scholars
his

are a

own

which the authors of the Zimbabwe book
were

trying to project. But my friend
being unkind to expect that,
though I am a member of the same
(i.e. petit bourgeoisie) as he is, I

Jonathan is
even

class

should be part

of his campaign of Afro-

pessimism.
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EDUCATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

I

Marina d’ENGELBRONNER-KOLFF
While moving towards the year 2000, the
deplorable state of human rights on all continents
is obvious. The world

we

live in

seems more

and

contradictory and incomprehensible. On
the one hand, instruments containing provisions
for the protection and promotion of universal
human rights and fundamental freedoms, are
recognised by almost all governments; on the
other hand, the same human rights and
fundamental freedoms are violated to a high
extent either by governments, groups of people
or individual human beings. On the one hand,
people and individuals strive for a more peaceful,
equal and democratic world; on the other hand,
their fellows prefer the use of weapons and the
more

method of war. The current international tensions
and conflicts raging over all continents, the
continuing inequalities, the mass and gross
violations of human rights, and the growing
economic, political, cultural and social relations
and interdependence, demonstrate a compelling
need for international understanding, peace,
human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Daily life shows us that people are unaware of
their fundamental rights, as well as of the full
enjoyment and protection of them. Apart from
that, people seem to be unaware of the basic
rights of others; students clearly recognise their
right to strike and to demonstrate; however, in
their excitement about carrying out this
demonstration, they seem to ignore the right of

The Universal Declaration of Human

Rights,
catalogue of human rights adopted in

legal aid, voter education and consumer
information, which would not immediately point

1948, affirms this in its Preamble: “... States shall

in the direction of human rights teaching, human
rights education programmes are set up in various
ways, whereby different teaching strategies and

the first

strive

by teaching and education to promote
respect for fundamental rights and freedoms...”
The African Charter on Human and People’s
Rights (ACH) lays down this task in the following
wording: "The promotion and protection of
morals and traditional values recognised by the
community shall be the duty of the State”.
International Conferences I ike the International

Congress on Education for Human Rights and
Democracy in Montreal (Canada) in March 1993,
which adopted the World Plan of Action On
Education for Human Rights and Democracy,
and the World Conference on Human Rights,
which took place in Vienna in June 1993, urge
governments, as well as individuals, families,

communities, educators, teaching unions, popular
movements,

political parties, parliamentarians,

national and international Non Governmental

Organisations (NGO’s), all multilateral and intergovernmental organisations, and the United
Nations to take up the task of human rights
education.
In spite of these beautiful words referring to
the task of all to teach each other and ourselves
on

the fundamental

and duties, and

number of African states adhere

instruments such

non-demonstrators not to be involved in the

and the ACH,

demonstration, or not to be tbe object of violence.

ensure

Awareness
A lack of human

rights awareness is not
something which is a typical feature of people
without any formal education, orof people living
in certain area’s. Research shows that all groups
of life, rich or poor, educated or not educated,

employed or not employed, urban or rural, male
or female, are ignorant of their rights and duties.
The major impediment to effective enjoyment,
promotion and protection of human rights is
ignorance of these rights. It is impossible to
defend human rights if they are unknovJn or not
fully known, and they cannot be known unless
taught or learnt. The lack of knowledge influences

principles of human rights
despite the fact that a growing

to

as

to

international

the International Covenants

thereby bound to respect and
right to human rights education, and
adopt legislative or other measures to give
the

effect

to them, the task seems to be more one of
individuals and NGO’s than of others. A lot has

education materials are used, and various groups
of people are targeted.
Before I focus on some approaches, principles
and

thoughts

on the provision of education for
rights, which can be used as a guidance in
education for human rights, 1 will attempt to
define the concept of human rights education.

human

Definition
To understand the

developments and needs in

this field, we must have
meant

a

clear notion of what is

by human rights education. The 1974

UNESCO

Recommendation

Concerning
Understanding,
Cooperation, Peace and Education Relating to
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
defines the concept as follows:
It implies the entire process of social life
hy means of which individuals and social
groups learn to develop consciously within
and for the benefit of the national and
international communities, the whole of
their personal capacities, attitudes,
aptitudes and knowledge. This process is
not limited to specific activities.
The concept of human rights education not
only encompasses education about human rights,
but education for human rights as well. The
former lies in the cognitive field, and implies a
transfer of knowledge about human rights norms
and principles to the learners; the latter
emphasises, apart from this, the learning of those
Education for International

been said on the importance of introducing human

skills, values and attitudes which will contribute

rights education, but the translation of these
words into genuine activities is not that obvious,
especially at the level of formal education. Only

to

a

few African governments seem to have
or seem to be in the process of

formulated

formulating, policies for the inclusion of this
subject as a part of the curricula of schools and
universities or as part of a non-formal education
programme.
It

has, therefore, been of tremendous

the ultimate

objectives of human rights
promotion, protection and full
enjoyment of human rights and fundamental
freedoms. The concept ofhuman rights education,
as used in this
paper, encompasses both cognitive
education; the

and affective aspects.

Universality and Indivisibility
on universality is still
going
on, the mainstream of human rights scholars and
While the debate

activists believe that human

rights are universal,
regardless of cultural forms and expressions
tho.se rights may take. This implies that human
rights and duties apply to every human being in

attitudes, behaviour and skills, and often

importance that an increasing number of regional

contributes

to the extreme misery, barbarity and
practices in our world. This is where the
challenge of and the need for human rights

and national NGO ’ s and institutions are dedicated

unfair

to

and democracy. While education for human rights

the

education arises.

may appear under such names as

provision of human rights education, the
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the

protection and promotion of human rights

legal education.

world, wherever he

or

she lives. In the
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universality of human rights should be recognised
in the

sense

that education should become

possible for every person in every comer of this
globe. While regarding and treating human rights
as universal, it is obvious that universal values
will be manifested in different forms in different

parts of the world, in different cultures
different nations, bearing in mind regional

and
and

local contexts, different social and ethno-cultural
features and local

strategies.

Indeed, it is extremely important that in human

rights education programmes, the legal, social,
cultural, political and economic environment of
the specific country or region should be taken
into account. The methods and content of teaching
must be

tied to social

practice, including the

political, legal, cultural and economic situations.
Furthermore, human rights do not only cover
civil and political rights, but economic, social
and cultural rights, people’s rights and duties as
well. They are indivisible, or as often has been
argued: “while some people only have bread and
others only have freedom, the perfect situation
will be where freedom and bread goes together”.
This has often been ignored: governments,
politicians, NGO’s, as well as the people
themselves tend to focus on one category of
rights, thereby minimising the role of human
rights as an indivisible entity. In the field of
education for human rights, more attention has
been paid to civil and political rights than to
economic, social, cultural rights and duties.
However, while education should make the
individual aware of his or her own rights, it
should at the same time instill respect for the
rights of others and emphasise the accompanying
duties. If a person learns human rights as
applicable to the assertion of his or her own
rights only, a quite ego-centric perception of
human rights is the result.
Dally Reality and Active Participation
While the content of the education programme
will be different for various target-groups, taking
into account their level of

understanding and

background, it can be safely stated
although teaching about human rights

educational
that

instruments, provisions and norms

seems

Human and

little incentive to learn about

them, education should be linked with the living

People’s Rights, far away in the

Gambia.

Thus, to keep in touch with the people, human
rights teaching should address and reflect their
priorities, ideas, problems and backgrounds. This
cannot be done, however, by staying within the
cognitive domain alone. It suggests not just
teaching human rights, or teaching about human
rights, it means teaching for human rights:
therefore entering the affective domain. The
concepts of peace, solidarity, friendship and
tolerance are not cognitive objectives, but
affective ones. Cognitive objectives can be
cognitively communicated in the sense of
classical teaching; affective objectives, however,
need apart from cognitive methods, some
affective communication strategies.' Actionbased, affective strategies are based on drawingout knowledge from learners, rather than
transferring knowledge to them. Such education
is a life-long process, which encompasses
disseminating essential information, adopting
and developing needed values, aptitudes and
attitudes, encouraging commitment and
responsibility, building up skills to recognise
day-to day problems and to react to or solve
them, while translating the acquired knowledge
into practice. Examples of those strategies include
discussions, case-studies, drama and role-plays.
Human rights education demonstrates the two
sides of participation: on the one hand, people
need to know their rights and duties to participate
effectively in modem society to become the
users, protectors and promoters of human rights,
on the other hand participation in the education
itself is imperative for successful results. People
need to actively take part in the education process,
thereby influencing the course and content of the
programme. Human rights education should not
be regarded as an outcome, but as a process: an
interactive, participatory method, of vital
importance for raising awareness and critical
consciousness of people who have been or are
oppressed. People should learn to see themselves
as subjects of this process.
Integrated and Inter-disciplinary
In

our

societies, the main target

is young people, who are that fortunate to attend
classes in primary, seconday or tertiairy

institutions. Education

can never start

too

early.

Furthermore, the school or college definitely has

capacity to fully and effectively develop an
understanding of the principles of human rights
and to shape attitudes and behaviour of young
the

obtain a birth-certificate fortheirchildren than to

Commission

and other institutions, education programmes

about what is happening
them. Rural

women

in the world surrounding

would rather find out how to

learn about the work of the African
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logically focus

on

teacher training.

However, referring to the above mentioned
difference between the affective and cognitive
part of education, the former is difficult to achieve
in the classroom alone. This automatically leads
us

to

the idea of

teaching and learning in

a

community, outside the class-room.
Human rights education must begin in schools,
colleges and universities, but must also reach
adults, families and people who are not involved

broader

in formal

education-programmes. This is
particularly important in situations of droughts
and economic hardships, which in developing
countries often lead to extremely high numbers
of drop-outs of the schooling-system. This
approach to human rights education is called the
integrated approach which argues that all stages
and all types of education should be covered. In
attention is paid to
reaching the grass-roots,
concept of train-the-trainers. because

this context, more and more
the role of NGO’s in
and the

teachers and educators, whether in the formal or

extremely large
in a short period through the
so-called multi-plier effect.
Related to the principle of indivisible human
rights is the inter-disciplinary approach to human
rights education which emphasises that formal
non-formal sectors, can reach
numbers of people

and non-formal education should cover all aspects

of human

rights, whether cultural, historical,

economic, political, social or legal. Human rights
proper concern for everyone and do not
belong to one particular discipline or profession,
simply because human rights are not dealing
with legal or political aspects only. The curricula
are a

of schools, for

example, offer a wide and varied

range ofopportunities for teaching human rights:

history, social studies, literature and languages,
science, mathematics, arts, music and civics.
While in colleges and universities the various
faculties and departments, whether law, politics,
humanities, social studies, science, medicines or
all provide opportunities for the
implementation of a special course in human
rights, it does not mean that aspects of other
disciplines should not be covered and analysed.

arts

Obstacles and Problems

for education

people in accordance with them. As the
implementation of human rights education in the
curricula of teachers colleges will stimulate the
provision of human rights education in schools

circumstances ofthe people and their knowledge

should

Approaches

should be

education process, teaching should
not only emphasise theoretical norms and
principles. Learning should go hand in hand with
the practical exercise of rights and duties in daily
life and the needs and wants of the people. As
some issues are so remote from people’s everyday
part of the

life that there

on

On the road to an effective and efficient education

programme for human rights,
and problems could be met. I
on

various obstacles
will briefly touch

these.

rights promotion and protection has
impulse and development
since the second half of the 20th century only. A
lack of knowledge and research on human rights,
and the continuing changing nature of the field
itself, contribute to confusion on the concept of
human rights. If one mentions the words ‘human
rights’, people are inclined to think about civil
and political rights only. Repression, abu.se of
Human

seen a

tremendous
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power

by the government, one-party systems

and conflicts with the government are issues

which immediately come in mind. Social,
economic,cultural, and people’s rights and duties

neglected group of human rights, not only
by the people in general, but by international and
national organisations and institutions which are
concerned with human rights as well.
are a

Furthermore,
unaware

most governments seem to be
of other than economic aspects of

development, thereby excluding the social, legal
and human aspects. On the contrary, human
rights education is closely linked to development,
and even contributes to development as a means
of developing the human qualities and
creating
the conditions which will enable people to live
peacefully together in a world of closely

interrelated nations. In accordance with
international

obligations, laid down in

international documents, African States and

Governments should encourage and even take
part in the provision of human rights education.
Some African governments which, especially

since

Independence, are fervent adherents of
education, show antipathy toward human rights
and have become

Human

suspicious of human rights

rights education is vital for raising awareness and critical consciousness

activists and educators. Concern with human

rights has been equated with pol itical engagement
and support to opposition parties. As the main
task of governments is staying in power, this
cannot go together with activities of human
rights groups. This attitude results and has resulted
in non-cooperation, harassment of
organisers,
educators as well as participants, and even
prevention of carrying out activities by
organisations or institutions working in the field
of human
From

rights.

conceptual and governmental barriers

we move to

faced in the

certain obstacles which

course

are

often

of an education programme:

unmanageable ambitious programmes, starting
overnight without preliminary research or pilotstudies, lack of experience, no networking with
organisations or institutions, lack of
specialised training for educators in the field of
other

human

rights, lack of appropriate measures and
methodologies in education policies, poor
administration and planning, top-down-approach
in stead of down-top, low participation rate of
target-groups, and no patience for awaiting the
results.
A

relating problem confronting institutions
and organisations in this field seems to be tbe
shortage of funds available for human rights
teaching. As a con.sequence they find it difficult
to broaden the numberof qualified.staff-members,
to translate all materials in local
languages, to
distribute materials to target-groups especially
in rural area’s, to meet them on a regular basis, as
well as to make use of other
complementary
Sapem October. 1994

resources

such

as

computers, copy-machines

and relevant international documentation.
In
are

developing countries whose

governments

concerned with human

rights and where
people are not prevented from participation in
human rights meetings or from bringing their
acquired knowledge into daily action, the
obstacles to human rights teaching and awareness,
faced by target-groups, would appear to be more
technical; for example, a lack of financial
resources, the problems of far distances and high
costs of legal services, and
poor transport and
communication facilities. In order to

participate

in human

rights education programmes and to
use of the acquired
knowledge and
skills, it is necessary for people to have certain
resources, such as money, transport and time.
Because of the economic policies and the
droughts, thousands of people have found it
difficult to make ends meet. The strongest bar to
their participation is poverty.
Tightly connected to such problem is that of
illiteracy which continues to be a tremendous
problem in Africa despite all good efforts.
Illiterate people do not have access to printed
make actual

information, and, therefore, lack

one

of the most

important tools for acquiring human rights
They are not only illiterate in the
literal sense of the word, they are also illiterate in
the broader sense that they do not have
proper
access to the protection and
promotion of their
human rights, or to social, economic and
political
participation and development. The use of posters.
awareness.

drawings, drama and

songs

education programmes
in such situations.

tend to be very effective

in human rights

Last, but

definitely not least, people’s cultural
society seem to form a major
factor in the low human rights awareness and
practice in Southern Africa. Certain rights touch
on some
deeply embedded, traditional and
cultural beliefs about tbe nature of
marriage, the
question of rights and duties of wives and
hu.sbands and the notion of full equality between
attitudes to life and

and men. Not only men, but also women
reject those rights and duties, which cannot be
accepted according to the beliefs and practices
which are already known and followed for
generations.
Education For Human Rights in Southern
women

Africa

Although, it is in the non-fonnal

sector that the
innovative schemes in human rights
education have emerged in recent years, at present
most

no

clear and

comprehensive overview of the

human rights education and information facilities,

problems and needs in the region exists.

Notwithstanding the call of the international
community for research in this area, there is
virtually no systematic evaluation of activities
relating to education for human rights, nowadays.'
What do we mean by human rights, human
rights education and human rights awareness?
Are human rights truely universal? Does
something like an African concept of human

rights exist?
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organisations, institutions and
government departments are involved in the
provision of education for human rights in
Which

Southern Africa? Which target-groups are

by the existing programmes, what is
which strategies are

addressed

the content of the education,

applied, what materials are used, what
effect of all this on the target-groups

is the

and what

impede human rights awareness? It

obstacles

interesting to know what
people who are or are not targeted in those
would also be very

programmes, think about the education, materials
and strategies. Are they useful and informative?

they like to see other, more or different
programmes?
Do those organisations and institutions which
are involved in human rights education
programmes, actually network? Networking in

Would

the
a

sense

that each organisation or institution has

clear idea about the work

the others have been

doing, are doing and intend to do? Regular
exchange of experiences, ideas, opinions,
problems and of course materials such as

pamphlets, handbooks, posters and

video’s are

important aspects of networking.
This kind of field-research has hardly been

general objective of the study is to
determine the extent to which human rights
education is incorporated into the system of
formal and non-formal education as well as the
actual impact of the existing education
programmes on the different target-groups. The
srudt intends to encourage positive action for the
provision of human rights education and to
increase the awareness of all educators in all
sectors and at all levels of the benefits of
The

cooperation and coordination through networking, which will lead to the effective
enjoyment, promotion and protection of human
rights in Southern Africa. Not only will the
research contribute to an understanding of the

problems, obstacles and needs in this area, but it
will also enable measures to be taken with a view
to carrying out human rights education

educational activities is

particularly difficult,

usually confined to general and
quantitative assessments.
However, to acquire knowledge about the
education which has already been provided for,
about the problems faced, and the effects of
those programmes, assists to find ways to develop
and strengthen education for human rights. Thus,
to initiate, expand and improve human rights
education on the national and local levels, more
and, therefore,

questions need to be answered and more research
needs to be done, especially in a multidisciplinary
perspective, taking into account legal, social,
cultural, historical, economic and political
aspects. Practical, multi-disciplinary research,
which is responsive to the needs and desires of
the people and society, could guide us in the right
way forward.

quantitative and qualitative
state of human rights education in the region of
Southern Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe have been chosen for
case-studies in this research-project. As research
on the provision of non-formal education for
human rights in Zimbabwe has already started in
June 1993, only research on the formal education
for human rights in this country is included in the
current project. The project was launched early
February 1994 and will be carried out by 5
To determine the

researchers based in the

period of three years.

target-countries over a

education, specialised training for professional

categories.
See Vandenberg, in The Teaching of Human
Rights, Proceedings of the Conference held by
the Human Rights Commission and UNESCO,
Adelaide / Canberra: Australian Government
Publishing Service, 1983, p. 28.
See p. 3.
See V.indenberg, op. cit., note 3, p. 63.
For human rights teaching guides for formal
and non-formal settings, see: G.B. Kutukdjian,
Human Rights Teaching, Vol. V, Paris:
Unesco, 1986; J.P. Martin, Human Rights Education for What?, in Human Rights Quar-

Hopkins University

Press, 1987; R. Pettman,

Teachingfor Human

organs thereof), policy-makers, researchers and
activists who are (plan to be or could be) involved

provision of human rights knowledge to
people will be the main beneficiaries of this
research project, in the sense that seminars and

in the
the

possibilities will be made available to

attitudes

outside thesecurricula, i.e. out-of-school, adult

terly, Vol. 9, No. 3, John

limited to

financial and time

formal way

organisations and institutions (or

of (donor)

constraints. As human

rights education is not
knowledge, but involves values and
as well, the evaluation of these

a

schools, colleges,

programmes more effectively. The whole system

workshops on regional and national levels will
be organised to open up dialogue and establish
linkages with them, as well as that consultancy

carried out, mostly because of

within the curricula of
universities, teacher training institutions etc., or in a non-formal way

vided in

assist

them with education programmes.

Conclusion

rights education is closely linked to the
realisation of human rights. It is a prerequisite
Human

for the effective implementation of human rights
norms

and standards. A mere

transfer of

knowledge on human rights would,

however,

automatically
lead to a more tolerant and peaceful world. Some
further ingredients are needed for that: thorough
planning and preliminary research in human
rights education programmes, networking
between organisations and institutions, interdisciplinary collaboration, integrated action and

not serve

active

its aims, and would not

pedagogic methods which permit

participation directly linked with daily practice
and néeds. Human rights education should further
be placed against the legal, social, cultural,
economic, historical and political backgrounds
of the country.
To conclude, human

rights education is
planting the seeds of a more just, open and
tolerant world: it is one of the factors in the longterm

process

of transforming particular ways of

thinking, attitudes and behaviour. To initiate,
expand and improve human rights education in

2000, the abovementioned necessary ingredients need to be fully

Rights: Activities for Schools, the Human
Rights Commission, 1984; Some Suggestions
on Teaching about Human Rights, Paris;
UNESCO, 2nd ed., 1978; B. Telin, Learning
to Live in Security: Swedish Pilot Project on
Peace. Disarmament, Security and Development, UNESCO, Paris, 1991; J.L. Tucker, R.
Lichter King, S.A. Carter, Teaching International Human Rights: a Selection ofLessons,
US National Commission for UNESCO,
Florida International University, Miami, 1983;
UNESCO, Seeds For Peace: The Role OfPreSchool Education in International U nderstanding and Education for Peace, ED-85AVS/11,
Paris, 1985; and P. Weil, The Art ofLiving in
Peace: Towards a New Peace Consciousness,
UNESCO, Paris, 1990.
See up.

d'Engelbronner - Kolff, the
and Underdevelopment
in Human Rights Awareness, in P. Nherere
and F.M. d’Engelbronner - Kolff (eds), the
Institutionalisation of Human Rights in Africa, Oslo: Nordic Human Rights Publica-

See also, F.M.

Problems of Illiteracy

tions, 1993, pp. 153 - 159.
See however, the research carried out by C.T.

Nziramasanga and G. Jaji. Report on the Pro-

of Education for International Linderstanding, Cooperation and Peace in Zimhabwe, Harare: UNESCO Office Harare, 1992,
vision

by M. Gallagher, Becoming Aware: Hurights and the family - a Study based on
Four Communication Campaigns, Paris:
and

man

UNESCO, 1985.a

Southern Africa in the year

explored.
‘
Art. 17(1) and (3) of the African Charter on
Human and People’s Rights.
^
Education for human rights can either be pro¬

Marina d'ENGELBRONNER-KLOFF is a Research Fel low

in the SARIPS Governance
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recently launched Education for Human Rights Project.
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responsible for the Human Rights and
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NEWSLETTER

S
Compiled by Thomas Deve

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000: ISSUES ON
THE POST-COLONIAU STATE; DEMOCRACY AND
HUMAN RIGHTS; PEACE AND SECURITY; AND
REGIONAU COOPERATION

Marie Jose Arthur: Gender,

Sexuality and Nationalism in Mozambique
Masipula Sithole: The National Question, Ethnicity and the State
in Zimbabwe
Brian Raftopoulos: Discussant
Guy Mhone: Discussant
Herbert Vilakazi: Discussant

SAPES TRUST/ANNUAU

COULOQUIUM
In our September issue of SAPEM, we did announce that we
will disseminate more information on the proceedings of the
annual colloquium which was held from 25—30 September
1994. Instead of publishing the full report, we will publish a
series of selected papers from the colloquium and in this
month’s edition of SAPEM, we would like to celebrate

our

7th

anniversary by launching our colloquium series of papers
beginning with Ibbo Mandaza’s key concept paper on the
research project the National Question, Ethnicity and the State.
The other two papers by Catherine Odora and Marina
d’Engelbronner-Kolff also serve the purpose of announcing
some of the new projects SARIPS is
embarking on.
Below is the full programme of the colloquium and the list of
participants.

THIRD SESSION
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000: THE GLOBAL
CONTEXT
Horace

Campbell: Southern African in the Global Context

Paul Goodison:

Europe and Southern African Policies: Issues of

Trade and Aid
Abdul Alkalimat: African-American Politics and Southern Africa

Tobias

Mapuranga: Africa in the Global Context: An OAU
Perspective
Haroub Othman: Discussant

Donald Chimanikire: Discussant
DISCUSSION

TUESDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER, 1994
FOURTH SESSION
THE STATE AND DEMOCRACY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA:

PRESENTATION OF COUNTRY RESEARCH REPORTS
CHAIRPERSON:

SUNDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER, 1994

Democracy in Botswana
Democracy in Le.sotho
Jonathan Kaunda: The State and Democracy in Malawi
Henning Melber: The State and Democracy in Namibia
Blade Nzimande: The State and Democracy in South Africa
Sehoia Santho: The State and

Official

Opening: Dinner and Cultural Evening
Welcoming Addresss:
Dr Ibbo Mandaza, Executive Director, SARIPS

Opening Address:
His Excellency The Vice President of the Republic of Zimbabwe,
Dr Joshua Nkomo (Paper read by Dr Nathan Shamuyarira, Hon.
Minister of Foreign Affairs)
Vote of Thanks:

Ibbo Mandaza

Patrick Molutsi: The State and

FOURTH SESSION CONTINUED
Gilbert Mudenda The State and Democracy in Zambia
Lloyd Sachikonye: The State and Democracy in Zimbabwe
Isabel Casimiro: Discussant

Dr Gilbert Mudenda (Trustee)

Sipho Bulhelezi: Discussant
FIFTH SESSION

MONDAY 26TH SEPTEMBER, 1994
FIRST SESSION

Structural

THE NATIONAL QUESTION, ETHNICITY AND THE
STATE: AN OVERVIEW

NEW PROJECTS

CHAIRPERSON: Patrick Ncube

CHAIRPERSON: Blade Nzimande

Keynote Address & Overview
Ibbo Mandaza (Convenor): The National Question,

Adjustment in Africa: Which Way Forward?

Ethnicity and the State:

An Overview

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja: Discussant

Guy Mhone:
Structural Adjustment: An Overview
Allast Mwanza:
Structural Adjustment in Africa: Which Way Forward?
Ibrahim Shao: Structural Adjustment in East Africa
Stanley Mahlahla: Di.scussant

DISCUSSION

SECOND SESSION the national

question, ETHNICITY and the

state:

WEDNESDAY 28TH

SEPTEMBER, 1994

country perspectives and focus on issues of class, race and gender
CHAIRPERSON: Blade Nzimande

SIXTH SESSION

Patricia McFadden: Gender, Class and

CHAIRPERSON: Ibbo Mandaza

Ethnicity in Southern

Africa: An Overview

Lebona Mosia:

Yunus Carrim: The National Question.
South Africa
Owen Sichone: The National

1. PEACE AND SECURITY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Ethnicity and the State in

Question. Ethnicity and the State in Zambia

Wiseman Chirwa:The National Question. Ethnicity and the State in Malawi
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Peace and

Security in Southern Africa: An Overview

Winnie Wanzala:

Gender

Perspectives

on

Peace and Security in Southern Africa

Thomas Ohlson:
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Dejen Abate:
(Convenor)lnformation for Development, Democracy and
Security

a Common Security in Southern Africa
Campbell: Discussant

Towards

Horace

DISCUSS

D’Engelbronner-Kolff

Marina

SEVENTH SESSION
2. REGIONAL C(X)PERAT10N IN

(Convenor):

SOUTHERN AFRICA

CHAIRPERSON:

Education for Human

Kaire Mbuende

Thomas Deve:

History of the National Liberation Struggle

Patrick Ncube:

Implications of the Entry of South Africa (already in SACU)
Integrated Sub-regional Groups, the SADC & the PTA
Sam Moyo:
Regional Cooperation in Agriculture and Natural Resources
Tiya Maluwa:
The Refugee Problem & the Quest for Peace & Security in

in

Southern Africa
Max Sisulu: Discussant
ECA

Programme: From Research to Policy
Derges: Discussant

The SARIPS
Anne

DIVISIONS PROGRAMMES

Chairperson: Patricia McFadden (Head): Gender

Relations Division

Regional Book
ii. Training in Gender Theories, Methodology, and Conceptualisation
iii. Prioritisation of Research Theme Chairperson:
i. The

ii. The Role of the State in the Econom

DISCUSSION

iii. Debt and Structural

EIGHTH SESSION

SOUTHERN AFRICA: A
OF THE ADB REPORT AND THE PTA/SADC

3. ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IN
STUDY

Guy Mhone: Harmonisation of Regional and National
Development Policy Agendas within the SADC and PTA
Bertil Oden:
The Role of Trade and Aid on Southern

Adjustment Programmes in Southern Africa

iv. Donor Aid in Southern Africa

Chairperson:Ibbo Mandaza (Head): International Relations Division
i. Peace and Security in Southern Africa
ii. Southern Africa in the Global

CHAIRPERSON: Bingu wa Mutharika

African Economic Integration

Prospects for and Implications of Economic Integration in
Manufacturing
Chinyamata Chipeta:
Implications of National Macroeconomic Policy Regimes for
Economic Integration
Ibbo Mandaza:

Integration in Southern Africa: An Overview
Ostergaad: Discussant

Economic

Context

Regional Cooperation in Southern Africa
Chairperson:
Catherine Odora (Coordinator) Public Policy Dialogue Series
iii.

Division
i.

Daniel Ndlela:

Tom

Catherine Odora:

Guy Mhone (Head): Economic Policy Division
i. Economic Integration In Southern Africa

participant: Discussant

Gilbert Mudenda: Discussant

REVIEW

Rights

Designing General Framework

ii. Discussion of Plan of Action

Chairperson: Patrick Molutsi: Governance Division
i. The National Question, Ethnicity and The State in Southern Africa
ii. Social Movements in Southern Africa

History of the National Liberation Struggle in Southern Africa
Development, Democracy and Security
V. Education for Human Rights in Southern Africa
vi. The State and Democracy in Southern Africa
iii. The

iv. Information for

END OF

COLLOQUIUM

THURSDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER, 1994

COLLOQUIUM 1994 PARTICIPANTS LIST
SOUTHERN AFRICA

NINTH SESSION

OPEN PRESENTATIONS

CHAIRPERSON: Andreas Rukobo

working in Areas
Works/Proposals

Selected Scholars
Present Own

on

Southern Africa to

COUNTRY

INSTITUTION

Botswana

Patrick Molutsi

Botswana

Jonathan Kaunda

Botswana

Bilateral Trade Relations

Mike Mothobi

Botswana

(SARIPS/SAPES GRANTEE)
Nathan Byamukama:
The Role of Foreign Observers in African Elections: Negation

I.ebohang Letsie-Taole

Botswana

Mohammed Abucar

Botswana

University of Botswana
University of Botswana
University of Botswana
Univetsity of Botswana
University of Botswana
University of Botswana

Jones

Nyamupachitu:

Botswana-Zimbabwe Trade:

Cooperation and Conflicts in

Kaire Mbuende

Namibia

SADC Secretariat

Sehoia Santho

Lesotho

Matbokoa Mamashela

Lesotho

Wycliffe Chilowa
Chinyamata Chipeta

Malawi

Chatonda Mhone

Malawi

Wiseman Chirwa

Malawi

University of Lesotho
University of Cape Town
Chancellor University
Chancellor University
Export Promotion Council
Chancellor University

Bingu wa Mutharika
Tiyanjana Maluwa

Malawi

PTA Secretariat

Malawi

University of Cape Town

Richard Mkandawire

Zambia

Commonwealth Secretariat

Isabel Casimiro

(CEA) Eduardo Mondlane

Maria Jo.se Arthur

Mozambique
Mozambique
Mozambique

Henning Melber

Namibia

NEPRU

Winnie Wanzala

Namibia

University of Namibia

TENTH SESSION

Carrie Marais

Namibia

UNESCO

SARIPS PROGRAMME OF ACTION:

Lebona Mosia

South Africa

South Africa Institute

Yunus Carrim

South Africa

South African Parliament

Blade Nzimande

South Africa

South African Parliament

Mpume Sikhosana

South Africa

South African Parliament

or

Promotion of

(SARIPS/SAPES GRANTEE)
Democracy? The Ca.se of Zambia
Garikai Tuso: The Effect of Devaluation on the Current
Account. Overall BOP and level of income
(MSc GRADUAND) in Zimbabwe
AAPS PUBLIC FORUM
THE NATIONAL

QUESTION, ETHNICITY AND

THE STATE

CHAIRPERSON: Lloyd Sachikonye

Eugenio Macamo

Speakers: A Panel

FRIDAY, 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1994

NEW PROJECTS

CHAIRPERSON: Ibbo Mandaza
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NAME
Onallena Selolwane

REPORT BACK

Malawi

Eduardo Mondlane

(DEMEG)
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[T

Max Sisulu

South Africa

South African Parliament

Patrick Ncube

South Africa

Donsi Consultants

Ibbo Mandaza

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Sipho Buthelezi

South Africa

University of Fort Hare

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Alfred

South Africa

University of Fort Hare

Joyce Kazembe
Guy Mhone

Malawi

SARIPS

Patricia McFadden

Swaziland

SARIPS

Cathrine Odora

Uganda

SARIPS

Thomas Deve

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Fernando Andre

Mozambique

SARIPS

Anne

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Richard Kamidza

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Maurice Mutowo

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Mqota

SARIPS REGIONAL OFFICE

Mosebjane Malatsi

South Africa

Elinor Sisulu

South Africa

Herbert Vilakazi

South Africa

Cheryl Hendricks

South Africa

Nomcebo Manzini

Swaziland

Gilbert Mudenda

Zambia

Allast Mwanza

Zambia

Policy
University of Zululand
University of Columbia
Women’s Action Group
G M Consultancy
University of Zambia

Felicia Sakala

Zambia

YWCA

Christine Nga'mbi
Maurice Lundu

Zambia

Nat. Women’s Lobby Grp
Copperbelt University

GENDER BI-ENNIAL CONFERENCE

Zambia

Patricia McFadden

Swaziland

Owen Sichone

Zambia

Univ. of Witwatersrand

Nomcebo Manzini

Swaziland

Women’s Action

Tobias

Zambia

Women’s

Instit. of Econ.

Derges

SARIPS

Group
Lobby Group

Mapuranga
Nathan Shamuyarira
Masipula Sithole

Zimbabwe

Org. of African Unity

Christine Y

Zimbabwe

Govt, of Zimbabwe

Kwanele Ona Jirira

Zimbabwe

IDS Univer.of Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe

Univ. of Zimbabwe

Brian

Zimbabwe

IDS Univer. of Zimbabwe

Strike Mnkandla

Zimbabwe

UN Environ.

Esi Honono

Zimbabwe

Louis Masuko

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Su.san Wilkinson

Zimbabwe

UNIFEM

Sam

Moyo

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Felicia Sakala

Zambia

YWCA

Andreas Rukobo

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Lebohang Letsie-Taole

Botswana

Naomi Wekwete

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Jean Kamau

Kenya

University of Botswana
FIBA -Kenya

Benson Zwizwai

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

WILDAF

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Everjoice Win
Flora Vengesa

Zimbabwe

Pandi Mutuma

Zimbabwe

World Univ.Service

Brian

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Maria Jose Arthur

Mozambique

Univ.Eduardo Mondlane

Donald Chimanikire

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Ruth Meena

Tanzania

Univ. of Dar

Lloyd Sachikonye

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

OXFAM UK

Kwanele Ona Jirira

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Pushpanath Krishnamurthy Zimbabwe
Hepsy Kzalew

Mangosuthu Halimana

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Samuel Chisara

Zimbabwe

ZIS

Arnold Sibanda

Zimbabwe

IDS Univ. of Zimbabwe

Diane

Zimbabwe

Fed. of Red Cross

Garikayi Tuso
Reginald Gwara
Roger Buckland

Zimbabwe

Richard Mkandawire

Malawi

Commonwealth Secretariat

Zimbabwe

Darci Ahl

Zimbabwe

Fambidzanai

Zimbabwe

University of Zimbabwe
SADC Food Security
SADC Food Scurity

Monica Clear

Zimbabwe

Indvidual Member

Thoko Matshe

Zimbabwe

HIVOS

Mothokoa Mamashela

Lesotho

Univ. of Cape

Lewis

Machipisa
Wilfred Durango

Zimbabwe

IPS

Memory Matondo-Gwede

Zimbabwe

Dana’s

Zimbabwe

Herald

Isabel Casimiro

Mozambique

Univ.Eduardo Mondlane

S. Tarumbiswa

Zimbabwe

IRI

Joy Kimemiph

Zimbabwe

UNICEF

K, Chinoza

Zimbabwe

Naomi Wekwete

Ebrahim Jassat

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe

WASN

Esi Honono

Zimbabwe

Guy Mhone

Malawi

SARIPS

Kate Ramushu

Zimbabwe

Ranche House

Cathrine Odora

Uganda

SARIPS

Tambudzai Kahari

Zimbabwe

Women’s Action

Zaire

AAPS

Zimbabwe

WIBD Network

Raftopolous

Prog.Kenya

Lutheran World Federation

EAST AND CENTRAL AFRICA

Ngambi

Raftopolous

Lindsey

Priscilla Misihairibwi

es

Salaam

Training Cent.

Town
Projects

IDS Univ.of Zimbabwe

College

Dejen Abate

Ethiopia

UN

Ibrahim Shao

Tanzania

IDS Univer.of Dar

Haroub Othman

Tanzania

IDS Univer.of Dar

Georges Nzongola
Nyepudzai Nyangulu

Ruth Meena

Tanzania

Univer. of Dar

Winnie Wanzala

Uganda

Univ. of Nambia

Georges Nzongola

Zaire

AAPS Zimbabwe

Barbara Tutani

Zimbabwe

Council of

Nathan

Uganda
Kenya

SAPES

Manwa Haretsebe

Zimbabwe

Univ. of Zimbabwe

Makini

Jamaica

Syracuse Univ.

Byamukama

John Okumu

Moi

Library Geneva

University

Roy-Campbell

Group

Negro Worn.

Patricia Harte

Zimbabwe

Individual Member

Shilet Gutu

Zimbabwe

ZCTU

Inst, of Intern. Affairs

Eunice

Zimbabwe

Musasa

Nigeria High Commission
News Agency of Nigeria
Univer. of Niamey

Thoko Matshe

Zimbabwe

HIVOS

Sylvia Fundira

Zimbabwe

Individual Member

Elizabeth Gwaunza

Zimbabwe

WILSA

Amanda Hammar

Zimbabwe

Individual Member

EUROPE, AMERICAS AND THE CARRIBEAN

Lena Mortensen

Zimbabwe

Streets Ahead

Paul Goodison

UK

European Reseach Office

SARIPS

Sweden

Inst, of African Studies

Joyce Kazembe
Toya Reed

Zimbabwe

Bertil Oden

Zimbabwe

Thomas Ohlson

Sweden

Elinor Sisulu

South Africa

Abdul Alkalimat

USA

Marina

Netherlands

WEST AFRICA
Adekunie
Abdu

Ajala
Zango

Adamu Mallam
Tankoano Amadou

Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Niger

Karl Larsson

Sweden

Ronnas Cars

Sweden

Kristin

Norway

Uppsala University
21st Century Books
University of Zimbabwe
Syracus/SAPESProgramme
Swedish Embassy
Swedish Embassy
Swedish Embassy
Norwegian Embassy

K.

UK

OXFAM

Horace

d’Englebronner
Campbell

Jan Olsson

Langsholt
Pushpanath

Jamaica

Sweden

Njovana

Whitney Beel

Zimbabwe

SAPES/Syracuse Cent.
Instit. of Econ.Policy
Musasa Project

La Feme Clarke

Zimbabwe

Individual Member

IDRC INFORMATION PROJECT WORKSHOP
Thomas Deve

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Edmund Chawira

Zimbabwe

ZIMTRADE

Fernando Andre

Mozambique

SARIPS

Anne

Zimbabwe

SARIPS

Copperbelt University
SADC Food Security

Derges

Jan Vossen

HIVOS

Maurice Lundu

2^mbia

Daniel

IFRA

Reginald Mugwara

Zimbabwe

Compagnon
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Strengthening Civil Society: human rights initiatives in

PAN AFRICAN COLLOQUIUM

Zimbabwe and Botswana, by Ann-Belinda Steen. Copenhagen,
Educational Innovation in Postcolonial Africa.
12—15 December, University
South Africa
In the

era

of Cape Town,

of the so-called New World Order, there is need to

post-colonial education in Africa,
particularly non-governmental initiatives. The importance of
these initiatives, lie in their potential among other things, to
help generate a Pan African consciousness from below. To this
end, the convenors hope to attract both more established
educationists and social scientists, as well as younger academics

draw

a

balance sheet of

and educational activists.

Papers will focus on
*

Education in relation to

*

Literacy programmes

production

process

*

Democratisation of education

*

Education Research and educational

*

Language in education

*

Education, science and technology

*

The education crisis

education in

policy

(i.e. the political
post-colonial Africa)

*

Women and Education

*

Education for rural and community

For further details contact PRAESA,

economy on

development
Faculty of Education,

University of Cape Town, P. Bag Rondesbosch 7700, South
Africa.

Rights, 1993 (04.02.01)
higher education in Africa: a report to the
Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation, by Trevor
Coombe. London, Institute of Education, 1991 (06.03.06)
Survival Strategies in African University: new technologies
in the service of information. Proceedings from a workshop.
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 2-5 August 1993
A People’s Voice: Black South African Writing in the
Twentieth Century, by Piniel Shava. London, Zed, 1989
(05.05.03)
Vehicle for Growth. Seminar organised by Dataworld (Pvt)
Ltd, Harare, 11 July 1994(05.02.03)
Labour Relations in Southern Africa. Proceedings of a
Conference, edited by E Kalula. Johannesburg, Friedrich Ebert
Stiftung, 1994 (75.06.00). Available for Review
Joint Committee on Commercial State-sponsored bodies.
First Report. Dublin, Government Publications,(05.05.05)
The Search for Global Order: the problems of sunival,
edited by Hans d’Orville. New York, Interaction Council, 1993
(01.02.01)
International Trade and the Transfer of Environmental
Costs and Benefits, by Hiro Lee and David Roland-Holst.
Danish Centre for Human
A Consultation

on

Paris, OECD, 1993

(16.03.04)
Tel.: 27(21) 650 4013/3589
Fax: 27(21) 650 3489

Economic Instruments in environmental policy: lessonsfrom
the OECD

experience and their relevance to developing

economies, by Jean-Philippe Barde.
NEWS FROM THE LDC

Trade Liberalization and Employment Linkages in the Pacific

Acquisitions
(The Numbers indicate the location numbers of the materials)
Crime and its effects on National Development. Seminar
held by Ranche House College and the Zimbabwe Republic
Police, Harare, 8-11 February 1994 02.04.02
Recent

Global Coalition for Africa. Documents on Development,

Democracy and Debt. Washington DC, Global

Coalition for

Africa, 1992 (07.05.02)

Basin, by Hiro Lee and

David Roland-Holst. Paris, OECD,

1994 (09.05.07)
Kenana:

a

large-scale sugar project in the Sudan: an
by Yousif Taha Gumaa. Addis Ababa,

economic evaluation,

OSSREA, 1993 (07.01.02)
Structural Adjustment, the

Psychological Contract and

discretionary cooperation of labour, by J C Munene.

Addis

Ababa, OSSREA, 1994

Private solutions to publicproblems: the Chilean e.xperience,

edited by Christian Larroulet. Santiago
Libertad y Desarrollo, 1993 (Chile)
Common

Paris, OECD, 1994.

(16.04.01)

de Chile, Institute

Responsibility in the 1990s/Gemeinsame

Verantwortung in den 90erJahren: the Stockholm Initiative on

and Governance - the Charter of the United
Stiftung Entwicklung und Frieden, 1991. Text
in German and English. (01.02.07)
Global Coalition for Africa. 1993 Annual Report. Washington.

(03.02.01)
The Development Trap: militarization, environmental
degradation and poverty and prospects ofmilitary conversion,
by Nadir Abdel Latif Mohammed. Addis Ababa, OSSREA,
1994. (01.02.01)

Global Security

Nations. Bonn,

The Coalition,

Japanese studies on Southern Africa, by Koji Hayashi.
[T oky o], Institute of Developing Economies, 1993 (Sthn Africa)

informal sector in five Asian and

edited by Lawrence Chickering and
Mohamed Salahdine. San Erancisco, International Center for
Economic Growth, 1991 (08.02.02)

Near Eastern countries,

Strategy and Tactics of Pan Africanism, by
Dar es Salaam, Thackers, [1994] (05.03.07)
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proudly

announces

the appointment of two new

Research Fellows Marinad’Engelbronner-Kolff and Catherine

1993 (Ann Rep)

The Silent Revolution: the

NEW APPOINTMENTS

SARIPS

Karrim Essack.

the SAFES
regional head office in Harare. They will respectively
coordinate the Education for Human Rights in Southern
Africa project and the Social and Public Policy Dialogue
Series. An outline of the issues they will be involved in has
Alum Odora who have now taken their posts at

Trust

been covered in this issue of

SAPEM under the columns

SAFES Research, and Social and

Public Policy Dialogue

Series.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GROUP
WHY WE NEED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION:
There is an old

saying: “One man’s meat is another man’s poison’’. The same is said with AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. For
many Zimbabweans affirmative action or indigenisation is an advance to a better and more prosperous life, a long overdue
opportunity to come into their own and start enjoying the good things our country has to offer. For others, particularly
those enjoying comfortable lives, it might signify a new form of discrimination and
injustice, a vengeful form of juggling
with racial quotas so as to threaten their security and livelihoods.

PhilUp Chiyangwa,
Presuient, AAG

OUR POSITION:
We visualise this

false conclusion. Affirmative Action, if well
handled and co-ordinated will help bind the nation together and produce
as a

benefits for everyone
distribute resentment,

concerned. If badly managed, it will merely redamage the economy and destroy social peace

which all Zimbabweans have worked hard
undertaken at all, it will

destroy the

peace

to

obtain and maintain. If not

and ability

we

currently enjoy

and divide the nation.

proportionate to the ends to be achieved. When ordering school
desegregation, the American Supreme Court used the phrase “all deliberate
speed”. The rapidity of transformation will be influenced by normal hiring
and firing practice, average rates of staff turnover,
genuine needs of
rationalisation and legitimate interests of productivity. These factors
cannot however be used to block affirmative action. Search and
capacity
building must go on all the time. A vague sense of social responsibility is
not enough. The whole
enterprise must seriously commit itself to

The question is not whether or not to have affirmative action but to
implement it in an effective and meaningful way. The issue is how best to

transformation.

handle affirmative action and

and accountable to

ensure

that it is conducted in

a

principled

manner.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

to us means taking special measures to
people and women and other groups who have been
unfairly discriminated against in the past, would have real chances in life.
In particular, it signifies a concerted effort to enable them to overcome the
obstacles that have been put in their way, to develop their capabilities to
the fullest and receive appropriate rewards for their efforts.
We reject the idea of affirmative action being meat for some and poison
for others. Our approach is that what is
good for the majority can and
should be good for the minority depending on the involvement of both in
this process. The whole country, the rich and poor, black and white, want
peace, prosperity, progress and justice. Zimbabwe is well endowed with
riches and resources to ensure not meat for some, poison for others, but fair
ensure

that black

nourishment for all.

ACCOUNTABILITY: The process must be transparent, non-corrupt

of the in-house culture of the enterprise being transformed
(excluding, of course, the culture of racism and sexism).
account

OUR APPROACH
1.

While due

cognisance is taken of the expressed desire of our
Government and leadership to take affirmative action to redress the
imbalances in our national economy, aimed at bringing the
majority
into the mainstream, it is noted that there is

that the most efficacious and least

onerous

solutions

are

found.

SECURITY: The principles and processes must be securely located in the
constitution and legislation, and not be dependent on the subjective whims

the

fluctuating zeal of particular officials. Everyone must know where
they stand legally. The law should give every encouragement to voluntary
forms of affirmative action. The government itself must set an example,
and require appropriate affirmative action in parastatals as well as
enterprises to which it awards contracts. In the U.S.A. and Canada, the
courts and independent
tribunals have played an important role in
establishing obligatory guidelines for affirmative action in particular
enterprises, and consideration will have to be given in Zimbabwe for
having similar procedures if appeals to common sense and social
or

responsibility get nowhere.
PROPORTIONALITY: The

as

yet no ACTUAL

indigenisation policy that has been initiated clearly outlining what
needs to be done, what will be done, and
by whom.
2.

Our first task is

3.

Our second task is to persuade and assist Government in
drafting and

to persuade the Government
indigenisation and affirmative action policy.

THE SIX SIBLINGS

EQUITY: The objective must always be to ensure basic fairness.
Affirmative action is about removing injustice, not about revenge, extortion
or patronage. This means that its
goals and methods must be equitable.
INCLUSIVITY: The processes should be as inclusive as possible. Those
most directly affected, whether
positively or negatively, must have the
greatest say in how affirmative action should proceed. We do not want
government steamrolling decisions from outside, but we do insist that
there be guarantees of meaningful internal transformation. Trade unions
and staff association should play a particularly important role in
ensuring

public opinion, parliament and the courts.

FLEXIBILITY: Affirmative action works well if it is neatly tailored to
the particular situation it is intended to deal with and takes
appropriate

to outline the

enacting legislation regarding affirmative action.
Our third task is to agree with government on the
implementation

4.

process.
Our fourth task is to police

5.

and monitor the rapid implementation of

the programme.

CONCLUSION:
Real victory for the people means being able to deliver, not just
promise
and abstractions, but houses, jobs, schools, and hospitals, real freedom and
real choices in the fullest

sense.

We want to ensure

preferential treatment
procurement of goods and services by government, parastatals, and
enterprises in which government has a stake to the majority of the
Zimbabwean African people. We want democracy to be associated with
on

a

better life and peace,
to this end

standards and
or

and not with poverty and inadequate living
will work with any organisation, group and

we

individuals that share the

same

vision.

For more information on the Affirmative Action Group (AAG) and how
you can participate
adddress:

The

in this noble

cause,

please contact

us at

the following

Secretary, Affirmative Action (»roup,

35 Samora Machel Avenue,
P 0 Box 1687, Harare

Telephone: 729610/8/9 or 750520/19/18 or 739981/2 or 739425.
means

used and the time frame must be

Telefax: 732792/722320/736259/793384
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